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Sacramento State

CSUS 6000 J Street, Sacramento, CA 95819, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 916 278 6011
Email: infodesk@csus.edu
Website: www.csus.edu
Contact: Timothy Hodson, Executive Director

Center for California Studies, CSU-Sacramento, California
Legislature (CSUS) was founded in 1984. It is located on the
capital campus of the California State University. Center for
California Studies is a public service, educational support and
applied research institute of CSUS. It is dedicated to promot-
ing a better understanding of California’s government, poli-
tics, people, cultures and history.

California Senate Fellows

Purpose: To expose people with diverse life experiences and
backgrounds to the legislative process and provide research
and other professional staff assistance to the Senate
Eligibility: Open to candidates who have obtained a degree
from a 4 year college or university
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowships
Value: Amonthly stipend of US$2,627 plus full health, vision
and dental benefits
Length of Study: 11 months
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Applicants can download the appli-
cation form from the website
Closing Date: 8 February
Funding: Government

Additional Information: For further information please con-
tact David Pacheco, the program director, at (1) 916 278 5408
(Sacramento State), (1) 916 651 4160 (Senate) or email to
david.pacheco@sen.ca.gov sfela.senate.ca.gov/home

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 916 278 6906
Email: calstudies@csus.edu

Jesse M. Unruh Assembly Fellowship Program

Purpose: To provide an opportunity for individuals of all
ages, ethnic backgrounds and experiences to directly partici-
pate in the legislative process
Eligibility: Applicants must have completed a Bachelor’s
degree by the end of Summer of the fellowship year. There
are no preferred majors
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$1,972 per month and medical, dental and vision
benefits
Length of Study: 11 months
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Center for California Studies
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Applicants must download the com-
plete application form from the website. Applicants must
furnish academic, employment and activities data, unofficial
transcripts from colleges attended, a personal statement,
a policy statement on a specific topic contained in the appli-
cation and 3 references
Closing Date: 22 February
Additional Information: Individuals with advanced degrees
or those in mid-career are encouraged to apply a70.asmdc.
org/article/jesse-m-unruh-assembly-fellowship-program
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For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 916 278 6906
Email: calstudies@csus.edu

Saint Louis University

John Cook School of Business MBA Program, 3674
Lindell Boulevard, St Louis, MO 63108, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 314 977 2013
Email: mba@slu.edu
Website: mba.slu.edu
Contact: MBA Admissions Officer

Saint Louis University International MBA
Programme

Length of Study: More than 2 years
Application Procedure: Applicants must return a completed
application, with personal essays, a nonrefundable US$55
application fee, two letters of recommendation, official tran-
scripts from all previously attended colleges and universities,
Graduate Management Admission Test score, and
a curriculum vitae. Overseas students must also provide evi-
dence of financial support and a TOEFL score
Closing Date: 15 April

For further information contact:

Institute of International Business, International Option MBA.

Tel: (1) 314 977 3630
Fax: (1) 314 977 7188
Email: biib@slu.edu

Samuel H. Kress Foundation

174 East 80th Street, New York, NY 10075, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 212 861 4993
Email: wyman.meers@kressfoundation.org
Website: www.kressfoundation.org
Contact: Wyman Meers, Program Administrator

The Samuel H. Kress Foundation, since its creation in 1929,
has devoted its resources almost exclusively to programmes

related to European art. The Foundation devotes its
resources to advancing the history, conservation, and enjoy-
ment of the vast heritage of European art, architecture, and
archaeology.

Conservation Fellowships

Purpose: The purpose of the Kress Conservation Fellowship
program is to provide a wide range of post-graduate fellow-
ship opportunities that will help develop the skills of emerg-
ing conservators.
Eligibility: Applications must be made by the museum
or conservation facility at which the fellowship will be
based. Prior to beginning the fellowship, fellows should
have completed a masters-level degree in conservation.
The fellowship candidate may be identified in advance
of application by the host institution or recruited
subsequently.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$32,000
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Appropriate institutions
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Application procedures and contact
information available at www.kressfoundation.org
No. of awards offered: Approx. 25–30
Closing Date: 22 January
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 9
No. of applicants last year: Approx. 25–30
Additional Information: Emphasis is on hands-on training.
These grants are not for the completion of degree pro-
grammes. Enquiries should be directed to Wyman Meers
www.kressfoundation.org/fellowships/conservation/

For further information contact:

The Foundation of the American Institute for Conservation of
Historic and Artistic Works, 1156 15th St, NW; Suite 320, -
Washington, DC 20005, United States of America.

Email: faicgrants@aic-faic.org

History of Art Institutional Fellowships

Purpose: Institutional fellowships are intended to provide
promising young art historians with the opportunity to expe-
rience just this kind of immersion.
Eligibility: Restricted to pre-doctoral candidates in the his-
tory of art and related disciplines (such as archaeology,
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architecture, or classics). Nominees must be U.S. citizens or
individuals matriculated at an American university. Disserta-
tion research must focus on European art from antiquity to the
early 19th century. Candidates must be nominated by their
academic department.
Level of Study: Predoctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$30,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must be nominated by
their art history department. Limit of one applicant per
department
Closing Date: 30 November
Additional Information: Enquiries should be directed to
Lisa M Ackerman www.kressfoundation.org/fellowships/
institutional/

For further information contact:

174 East 80th Street, New York, NY 10075, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 212 861 4993
Email: info@kressfoundation.org

Interpretive Fellowships at Art Museums

Purpose: The purpose of the Kress Interpretive Fellowship at
Art Museums program is to provide a new kind of mentored
professional development opportunity within American art
museums
Eligibility: Application must be made by the art museum
proposing to host a Kress Interpretive Fellow. These Interpre-
tive Fellowships are intended as an opportunity for individ-
uals who have completed a degree (B.A., M.A., or PhD) in art
history, art education, studio art or museum studies and who
are pursuing or contemplating graduate study or professional
placement in these or related fields. The appropriate level of
educational achievement will be determined by the host
museum and be dependent upon the needs of the proposed
fellowship project. The fellowship candidate may be identi-
fied in advance of application by the host institution or
recruited subsequently.
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$30,000
Length of Study: 9-12 month
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applications must be submitted
through the kressfoundation.fluxx.io/
Closing Date: 1 April

San Antonio Nathan Shock Center

Awards Supported by the San Antonio Nathan
Shock Center

Subjects: Biomedical and Clinical; physiology; pharmacol-
ogy; pathology
Purpose: #to support the research of any investigator who is
developing a new project in the basic biology of aging.
Eligibility: Any investigator who is eligible to receive NIH
grants according to the rules of their home institution.
Type: Research grant
Value: Contingent on the availability of funds
Frequency: Annual, if funds are available
Study Establishment: Any US Academic Institution
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: The projects should utilize one or
more Cores of the Center. Projects that propose creative uses
of more than one Core are encouraged. Center Cores and their
capabilities are listed at nathanshock.barshop.uthscsa.eduAppli-
cations must include: One-page hypothesis and specific aims of
your project. Include a title for your project. This can be very
brief, sufficient for the reader to understand the importance of
what is being proposed. Specifics such as numbers of animals,
etc., are not initially needed because this will be determined in
conjunction with the Core Leaders if the proposal is selected for
further consideration. Please indicate which Cores of the Center
will be needed for your studies. It is strongly suggested that you
contact the Core Leaders (see above) in advance of submitting
your proposal. If you have consulted with one or more Core
Leaders during the development of your proposal, please so state
in your application. Your NIH Biosketch and the Biosketches of
any proposed collaborators. A budget is not initially required. If
your proposal is selected for further consideration, a budget will
be developed based on a power analysis of the number of
samples, animals, etc., that will be needed for the successful
development of your project. The budgetwill be used for internal
planning purposes only. Costs of the entire project, including
purchase of animals and their housing, will be borne by the San
Antonio Shock Center. Some parts of the project may be more
appropriately performed in the applicant’s lab, in which case it
will be expected that the PI will bear the cost of those studies.
Closing Date: 15 April

San Francisco Foundation (SFF)

One Embarcadero Center, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA
94111, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 415 733 8500
Email: info@sff.org
Website: www.sff.org
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The San Francisco Foundation (SFF) is a leading agent of Bay
Area philanthropy. They rank 7th in grant making and assets
among the nation’s community foundations. They cultivate
a family of donors who share a commitment to the Bay Area.
They givemillions of dollars a year to build on community assets,
respond to community needs and elevate public awareness.

Koshland Young Leader Awards

Purpose: It recognizes the next generation of leadership in
community. Koshland Young Leaders are strongly motivated
to achieve despite facing multiple challenges, such as eco-
nomic and family responsibilities
Eligibility: San Francisco public high school juniors. The
most competitive candidates have at least a 3.25 cumulative
or continually improving GPA, are college-bound, and
embrace a commitment to strengthening their families and
communities despite facing formidable life challenges
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Award
Value: US$7,000
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Every 2 years
Country of Study: United States of America
Closing Date: January
Contributor: San Francisco Foundation
Additional Information: Each winter, we invite teachers and
counselors to nominate outstanding San Francisco public
high school juniors for this award. If you have questions,
please email or call Joshua Jones sff.org/what-we-do/awards-
programs/kyla/

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 415 733 8587
Email: akatz@sff.org

San Francisco State University (SFSU)

1600 Holloway Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94132, United
States of America.

Tel: (1) 415 338 2234/1111
Email: mritter@sfsu.edu
Website: www.sfsu.edu

San Francisco State University (SFSU) is one of the nation’s
leading public urban universities. SFSU helps create and
maintain an environment for learning that promotes respect
for and appreciation of scholarship, freedom, human diversity

and the cultural mosaic of the City of San Francisco. SFSU
also provides a higher education for residents of the region
and state, as well as the nation and world.

Robert Westwood Scholarship

Purpose: To assist SFSU students who are living with HIV
and plan to make a contribution in any field to communities
affected by HIV
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: US$1,000
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: San Francisco State University
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Applicants must submit a copy of
the most recent SFSU academic transcript, along with a brief,
typed essay discussing plans to incorporate academic work
and degree at SFSU with service in the HIV community or in
the area of HIV prevention
Closing Date: 7 May
Additional Information: Applicants must submit
a verification from the physician sfsu.academicworks.com/
opportunities/2089

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 415 338 7339

Sanskriti Pratishthan

Head Office C-11 Qutab Institutional Area, New Delhi
110016, India.

Tel: (91) 11 2696 3226/2652 7077
Email: fellowships@sanskritifoundation.org
Website: www.sanskritifoundation.org

Sanskriti Pratishthan is a non-profit organization that was
established in 1978. Sanskriti Pratishthan perceives its role
as that of a catalyst, in revitalizing cultural sensitivity in
contemporary times.

Geddes Scholarship

Purpose: The scholarship has been instituted in the joint
memory of Patrick Geddes and his son Arthur Geddes, both
of whom had a long association with India
Eligibility: The scholarship is only open to Indian Nationals
in the age group of 20 to 30. The applicant must be a student
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of planning and architecture at a graduate/postgraduate/
research level from a recognized university or institution
and /or young practicing professionals. The applicants can
be an individual or can be a collaborative work of a group of
individuals.
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowships
Value: `45,000 will be given in two phases
Length of Study: 6 months
Frequency: Annual
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.sanskritifoundation.org/
Geddes-Fellowship.htm

For further information contact:

Sanskriti Kendra / Sanskriti Museums, Anandagram,
Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, New Delhi - 110047, Opposite
Metro Pillar No. 165, Nearest Metro Station Arjangarh.

Tel: (91) 11 2696 3226, 2652 7077 / 8130968700

Kalakriti Fellowship in Indian Classical Dance

Purpose: The purpose of the fellowship is to encourage
young artists to develop their potential and enhance their
skills through intensive practice and or incorporating different
facets of their art.
Eligibility: The fellowship is only open to Indian Nationals in
the age group of 25 to 40. While this fellowship specially
encourages women applicants, all proposals that further the
objectives of the program are welcome. The candidate should
have at least ten years of initial training in Indian classical
dance. The fellow would be required to have given at least 2-3
solo performances to his/her credit in recognized forums. The
candidate will be required to take guidance from another
senior guru and enhance the existing style. It would be
a residency programme for a period of three months, which
can be spread over the period of ten months. This will require
the candidate to take consent from her current guru and the
guru he/she would want to go to.
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowships
Value: `50,000
Length of Study: 10 months
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Candidates should send their two
page CV and a write up of approximately 500 words
explaining their project. Full postal and telephonic contact
details together with any e-mail id should be submitted to
facilitate contact. Few samples of previous work, project or
performances should be submitted. The names and contact

addresses/telephones of two referees should also be sent. The
application should bear the title ’Sanskriti - Kalakriti Fellow-
ship’ on the envelope when sent by post and in subject line if
sent through email on fellowships@sanskritifoundation.org
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.sanskritifoundation.org/
Kalakriti-Fellowship.htm

For further information contact:

Anandagram, Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, New Delhi - 110047,
Opposite Metro Pillar No. 165, Nearest Metro Station
Arjangarh.

Tel: (91) 11 2696 3226, 2652 7077 / 8130968700

Madhobi Chatterji Memorial Fellowship

Purpose: The objective of the fellowship is to encourage
promising young artists to develop their potential and perfect
their skills by providing them the resources and time to
dedicate to the art
Eligibility: The fellowship is open to Indian Nationals from
any genre of Indian Classical Music (Vocal or Instrumental)
or Dance (any form or choreography). Proposals that fur-
ther the objectives of the program are welcome. The candi-
date should have at least some years of formal training in
Indian classical Music or Dance. The fellow would be
required to have given at least 2-3 solo performances to
his/her credit.
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowships
Value: The grant of `100,000 will be given in two
installments
Length of Study: 10 Months
Frequency: Annual
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.sanskritifoundation.org/
Madhobi-Chatterji-Memorial.htm

For further information contact:

Sanskriti Kendra / Sanskriti Museums, Anandagram,
Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, New Delhi - 110047, Opposite
Metro Pillar No. 165, Nearest Metro Station Arjangarh.

Tel: (91) 11 2696 3226, 2652 7077 / 8130968700

Mani Mann Fellowship

Purpose: This fellowship has been instituted to encourage
promising young artists to advance in their field. This
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fellowship will enable the recipient to have the resources and
time to dedicate to the art.
Eligibility: The fellowship is only open to Indian Nationals in
the age group of 25 to 40. While this fellowship specially
encourages women applicants, all proposals that further the
objectives of the program are welcome. The applicant must
hold a degree/diploma from a recognized university or insti-
tution in the field and/or the candidate should have at least ten
years of initial training in Indian classical music. The fellow
would be required to have given at least 2-3 solo perfor-
mances to his/her credit in recognized forums. The candidate
will be required to take guidance from another senior guru and
enhance the existing style. It would be a residency programme
for a period of three months, which can be spread over the
period of one year.
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowships
Value: `100,000 will be given in two phases
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Candidates should send their two
page CV and a write up of approximately 500 words
explaining their project. Full postal and telephonic contact
details together with any e-mail id should be submitted to
facilitate contact. Few samples of previous work, project or
performances should be submitted. The names and contact
addresses/telephones of two referees should also be sent.
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.sanskritifoundation.org/
Mani-Mann-Fellowship.htm

For further information contact:

Sanskriti Kendra / Sanskriti Museums, Anandagram,
Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, New Delhi - 110047, Opposite
Metro Pillar No. 165, Nearest Metro Station Arjangarh.

Tel: (91) 11 2696 3226, 2652 7077 / 8130968700

Prabha Dutt Fellowship

Purpose: The purpose of the fellowship is to encourage
young mid career women journalists to develop their potential
by pursuing meaningful projects without having to work
under the pressures of short deadlines.
Eligibility: The fellowship is only open to women who are
Indian Nationals in the age group of 25 to 40. It is exclusively
for print journalists. The Fellows will be required to publish
a stipulated number of articles in established publications.

The Fellow may work on a book or monograph for subse-
quent publication within the given time frame.
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowships
Value: `100,000 including travel expenses
Length of Study: 10 months
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Candidates should send a two page
CV and a write up of about 250 - 300 words explaining their
project. Full postal and telephonic contact details together
with any e-mail id should be submitted to facilitate contact.
Five samples of work published. The names and contact
addresses/telephones of two referees should also be sent.
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.sanskritifoundation.org/
prabha-dutt-fellowship.htm

For further information contact:

Sanskriti Kendra / Sanskriti Museums, Anandagram,
Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, New Delhi - 110047, Opposite
Metro Pillar No. 165, Nearest Metro Station Arjangarh.

Tel: (91) 11 2696 3226, 2652 7077 / 8130968700

Pt. Vasant Thakar Memorial Fellowship

Purpose: The objective of the fellowship is to recognize and
provide a platform to excellent but lesser known artists and to
bring them to larger audiences
Eligibility: The fellowship is open to Indian Nationals from
any genre of Indian Classical Music (Vocal or Instrumental).
Proposals that further the objectives of the program are wel-
come. The duration of the fellowship will be 10 months
followed by a performance in Delhi.
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Fellowships
Value: `100,000 will be given in two installments
Length of Study: 10 months
Frequency: Annual
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.sanskritifoundation.org/Pt-
Vasant-Thakar-Memorial-Fellowship.htm

For further information contact:

Sanskriti Kendra / Sanskriti Museums, Anandagram,
Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, New Delhi - 110047, Opposite
Metro Pillar No. 165, Nearest Metro Station Arjangarh.

Tel: (91) 11 2696 3226, 2652 7077 / 8130968700
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Sasakawa Fund

School of Economics, University of São Paulo 908, FEA
1, room D105, São Paulo, Buntantã, SP 055 (080)
10, Brazil.

Tel: (55) 11 3091 6075
Email: sylff@usp.br

Generally known as SYLFF, The Ryoichi Sasakawa young
leaders fellowship fund established in 1987 aims to nurture
future leaders who will transcend the geopolitical, religious,
ethnic, and cultural boundaries and actively participate in
the world community for peace and the well-being of
humankind.

Sasakawa Young Leader Fellowship (SYLFF)
Program

Purpose: To provide grants for graduate students is social
sciences areas
Eligibility: Open to postgraduate students from the university
of Sao Paulo with research projects proposals that relate to
approved subject areas and aim to assist Brazil in its global
insertion
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Fellowship
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: São Paulo University
Country of Study: Brazil
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: The Tokyo Foundation
No. of awards given last year: 9
Additional Information: stanfordexeced.stanford.edu/lead-
download-brochure/?campaignid¼71700000059199127&
adgroupid¼58700005418275706&adgroup¼LDC-NT+-
+Leadership+-+Program+(b%2B)&creative¼406588991184
&kwid¼43700049314447479&matchtype¼b&feeditemid¼
&targetid¼kwd-20128500519&cid¼7013l000001JEKkAAO
&utm_source¼GOOGLE&utm_medium¼cpc&utm_campaign
¼LDC-NT+-+Leadership+(INTL)&utm_term¼%2Bleadership
+%2Bprogram&loc_physical_ms¼9061916&loc_interest_ms¼
&network¼g&adposition¼1t1&target¼&device¼c&device
model¼&gclid¼EAIaIQobChMIuvickIfM5wIVViUrCh0ZTA-
8EAAYASAAEgJBIvD_BwE&gclsrc¼aw.ds

Savoy Foundation

230 Foch Street, St Jean Sur Richelieu, QC J3B 2B2, Canada.

Tel: (1) 450 358 9779
Email: epilepsy@savoy-foundation.ca
Website: www.savoy-foundation.ca
Contact: Vivian Downing, Assistant to Vice President/

Secretary

The Savoy Foundation’s main activity is to support and
encourage research into epilepsy.

Savoy Foundation International Grant

Purpose: To improve the situation of people with epilepsy
where medical care is less available
Eligibility: Only available to clinicians and established scientists
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Postgraduate, Research
Type: Research grant
Value: Up to C$30,000
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: An affiliated University
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must contact the Foun-
dation or visit the website for application forms and further
information
No. of awards offered: 1
Closing Date: 15 January
Funding: Private
Contributor: The Savoy Foundation endowments
No. of awards given last year: 1
No. of applicants last year: 1
Additional Information: One grant is available per year. All
applications are evaluated by the Medical Board of the Savoy
Foundation for epilepsy mcgill.ca/research/files/research/
savoy_foundation.pdf

Savoy Foundation Postdoctoral and Clinical
Research Fellowships

Purpose: To support a full-time research project in the field of
epilepsy
Eligibility: Candidates must be scientists or medical special-
ists with a PhD or MD
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Postgraduate, Research
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Type: Research grant
Value: C$30,000
Length of Study: 1 year (non-renewable)
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: Applicants must contact the Foun-
dation or visit the website for application forms and further
information
No. of awards offered: 26
Closing Date: 15 January
Funding: Private, Foundation
Contributor: The Savoy Foundation endowments
No. of awards given last year: Five fellowships
No. of applicants last year: 26
Additional Information: gradfund.rutgers.edu/blog/awards/
5109/

Savoy Foundation Research Grants

Purpose: To support further research into epilepsy
Eligibility: Only available to clinicians and established
scientists
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Postgraduate, Research
Type: Research grant
Value: Up to C$25,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: Applicants must contact the Foun-
dation or visit the website for application forms and further
information
No. of awards offered: 20
Closing Date: 15 January
Funding: Private, Foundation
Contributor: The Savoy Foundation endowments
No. of awards given last year: 7 Research Grants
No. of applicants last year: 20
Additional Information: The grant is only available to Cana-
dian citizens or for projects conducted in Canada www.
ucalgary.ca/research/node/2407

Savoy Foundation Studentships

Purpose: To support training and research in a biomedical
discipline, the health sciences or social sciences related to
epilepsy
Eligibility: Candidates must have a good university record,
e.g. a BSc, MD or equivalent diploma and have ensured that
a qualified researcher affiliated to a university or hospital will
supervise his or her work. Concomitant registration in
a graduate programme is encouraged. The awards are avail-
able to Canadian citizens or for projects conducted in Canada

Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate, Predoctorate
Type: Studentship
Value: The stipend will be C$15,000 per year. An annual sum
of C$1,000 will be allocated to the laboratory or institution as
additional support for the research project. The student with
the highest mark will receive the Van Gelder-Savoy award of
an additional C$1,500. Also, in memory of the contribution
made by Professor Laurent Descarries to the Savoy Founda-
tion during his tenure as a member of the Research Commit-
tee, a new award of excellence has been created. The
Descarries-Savoy award, in an amount of US$1,500, which
will be granted to the student supported by the Foundation
whom the committee decides has published the best paper
during the year of the studentship
Length of Study: 1–4 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: Applicants must contact the Foun-
dation or visit the website for application forms and further
information
No. of awards offered: 17
Closing Date: 15 January
Funding: Private, Foundation
Contributor: The Savoy Foundation endowments
No. of awards given last year: 4 Studentships
No. of applicants last year: 17
Additional Information: webapps.cc.umanitoba.ca/
gradawards/index.asp?WCI¼SearchForm&WCE¼browse&
keywords¼&criteria¼any&category¼0&citizen¼0&range¼
0-1000000&tenable¼0&byResearch¼on&byAward¼on&by
Eligibility¼on&id¼3481&letter¼S

Scholarship Foundation of the League
of Finnish-American Societies

Mechelininkatu 10, Helsinki, FI-00100, Helsinki, Finland.

Tel: (358) 9 4133 3700
Email: sayl@sayl.fi
Website: www.sayl.fi
Contact: Ms Tuula Nuckols, Project Manager

American Society of Naval Engineers (ASNE)
Scholarship

Purpose: The American Society of Naval Engineers began its
scholarship program in 1979 in order to promote the profes-
sion of naval engineering and to encourage college students to
enter the field. Since the inception of the Scholarship Pro-
gram, ASNE has since awarded more than 500 scholarships to
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undergraduate and graduate students interested in pursuing an
education and career in naval engineering.
Eligibility: 1. Undergraduate candidates must be applying for
support in their final year of an engineering program at an
accredited undergraduate college or university. 2. Graduate
candidates-May apply for support during one full year of
a graduate program or co-op leading to an engineering or
physical science degree at an accredited university.
Level of Study: Professional development
Type: Scholarship
Value: A combination of undergraduate scholarships
(US$3,000 per year) and graduate scholarships (US$4,000
per year) are awarded each academic year.
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applications must have the below
information. 1. The materials to be submitted with application
form for American Society of Naval Engineers (ASNE)
Scholarship. 2. Three letters of recommendations (letters of
recommendation must be on college/university or business
letterhead). 3. Official transcripts
Closing Date: March
Funding: Private
Additional Information: new.expo.uw.edu/expo/scholar
ships/asne

For further information contact:

Nancy Lackey, 1452 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314,
United States of America.

Email: scholarships@navalengineers.org

School of American Research

PO Box 2188, Santa Fe, NM 87504-2188, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 505 982 3583
Contact: Grants Management Officer

Babe Ruth League College Scholarship

Purpose: Program to provide assistance to individuals
(former Babe Ruth Baseball, Cal Ripken Baseball or Babe
Ruth Softball players) who plan on furthering their education
beyond high school. Outstanding student athletes will receive
US$1000 each towards their college tuition.
Eligibility: 1. Must be an undergraduate student. 2. Must
attend a university, a four-year college or two-year college.

3. Citizenship requirements: US. 4. Must currently be a high
school student. 5. Both full-time and part-time students.
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: US$1,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Babe Ruth League College Scholar-
ships are awarded based on an applicant’s high school aca-
demic achievement, participating activities, community
involvement and on the contents of the essay. The Babe
Ruth League College Scholarship is a one-time award and
cannot be combined with any other Babe Ruth League spon-
sored scholarship. Supporting documents required are:
1. Copy of your official high school transcript. 2. 200-word
essay on the topic: how playing in the Babe Ruth league
program has affected your life. 3. Verification of registration
at an accredited two-year or four-year college or university, by
June 30 of each year. www.baberuthleague.org/media/
216298/Babe%20Ruth%20Combined%20Scholarship%
20Program%20Applicaiton%20and%20Criteria.pdf
Closing Date: 1 September
Funding: Private
Additional Information: For further information, www.
baberuthleague.org/media/216298/Babe%20Ruth%20Com
bined%20Scholarship%20Program%20Applicaiton%20 and
%20Criteria.pdf www.petersons.com/scholarship/babe-ruth-
scholarship-program-111_179153.aspx

For further information contact:

Babe Ruth League, 1670 Whitehorse-Mercerville Road,
Hamilton, NJ 08619, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 800 880 3142
Fax: (1) 609 695 2505
Email: info@baberuthleague.org

School of Oriental and African Studies
(SOAS)

University of London, Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square,
London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7637 2388
Email: scholarships@soas.ac.uk
Website: www.soas.ac.uk
Contact: Miss Alicia Sales, Scholarships Officer, Registry

The School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) regards
its role as advancing the knowledge and understanding of the
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cultures and societies of Asia and Africa and of the School’s
academic disciplines through high-quality teaching and
research.

Academy of Korean Studies Postgraduate
Bursaries

Eligibility: Open to United Kingdom/European Union and
overseas applicants. See the website for details
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Bursary
Value: Up to £6,000 towards tuition fees
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: See website www.soas.ac.uk/
scholarships
Closing Date: 24 May
Funding: Private
Contributor: Academy of Korean Studies
No. of awards given last year: 1
Additional Information: If you have any questions about
the bursary application, please contact the Scholarships
Officer

For further information contact:

Email: ak49@soas.ac.uk

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Studentships

Purpose: Up to 56 Arts and Humanities studentships avail-
able from CHASE Doctoral Training Partnership. CHASE
Studentships are for PhD-level study only and successful
applicants will have their fees paid, as well as receiving
a stipend to cover living expenses (where eligible, see
below) and access to further funds for skills training and
research.
Eligibility: CHASE AHRC funding is only available to
Home or EU students. Both Home and EU students must
satisfy the standard research council eligibility criteria. Please
see page 12 of the Research Councils Terms and Conditions
for Training Grants to check eligibility. EU students not
resident in the UK for three years prior to 30 September
2020 may be eligible for a fees-only award.
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Maintenance plus approved tuition fees
Study Establishment: SOAS

Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Scholarship application should be
made on the appropriate scholarship application form which
is available for download
Closing Date: 13 January
Funding: Government
Additional Information: There are two types of studentship
awards – a full studentship award for United Kingdom. resi-
dents and a fees-only studentship award for European Union
residents. Please see the website for further details www.kcl.
ac.uk/study/postgraduate/fees-and-funding/student-funding/
postgraduate-research-funding/arts-and-humanities-research-
council-studentships

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5088/5094/5091

Bernard Buckman Scholarship

Purpose: The Bernard Buckman Scholarship was established
in 1992 with generous support by Mrs Buckman in memory
of her late husband who was a Governor of the School. There
is one Bernard Buckman Scholarship available.
Eligibility: Open to those candidates who qualify to pay for
home or European Union tuition fees. Applicants must pos-
sess a good Honours Degree from a United Kingdom univer-
sity or its equivalent
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Home or European Union postgraduate fee
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Candidates can apply for this schol-
arship via the online scholarship application form
No. of awards offered: 7
Closing Date: 9 January
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 1
No. of applicants last year: 7
Additional Information: For enquiries, please contact
Scholarships Officer www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholarships/
bernard-buckman-scholarship.html

For further information contact:

Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XG,
United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/5091
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Brough Sanskrit Awards

Purpose: There are 3 awards of up to £1,200 for SOAS
postgraduate research and master’s students who use Sanskrit
in their work and will use the funds for research activity such
as fieldwork trips
Eligibility: 1. The funding is for students who use Sanskrit in
their work. Evidence of this should be provided in your
application. 2. We cannot normally hold an award over into
the next academic year if a candidate does not make the trip
or attend the conference or workshop when intended:
a re-application has to be made. 3. For research degree appli-
cants only 4. Any student accepting a Brough Sanskrit award
for fieldwork, workshops and conference must be enrolled
5. The student must submit a brief report, signed by the
supervisor, to the Scholarships Officer within one month of
the end of the fieldwork visit, conference or workshop.
6. Retrospective applications for a Brough Sanskrit Award
will be considered but will not be given priority. 7. If you have
already had a Brough Sanskrit Award, you can be considered
for another award in a different academic year. 8. For confer-
ence funding, priority may be given to students who have
been invited to present a paper at the conference
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: up to £1,200
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Please apply online via the docs.
google.com/forms/d/1QkSRSlcT0Fxq31RDMlsY4LiDEPHT
X8hl2FgT-oFXTxA/edit
No. of awards offered: 3
Closing Date: 18 March
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/brough-sanskrit-awards.html

For further information contact:

SOAS University of London 10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell
Square, London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7637 2388

CSJR Postgraduate Student Bursary

Purpose: The Centre for the Study of Japanese Religions
offers a CSJR Postgraduate Student Bursary in Japanese
Religions to be held at SOAS, University of London.
Level of Study: Postgraduate

Type: Scholarship
Value: £5,000
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: You must apply for this scholarship
via the docs.google.com/forms/d/18fr_iN2K2UKbGCA7
ubI0IUv6SOPxSqRidLMiI9TS7no/closedform
Closing Date: 7 May
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/csjr-postgraduate-student-bursary.html

For further information contact:

SOAS University of London 10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell
Square, London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/ 5091
Email: scholarships@soas.ac.uk

Felix Scholarship

Purpose: To support first class Indian students commencing
a Master’s programme or researching for a Doctoral degree at
the School of Oriental and African Studies
Eligibility: Open to applicants of any full-time taught Mas-
ter’s or MPhil/PhD programme, under 30 years of age, able to
demonstrate financial need and would return to work in their
home country after completion of studies
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £12,316 per year plus tuition fees
Length of Study: 1–3 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: A Felix Scholarship application
form is available for download from the download box at
the top right or can be obtained from Scholarships Officer
Closing Date: 31 January
Funding: Private
Contributor: Felix Scholarship Trust
No. of awards given last year: 6
Additional Information: One award is made each year to
a non-Indian student from a developing country who demon-
strates academic excellence and financial need. Please see the
website for further details www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/felix-scholarships.html www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/grad
uate/fees-and-funding/fees-funding-and-scholarship-search/
felix-scholarships
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For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/5091

Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
School of Oriental and African Studies
Scholarships

Purpose: To support United Kingdom or European Union fee
payers commencing a full-time master’s course in Sinology or
Chinese literature
Eligibility: Applicants must possess or be about to complete
a good honours degree, preferably first class, from a United
Kingdom institution or overseas equivalent
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £16,650 plus tuition fees at the home European Union
rate
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Candidates can apply for this schol-
arship via the online scholarship application form. For
enquiries, please contact Scholarships Officer
Closing Date: 22 March
Funding: Trusts
Contributor: HSBC educational trust
No. of awards given last year: 2
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/hsbc-soas-scholarships.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/5091

International Postgraduate Scholarships

Purpose: The International Postgraduate Scholarship is
designed to award new entry 2020 Postgraduate students
with outstanding academic performance.
Eligibility: 1. Have an offer to study a Full Time Postgraduate
taught (on-campus) degree for September 2020 2. Overseas
fee-paying student who is a national of China, Hong Kong, or
Taiwan 3. Minimum UK upper second-class (2:1) or interna-
tional equivalent
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £3,000 (fee waiver)
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom

Application Procedure: Apply for the International Scholar-
ship docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd0uhFLoS8-
FwcH6ii-3r5C7pZg4n68lr8DXeDDgZGcLRxfzQ/viewform?
usp¼sf_link
No. of awards offered: 10
Closing Date: 31 May
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/international-pg-scholarships.html

For further information contact:

SOAS University of London 10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell
Square, London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7074 4700
Email: study@soas.ac.uk

Ouseley Memorial Scholarship

Purpose: The scholarships are for students entering the sec-
ond or third year of the MPhil/PhD programme in 2020-21
(or part time equivalent). The Ouseley Memorial scholarships
may be used towards tuition fees or living expenses.
Eligibility: Open to United Kingdom/European Union and
overseas applicants. Applicants must refer to the organization
website for detailed information
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £6,000 for 1 year only
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
No. of awards offered: 20
Closing Date: 7 May
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 1
No. of applicants last year: 20
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/ouseley-memorial-scholarship.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/5091

Shapoorji Pallonji Scholarships

Purpose: The Shapoorji Pallonji Scholarships will provide
a contribution to fees and living costs calibrated according to
merit and availability of funds.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
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Length of Study: The MPhil/PhD scholarship is paid for
3 years. The MA is paid for one year (or over two years if
part-time)
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Closing Date: 2 April
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/shapoorji-pallonji-scholarships-.html

For further information contact:

SOAS University of London 10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell
Square, London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/ 5091

SOAS Master’s Scholarship

Purpose: To provide financial assistance to study for a full-
time taught Master’s programme
Eligibility: 1. School of Law - any 12 months full-time
master’s programme. 2. Department of Politics & Interna-
tional Studies - any 12 months full-time master’s programme.
3. School of Finance & Management - any 12 months full-
time master’s programme. 4. Department of Economics - any
12 months full-time master’s programme. 5. Department of
Development Studies - any 12 months full-time master’s
programme. 6. School of History, Religions and Philosophies
- any 12months full-time master’s programme. 7. Department
of Anthropology and Sociology - any 12 months full-time
master’s programme. 8. School of Arts - any 12 months full-
time master’s programme. 9. Department of East Asian Lan-
guages and Cultures - any 12 months full-time master’s pro-
gramme. 10. Interdisciplinary Studies (Centre of
Development, Environment and Policy, Centre of Gender
Studies, Centre of Global Media and Communications &
Centre of International Studies and Diplomacy) - any
12 months full-time master’s programme.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £19,229
Length of Study: 1 year, non-renewable
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
No. of awards offered: 350
Closing Date: 20 February
Funding: Government
No. of awards given last year: 11
No. of applicants last year: 350

Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/soas-alumni-scholarship.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/5091

SOAS Research Scholarship

Purpose: To support full-time research study at SOAS
Eligibility: Applicants must United Kingdom/European
Union and overseas and must possess or expect to be awarded
a distinction in their Master’s degree from a United Kingdom
university or its equivalent
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £12,790
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Applicants must complete and sub-
mit an application form that can be downloaded from the
website
Closing Date: 31 January
Funding: Government
No. of awards given last year: 4
Additional Information: For enquiries, please contact
Scholarships Officer www.afterschoolafrica.com/35577/
soas-research-studentships/

SOAS Sanctuary Scholarship

Purpose: The SOAS Sanctuary scheme to support displaced
people
Eligibility: 1. Any full time undergraduate degree of 3 years
duration 2. Any full time one year or part time two year
postgraduate taught Master’s degree on campus (not distance
learning) 3. In addition, a package of support will be provided
to contribute towards the living costs (which includes accom-
modation, travel and study materials) for the student to take
up their place.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Full tuition fee waiver
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Closing Date: 30 June
Funding: Foundation
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Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/soas-sanctuary-scholarships-202021.html

For further information contact:

SOAS University of London 10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell
Square, London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094

Sochon Foundation Scholarship

Purpose: For a student undertaking a full-time postgraduate
programme in Korean studies
Eligibility: 1. MA Korean Studies and Intensive Language
(Korean). 2. MAHistory of Art and Archaeology of East Asia
and Intensive Language (Korean). N.B. 90 credits (i.-
e. 60 credit dissertation plus 30 others, of the non-language
component) should be in Korea-related subjects. 3. MA His-
tory of Art and Archaeology (Korean). N.B. 75 credits
(ie. 60 credit dissertation plus 15 credits on Korean art his-
tory). 4. MA History and Intensive Language (Korean). N.-
B. 90 credits (i.e. 60 credit dissertation plus 30 others, of the
non-language component) should be in Korea-related sub-
jects. 5. MA Korean Studies. 6. Research Degrees (MPhil/
PhD) in Japanese and Korean Studies. 7. Part-time pro-
grammes are not eligible.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £6,000
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Closing Date: 2 April
Funding: Foundation
No. of awards given last year: 1
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/sochon-foundation-scholarship.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5091/5094

Tibawi Trust Awards

Purpose: Dr Abdul-Latif Tibawi left a gift in his will to
establish a Trust for a postgraduate award
Eligibility: Any postgraduate degree programme at SOAS.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Award
Value: Up to £1,300

Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Late applications will not be
considered
No. of awards offered: 2
Closing Date: 5 June
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/tibawi-trust-award.html

For further information contact:

SOAS University of London 10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell
Square, London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/ 5091

VP Kanitkar Memorial Scholarship

Purpose: The V P Kanitkar Memorial Scholarships are avail-
able for postgraduates to support a taught masters in Religious
Studies with reference to Hinduism and a taught masters in
Anthropology with reference to Hindu culture in South Asia
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Each scholarship covers the cost of tuition fees and
provides a maintenance
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Closing Date: 2 April
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.soas.ac.uk/registry/scholar
ships/soas-open-scholarship.html

For further information contact:

SOAS, University of London, 10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell
Square, London WC1H 0XG, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7074 5094/ 5091

William Ross Murray Scholarship

Purpose: To support a student of high academic achievement
from a developing country unable to pay overseas tuition fees
and attending the full-time LLM degree at SOAS
Eligibility: 1. Must be domiciled in a developing country.
2. Possess a good honours degree, preferably first class, from
a UK institution or overseas equivalent. 3. Have an uncondi-
tional offer of admission to pursue the full-time LLM at
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SOAS by the scholarship application deadline. If your offer is
conditional, please ensure you meet the conditions and
receive an unconditional offer by the deadline.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Overseas tuition fees. Free accommodation at Interna-
tional Student House and food vouchers
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SOAS
Country of Study: United Kingdom
No. of awards offered: 1
Closing Date: 20 February
Funding: Foundation
No. of awards given last year: 1
Additional Information: www.afterschoolafrica.com/159/
william-ross-murray-scholarship/

Science and Engineering Research
Board

5 & 5A, Lower Ground Floor, Vasant Square Mall, Sector-B,
Pocket-5, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi 110070, India.

Tel: (91) 11 40000398
Contact: Science and Engineering Research Board

The Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB) is
a statutory body established through an Act of Parliament.
Supporting basic research in emerging areas of science and
engineering are the primary and distinctive mandate of the
Board. The Board structure, with both financial and adminis-
trative powers vested in the Board, enables quicker decisions
on research issues, greatly improving thereby responsiveness
to the genuine needs of the research scientists and the S&T
system.

J C Bose National Fellowship

Subjects: 1. Should be an active scientist with a record of
outstanding performance apparent from the award of SS
Bhatnagar prize and/or fellowship of science academies
(including engineering, agriculture and medicine). 2. The sci-
entist should be in service at the time of nomination to this
fellowship. 3. The nominee should be an Indian national
working in institutions/universities in India.
Purpose: The JC Bose fellowship is awarded to active scien-
tists in recognition for their outstanding performance. The
fellowship is scientist-specific and very selective.

Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: fellowship
Value: `15,00,000 per annum
Length of Study: 5 years
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Nominator should first register into
the online website. www.serbonline.in/SERB/Registration
Additional Information: www.serb.gov.in/jcbn.php

For further information contact:

Science and Engineering Research Board , 5 & 5A, Lower
Ground Floor, Vasant Square Mall, Plot No. A, Community
Centre, Sector-5, Pocket-5, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070,
India.

Tel: (91) 11 40000304
Email: monika@serb.gov.in

National Post Doctoral Fellowship (N-PDF)

Purpose: The SERB-National Post Doctoral Fellowship
(N-PDF) is aimed to identify motivated young researchers
and provide them support for doing research in frontier areas
of science and engineering. The fellows will work under
a mentor, and it is hoped that this training will provide them
a platform to develop as an independent researcher
Eligibility: 1. The applicant should be an Indian citizen.
2. The applicant must have obtained PhD/M.D/M.S degree
from a recognized University. Those who have submitted
their PhD/M.D/M.S thesis and are awaiting award of the
degree are also eligible to apply. However, such candidates,
if selected, will be offered lower fellowship amount till they
qualify the eligible degree. 3. The upper age limit for the
fellowship is 35 years at the time of the submission of appli-
cation, age will be calculated by taking the date of closure of
the respective call. Age relaxation of 5 (five) years will be
given to candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC/Physically
Challenged & Women candidates. 4. NPDF can be availed
only once by a candidate in his/her career. 5. Mentor must
hold a regular academic/research position in a recognized
institution in India. Should hold PhD degree in Science or
Engineering. 6. A mentor shall not have more than two SERB
NPDF fellows at any given time. 7. Applicants of NPDF, SRG
and EMR can submit their proposal only once in a calender
year in any of these schemes.
Type: Fellowship
Value: Fellowship: `55,000 per month (consolidated) and
`35,000 per month for candidates who have submitted the
thesis but degree not awarded. Research Grant: `200,000 per
annum. Overheads: `100,000 per annum
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Length of Study: Initially for a period of 2 years. In excep-
tional cases, depending on the progress of research, the fel-
lowship can be extended for 1 more year. There is no
provision to extend the tenure beyond 3 years
Country of Study: Hungary
Application Procedure: The application form along with
a research proposal highlighting the objectives of the research
work to be undertaken should be submitted online through the
website www.serbonline.in
Additional Information: The call for applications for SERB-
N PDF will be notified twice a year through the websites
www.serbonline.in and www.serb.gov.in. For details one
may visit serbonline.in/SERB/npdf. www.serb.gov.in

For further information contact:

Email: info@serbonline.in

Prime Minister’s Fellowship Scheme for Doctoral
Research

Purpose: To conduct scientific and industrial research
Level of Study: Research
Type: Fellowship
Value: `6,00,000 per annum
Length of Study: 4 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: India
Application Procedure: Application Performa is to be filled
only through the web portal www.primeministerfellow
shipscheme.com
Funding: Government
Contributor: Department of Science & Technology (DST)
and Science & Engineering Research Board (SERB) with The
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
Additional Information: For online applications, visit
website: www.primeministerfellowshipscheme.com www.
successcds.net/Scholarships/prime-minister-research-fellow
ships.html

For further information contact:

Email: shalini.sharma@cii.in

Ramanujan Fellowship

Subjects: Researchers scientists/engineers
Purpose: The scheme provides support to active researchers/
scientists/engineers who want to return to India from abroad
and contribute their work for the country.
Eligibility: 1. The fellowship is open to brilliant
Indianscientists and engineers working abroad and are
below the age of 40 years. 2. The nominee should possess

a higher degree or equivalent, such as PhD in Science/ Engi-
neering, Masters in Engineering or Technology/ MD in Med-
icine, etc. and have adequate professional experience.
3. These Fellowships are very selective and only those who
have a proven/ outstanding track-record as evident from their
research publications and recognition’s would be eligible.
4. In case of selection of the candidate for regular position
in the university/institute, the candidate will not be eligible for
receiving grant under Ramanujan Fellowship 5. The fellow-
ship is only for those scientists who are not holding any
permanent/ tenuretrack/ contractual position in any Indian
Institute/ University. 6. The Nominee should be working
abroad at the time of nomination.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: fellowship
Value: receive a research grant of `7,00,000 per annum and
`60,000/- per annum as overhead charges
Length of Study: 5 years
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Nominee need to register in SERB
online portal, www.serbonline.in
www.serbonline.in/SERB/Registration
Additional Information: www.serb.gov.in/rnf.php

For further information contact:

Science and Engineering Research Board , 5 & 5A, Lower
Ground Floor, Vasant Square Mall, Plot No. A, Community
Centre, Sector-5, Pocket-5, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070.

Tel: (91) 11 40000304
Email: monika@serb.gov.in

S.N Bose Scholar Program

Purpose: S.N Bose Scholar Program is organized by the
Science and Engineering Board (SERB), Department of sci-
ence and technology (DST), Govt. of India, Indo–US Tech-
nology Forum and Win Step Forward. The scholarship
envisages providing a world-class research platform in top
US universities. It also aims at making Indo-US long-term
collaboration in the field of research
Eligibility: 1. Students pursuing a Bachelor’s or master’s
degree program from a recognized institution of India can
apply for this scheme. 2. The disciplines of pursuing UG and
PG degree are Atmospheric and Earth Sciences, Chemical
Sciences, Engineering Sciences, Mathematical and Compu-
tational Sciences, and Physical Sciences. 3. Candidates who
are studying PhD cannot apply
Level of Study: Postdoctorate
Type: Scholarship
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
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Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: May
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.buddy4study.com/article/sn-
bose-scholarship

For further information contact:

Indo-US Science and Technology Forum, Fulbright House,
12, Hailey Road, New Delhi 110001, India.

Tel: (91) 11 42691712
Email: bose@indousstf.org

Science and Engineering Research Board
Distinguished Fellowship

Purpose: In order to support research of eminent scientists
who do not hold any administrative roles and functions but
are active and performing, SERB has instituted Distinguished
SERB Fellowship Award
Eligibility: Superannuated scientist who is active in research.
Must have received recognition for his/her work from
National and/or International scientific bodies
Level of Study: Research
Type: Fellowship
Value: A research grant of `5,00,000 per annum and
a fellowship amount of `60,000 per month will be given to
each fellow
Country of Study: India
Application Procedure: Call for nomination is made from
time to time. Nominations are accepted only when the call is
made
Closing Date: 30 November
Funding: Government
Additional Information: www.scholarshipsinindia.com/fel
lowship/serb-distinguished-fellowship.html

For further information contact:

Email: keerti.serb@gmail.com

Science and Engineering Research Board Overseas
Postdoctoral Fellowship (OPDF)

Purpose: SERB Overseas Postdoctoral fellowship (SERB-
OPDF) aims to build national capacity in frontier areas of
Science and Engineering, which are of interest to India by
providing postdoctoral fellowship
Eligibility: The applicant should have completed PhD degree
in science and engineering not earlier than the preceding 2 years
from recognized institutions in India. For researchers who are
in regular employment, the 2 years period may be relaxed

Type: Fellowship
Length of Study: 1 year, extendable to 1 more year subject to
good performance
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: The format, guidelines and other
details of the SERB-OPDF Program details are also available
at www.dst.gov.in
Additional Information: The programme admits candidates
in identified areas and sends them to top institutions around
the globe, other than United States of America and also to
institutions where internationally acclaimed scientists are
working www.serb.gov.in/opf.php

For further information contact:

Email: opdf@serb.gov.in

Science and Engineering Research Board Women
Excellence Award

Purpose: SERB Women Excellence Award is a one-time
award given to women scientists below 40 years of age and
who have received recognition from any one or more of the
following national academies such as Young Scientist Medal,
Young Associate etc
Level of Study: Research
Type: Award
Value: `5,00,000 per annum
Length of Study: 3 years
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: A copy of the proposal (in one file in
PDF) may also be sent by email to: doyiltv@nic.in
Funding: Government
Additional Information: The call for proposals will be noti-
fied through the website annually. Women Scientists who
have received the award earlier are not eligible to apply
again www.serb.gov.in/wea.php

For further information contact:

Email: doyiltv@nic.in

Science and Technology Facilities
Council (STFC)

Polaris House, North Star Avenue, Swindon SN2 1SZ, United
Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1793 442 000
Email: enquiries@stfc.ac.uk
Website: www.stfc.ac.uk
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STFC is keeping the United Kingdom at the forefront of
international science and tackling some of the most significant
challenges facing society such as meeting our future energy
needs, monitoring and understanding climate change, and
global security. The Council has a broad science portfolio and
works with the academic and industrial communities to share
its expertise in materials science, space and ground-based
astronomy technologies, laser science, microelectronics,
wafer scale manufacturing, particle and nuclear physics, alter-
native energy production, radio communications and radar.

Daphne Jackson Fellowships

Purpose: To enable high-level engineers and scientists to
return to their professions after a career break for family or
other reasons
Eligibility: Open to promising engineers and scientists who
have taken a career break
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Research
Type: Fellowship
Value: Fellowship will be financed by your sponsor and/or
host institution. Please refer to the website for more details
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Any academic institution acceptable
to the PPARC
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Applicants must contact Jennifer
Woolley, Trust Director, or Sue Smith, Fellowship Adminis-
trator, for application forms and further information
Funding: Government
Additional Information: Please refer to the website for more
details: www.daphnejackson.org/fellowships/applicationprocess/
daphnejackson.org/about-fellowships/application-process/

For further information contact:

The Daphne Jackson Trust, Department of Physics, Univer-
sity of Surrey, Guildford GU2 7XH, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1483 689166
Email: djmft@surrey.ac.uk

Ernest Rutherford Fellowship

Purpose: The Ernest Rutherford Fellowships will enable
early career researchers with clear leadership potential to
establish a strong, independent research programme
Eligibility: Ernest Rutherford Fellowships are intended for
early career researchers who do not have a permanent aca-
demic position. You are not eligible if you currently hold

a permanent academic position or the equivalent in institu-
tions other than universities. Fellowships are open to appli-
cants of any nationality
Level of Study: Research
Type: A variable number of fellowships
Length of Study: 5 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: How to apply is detailed on STFC
website: stfc.ukri.org/funding/fellowships/ernest-rutherford-
fellowship/
No. of awards offered: 160
Closing Date: September
Funding: Government
No. of awards given last year: 11
No. of applicants last year: 160
Additional Information: stfc.ukri.org/funding/fellowships/
ernest-rutherford-fellowship/

Industrial CASE Studentships

Purpose: Provides support for PhD students to work in col-
laboration with a non-academic partner on projects that aim to
apply technologies or techniques developed within the pro-
gramme into other areas
Eligibility: Organisations eligible to receive STFC grant
funding
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Studentship
Value: Stipend, fees, research training and fieldwork travel
Length of Study: 3.5 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Call opens in August. Applications
must be submitted by the academic partner through the Je-S
system. Proposals may be led by either the academic super-
visor at an eligible United Kingdom University or research
institute or supervisor/supervisors at the non-academic part-
ner organisation, but the application process must be com-
pleted by the academic partner, who will then be the recipient
of the award
Closing Date: October
Funding: Commercial
Additional Information: Please check at www.mrc.ac.uk/
skills-careers/studentships/how-we-fund-studentships/indust
rial-case-studentships/

Industrial CASE-Plus Studentship

Purpose: Provides support for PhD students to work in col-
laboration with a non-academic partner on projects that aim to
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apply technologies or techniques developed within the pro-
gramme into other areas. The student would spend a further
year working full time on the premises of the non-academic
partner as an employee
Eligibility: Organisations eligible to receive STFCgrant funding
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Studentship
Value: Stipend, fees, research training and fieldwork travel
Length of Study: 3.5 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Science and Technology Facilities
Council
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: The call opens May. Proposals may
be submitted up to the closing date of July for awards to start
in October. Proposals should be submitted by a supervisor
from a Research Organization eligible to be the academic
partner through the Je-S system
Funding: Commercial
Additional Information: Please check STFCwebsite formore
information - stfc.ukri.org/funding/studentships/industrial- case-
studentships/

PPARC Communications/Media Programme

Purpose: To support students undertake communications
training
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Bursary
Value: All tuition fees
Length of Study: 1 academic year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Any approved university
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Contact the PPARC Science and
Society team
Closing Date: 13 October
Additional Information: www.lse.ac.uk/study-at-lse/Gradu
ate/Degree-programmes-2020/MSc-Media-and-Communica
tions

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 1793 442030
Email: pr.pus@pparc.ac.uk

PPARC Royal Society Industry Fellowships

Purpose: To enhance interaction between those in industry
and the research base, to the benefit of United Kingdom
industry

Eligibility: Open to senior academic scientists and industrial
employees with a project proposal central to their own
research programme for which a collaborative effort would
bring benefits
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, professional development
Type: Fellowship
Value: Varies
Length of Study: 6 months–2 years full-time, or part-time
over a period of up to 4 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: An appropriate academic institution
or position in the industry
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Applicants must find a suitable
industrial or academic partner to host their project before
submitting an application. Applications and further informa-
tion are available from the Research Appointments Depart-
ment of The Royal Society
Closing Date: December
Funding: Commercial, Private
Contributor: The Royal Society, EPSRC, BBSRC, Rolls-
Royce and PPARC
Additional Information: Apart from the Royal Society Fel-
lowships Programme the following fellowship programmes
are administered by the PPARC in collaboration with other
partners: The European Organisation for Nuclear Research
(CERN) Fellowships, The European Space Agency (ESA)
Fellowships, The Anglo-Australian Postdoctoral Research
Fellowships, and the Daphne Jackson Fellowships. Further
information on these programmes is available on the
PPARC website royalsociety.org/grants-schemes-awards/
grants/industry-fellowship/

For further information contact:

Research Appointments Department, The Royal Society,
6 Carlton House Terrace, St. James’s, London SW1Y 5AR,
United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7451 2542
Email: ukresearch.appointments@royalsoc.ac.uk

PPARC Standard Research Studentship

Purpose: To enable promising scientists and engineers to
continue training
Eligibility: Advice on eligibility should be sought from the
Registrar’s Office
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Studentship
Value: Tuition fees only
Length of Study: 1–3 years
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Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Contact the PPARC
Closing Date: 31 March

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 1793 442026
Email: steve.cann@pparc.ac.uk

Science and Technology Facilities Council
Postgraduate Studentships

Subjects: Particle physics, accelerator science, nuclear phys-
ics, particle astrophysics, solar system science and astronomy.
Purpose: STFC postgraduate studentships are awarded to
enable promising scientists and engineers to continue training
beyond a first degree.
Eligibility: Open to postgraduates from the UK and EU
countries. All studentship projects supported through STFC
funding must fall within STFC remit.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Studentship
Value: Stipend (excluding fees only students), approved fees,
research training support grant, conference and
U.K. fieldwork element, fieldwork expenses, long term
attachments, other allowances (where applicable).
Length of Study: 3.5 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: If you are interested in applying for
an STFC-funded PhD, please contact the institution at which
you wish to undertake a research degree directly.
No. of awards offered: Approx. 220
Funding: Government
Additional Information: Please check at www.stfc.ac.uk/
funding/studentships/types-of-postgraduate-studentship/ for
more information. stfc.ukri.org/funding/studentships/

For further information contact:

Email: Studentships@stfc.ukri.org

University of Canterbury Pasifika Doctoral
Scholarship

Purpose: This scholarship supports Pasifika students for
study towards a research doctoral degree at the University of
Canterbury
Eligibility: 1. Candidates must be Pasifika. 2. Intending stu-
dents who already hold a research doctoral degree4 are not
eligible for the scholarship. 3. Students may not take up the

scholarship until any non-academic requirements for the qual-
ifying degree have been completed and credited. Offers of
scholarships to candidates whose qualifying degree is the BE
(Hons) are conditional on the completion and crediting of
ENGR 200 no later than 12 months after the formal offer of
a place in a doctoral programme has been accepted.
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Up to US$21,000 per annum plus tuition fees at
domestic rate
Length of Study: Up to 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: You may apply through this
webpage approximately 8 weeks before applications close.
If it’s possible to apply on-line for this scholarship there will
be a link above to the on-line system. If the link is not
provided, please download and complete the application
form located below. However, if the scholarship is managed
by Universities NZ or another department of the University an
External Website link will appear below and application
instructions will be available through that link. Apply through
online link. www.canterbury.ac.nz/scholarshipsearch/Scholar
shipDetails.aspx
No. of awards offered: 2
Closing Date: 15 May
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.canterbury.ac.nz/
scholarshipsearch/ScholarshipDetails.aspx www.canterbury.
ac.nz/scholarshipsearch/ScholarshipDetails.aspx?Scholarship
ID¼6935.1640

For further information contact:

Email: info@canterbury.ac.nz

Science Foundation Ireland

Wilton Park House, Wilton Place, Dublin 2, Ireland.

Tel: (353) 1 607 3200
Email: info@sfi.ie
Website: www.sfi.ie
Contact: Professor Mark W. J. Ferguson, Director

Science Foundation Ireland funds oriented basic and applied
research in the areas of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM), which promotes and assists the devel-
opment and competitiveness of industry, enterprise and
employment in Ireland. SFI will build and strengthen
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scientific and engineering research and its infrastructure in the
areas of greatest strategic value to Ireland’s long-term com-
petitiveness and development.

President of Ireland Young Research Award
(PIYRA)

Purpose: The purpose of the PIYRA programme is to recruit
and retain outstanding early career investigators with leader-
ship potential. Its aim is to enable those at an earlier career
stage who already hold permanent academic positions to
advance their careers and build up their research teams and
activities; to allow researchers in temporary positions to
advance their careers and provide them with enhanced oppor-
tunities to move into a permanent academic position; to
enable the award holder, together with his/her team, to carry
out their work in Ireland’s public research bodies; to offer
funding opportunities that help third-level institutions attract
and develop researchers and their careers; to allow earlier-
career investigators of all nationalities to enhance their expe-
rience in Irish HEIs and to allow those employed outside of
Ireland to return to work in an Irish HEI
Eligibility: The lead applicant must have completed
a minimum of 36 months of active postdoctoral research.
The lead applicant must have been awarded a PhD or MD
within the last 8 years, in the normal case, or up to a maximum
of 12 and a half years for applicants who have taken
documented eligible leave, as described below. The lead
applicant has an exceptional record of internationally recog-
nized independent research accomplishments for their career
stage. The lead applicant must be an individual who will be
recognized by the research body upon receipt of the SFI grant
as an independent investigator who will have an independent
office and research space at the host research body for which
he/she will be fully responsible for at least the duration of the
SFI grant
Level of Study: Research
Type: Grant
Value: Up to €1,000,000 of total value (inclusive of the host
institution contribution) in direct costs
Length of Study: Up to 5 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Host Research Bodies must be situ-
ated in the Republic of Ireland. Research Bodies will include
Universities, Institutes of Technology and independent not-
for-profit public research organizations that receive
a significant share of their total funding from public sources
Country of Study: Ireland
Application Procedure: Applicants are invited to submit the
following documentation: expression of Interest and if invited
to do so after the Expression of Interest evaluation stage; full
proposal. Application must be submitted via an eligible

research body. Application must be submitted online via
SESAME
Closing Date: December
Funding: Government
Contributor: Science Foundation Ireland
Additional Information: www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/
sfi-president-of-ireland/

Science Foundation Ireland Career Development
Award (CDA)

Purpose: The SFI Career Development Award (CDA) aims to
support early- and mid-career researchers who already hold
a salaried, independent research post and who are looking to
expand their research activities. Its aims is to support excel-
lent scientific research that has potential economic and soci-
etal impact; to enable those at an earlier career stage who
already hold permanent academic positions to advance their
careers and build up their research teams and activities; to
allow researchers in temporary positions to advance their
careers and provide them with enhanced opportunities to
move into a permanent academic position; to provide the
support and infrastructure to carry out novel research in
areas that underpin SFI’s legal remit; to enable the award
holder, together with his/her team, to carry out their work in
Ireland’s public research bodies, including Universities and
Institutes of Technology; to offer funding opportunities that
help third-level institutions attract and develop researchers
and their careers; to allow earlier-career investigators of all
nationalities to enhance their experience in Irish HEIs
Eligibility: The applicant will be a researcher with 3–15 years
of relevant experience beyond the award of their doctoral
degree, who at the time of application will be either in
a permanent, full-time academic position (either within the
institution at which they wish to base their CDA-funded
research or another elsewhere in Ireland or overseas), or
employed on a temporary (fixed-term) contract where it is
evident that the role being carried out is an independent
research position (i.e., Postdoctoral Research Associates
(or equivalent) or Research Fellows working under the guid-
ance of a supervisor and who have never held an independent
position are not eligible to apply to the CDA Programme)
Level of Study: Research
Type: Award
Value: Between €300,000 and €500,000 direct costs
Length of Study: 4 years
Frequency: Every 2 years
Study Establishment: Host Research Bodies must be situ-
ated in the Republic of Ireland. Research Bodies will include
Universities, Institutes of Technology and independent not-
for-profit public research organizations that receive
a significant share of their total funding from public sources
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Country of Study: Ireland
Application Procedure: Application must be submitted via
an eligible research body. Application must be submitted
online via SESAME (www.sfi.ie/funding/award-
management-system)
Closing Date: 10 December
Funding: Government
Contributor: Science Foundation Ireland
No. of awards given last year: 20
Additional Information: Please write to cda@sfi.ie
www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/sfi-career-development-award/

Science Foundation Ireland Investigator
Programme

Purpose: To fund scientific research projects of excellence in
focused areas. To build capacity, expertise and relationships
so as to enable researchers to compete in future SFI Research
Centre Programmes or in other funding programmes such as
ERC and Horizon 2020. To encourage researchers to build
capacity, expertise, collaborations and relationships in areas
of strategic economic importance through themed calls. To
facilitate partnerships with other agencies. To support collab-
orations and partnerships between academia and industry
Eligibility: The lead applicant and any co-applicant(s) must
hold a PhD/MD or equivalent for at least 5 years by the
proposal deadline. The lead applicant and any co-applicant
(s) are required to have demonstrated that they are each senior
author on at least 10 international peer reviewed articles. The
lead applicant and any co-applicant(s) are required to have
demonstrated research independence through securing at least
one independent research grant as a lead investigator or as
co-investigator
Level of Study: Research
Type: Grant
Value: €400,000–2,500,000 per year
Length of Study: 3–5 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Host Research Bodies must be situ-
ated in the Republic of Ireland. Research Bodies will include
Universities, Institutes of Technology and independent not-
for-profit public research organizations that receive
a significant share of their total funding from public sources
Country of Study: Ireland
Application Procedure: Application must be submitted via
an eligible research body. Application must be submitted
online via SESAME (www.sfi.ie/funding/award-manage
ment-system)
Closing Date: 26 June
Funding: Government
Contributor: Science Foundation Ireland
No. of awards given last year: 40

Additional Information: www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/
sfi-investigators-programme/

For further information contact:

Email: investigators@sfi.ie

Starting Investigator Research Grant (SIRG)

Purpose: The SIRG programme supports excellent postdoc-
toral researchers who wish to take steps towards a fully inde-
pendent research career. Aims: to support excellent scientific
research that has potential economic and societal impact. To
enable those at an early career stage to establish themselves as
independent researchers; to provide the support and infra-
structure to carry out novel research in areas that underpin
SFI’s legal remit; to gain important experience towards a full-
time academic position, including the supervision of the post-
graduate student supported by the award; to enable the award
holder, together with his/her postgraduate student, to carry out
their work in Ireland’s public research bodies, including Uni-
versities and Institutes of technology; to offer funding oppor-
tunities that help third-level institutions attract and develop
researchers and their careers; to allow early-career investiga-
tors of all nationalities to enhance their experience in Irish
HEIs; to allow early-career investigators who have been
employed outside of Ireland to return to work in an Irish HEI
Eligibility: The applicant will be a researcher with between
3 and 8 years of relevant experience beyond the award of their
doctoral, who is currently employed as a Postdoctoral
Research Associate (or equivalent) or a Research Fellow
under the guidance of a named supervisor, and who has
never previously held an independent research position of
any kind where they were primarily responsible for
a research team and its financial support. Allowances will be
made for documented leave, including maternity leave, pater-
nity leave, parental leave, military service, sick/disability
leave and carer’s leave
Level of Study: Research
Type: Grant
Value: Up to €400,000 direct costs
Length of Study: 4 years
Study Establishment: Host Research Bodies must be situ-
ated in the Republic of Ireland. Research Bodies will include
Universities, Institutes of Technology and independent not-
for-profit public research organizations that receive
a significant share of their total funding from public sources
Country of Study: Ireland
Application Procedure: Application must be submitted via
an eligible research body. Application must be submitted
online via SESAME
Closing Date: 26 November
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Funding: Government
Contributor: Science Foundation Ireland
No. of awards given last year: 20
Additional Information: www.sfi.ie/funding/funding-calls/
sirg/

For further information contact:

Email: sirg@sfi.ie

Sciences Po

rue Saint Guillaume, F-75337 Paris, France.

Tel: (33) 1 45 49 50 50
Contact: Sciences Po - 27

David Gritz Scholarship

Purpose: the David Gritz Scholarship is meant to attract
undergraduate and graduate Israeli citizens who wish to
study at Sciences Po
Eligibility: The scholarship is awarded every year to 1 Israeli
citizen. The candidates must be admitted to an undergraduate
or a masters programme or have submitted an application for
admission to Sciences Po
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: €15,000 per year
Length of Study: 1 year
Country of Study: France
Application Procedure: Applicants must send the forms to
caterina.sabbatini@sciencespo.fr
Closing Date: 1 June
Contributor: Sciences Po Foundation
Additional Information: For more details contact Caterina
Sabbatini-Clec’h, caterina.sabbatini@sciencespo.fr www.
sciencespo.fr/students/en/finance/financial-aid/bourse-david-
gritz.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (33) 1 45 49 55 46
Email: lea.albrieux@sciencespo.fr

Emile Boutmy Scholarships

Purpose: Sciences Po created the Emile Boutmy Scholar-
ships after the founder of Sciences Po in order to attract the

very best international students from outside of the European
Union who are first time applicants and who have been
admitted to an undergraduate or master’s programme offered
at the University
Eligibility: Non-EU international students. This scholarship
is awarded based on factors of excellence and according to the
type of profile sought for this programme. Social criteria are
also taken into account
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: From €5,000 to €10,000 for complete 2 years of the
master’s programme
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: France
Application Procedure: It is important to visit the official
website to access the application form and for detailed infor-
mation on how to apply for this scholarship. Students must
indicate that they are applying for the Emile Boutmy schol-
arship in their Sciences Po application
Closing Date: 8 April
Contributor: Science Po Foundation
Additional Information: For more details, please visit offi-
cial scholarship website: formation.sciences-po.fr/en/
contenu/the-emile-boutmy-scholarship www.sciencespo.fr/
students/en/fees-funding/financial-aid/emile-boutmy-scholar
ship.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (33) 1 45 49 50 82
Email: isabelle.karcher@sciencespo.fr

KSP Excellence Scholarship for Least Developed
Countries

Purpose: The KSP Excellence Scholarship for Least Devel-
oped Countries is directed to outstanding students, covering
full tuition
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Each recipient is awarded full tuition each year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: France
Application Procedure: To apply, please send the following
materials by email to program.kuwait@sciencespo.fr with
‘KSP Excellence Scholarship LDC Application’ in the sub-
ject line
Closing Date: 10 January
Contributor: Sciences Po and the Kuwait Foundation for the
Advancement of Sciences (KFAS)
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Additional Information: www.opportunitiesforafricans.
com/kuwait-program-at-sciences-po-ksp-excellence-scholar
ship-2016-for-least-developed-countries/

For further information contact:

Email: program.kuwait@sciencespo.fr

KSP Fund for Innovative Projects

Purpose: The KSP Fund for Innovative Projects supports
extra-curricular student-led initiatives taking place in coun-
tries of the Arab World and the Gulf Region. It is aimed at
fostering innovation and providing funding for the realization
of creative ideas benefiting the region in all sectors
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Value: €5,000–€10,000
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: To apply, please send the following
materials with ‘KSP Fund for Innovative Projects’ in the
subject line, by email to the Kuwait Program Assistant
fatima.iddahamou@sciencespo.fr
Closing Date: 28 February
Additional Information: Proposed projects must take place
in a country of the ArabWorld or the Gulf Region. For further
details, please contact Kuwait Program Assistant, Fatima
Iddahamou: fatima.iddahamou@sciencespo.fr

For further information contact:

Email: kancelaria@ksplegal.pl

KSP Joint Research Projects

Purpose: KSP Joint Research Projects are funded by the
Kuwait Program at Sciences Po to foster research links
between faculty members at Sciences Po and in Kuwait, in
the interest of building a unique scholarly network
Level of Study: Research
Value: Up to €50,000
Length of Study: 1 year
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Application files should be
sent to the Kuwait Program Manager at: mariezenaide.
jolys@sciencespo.fr
Closing Date: 31 October
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: Sciences Po and the Kuwait Foundation for the
Advancement of Sciences (KFAS)
Additional Information: For details, please check the
website: www.sciencespo.fr/psia/kuwait-program www.cnr.
it/en/joint-research-projects

For further information contact:

Email: info@itsr.ir

KSP Mobility Grant – Spring

Purpose: The KSP Mobility Grant programme supports pro-
jects of Sciences Po students in countries of the Arab World
and the Gulf Region with the objective of enhancing their
experience in the region
Eligibility: Sciences Po students of all nationalities may
apply. Student projects must take place in a country of the
Arab World or the Gulf Region
Level of Study: Postgraduate, Research
Type: Grant
Value: Up to €5,000 per year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: To apply, please send the following
materials to the Kuwait Program Assistant, Fatima
Iddahamou, at: fatima.iddahamou@sciencespo.fr with ‘KSP
Mobility Grant Application Spring’ in the subject line
Closing Date: 31 October
Additional Information: For details, please contact Kuwait
Program Assistant, Fatima Iddahamou: fatima.iddahamou@s
ciencespo.fr www.european-funding-guide.eu/scholarship/
7175-ksp-mobility-grant

For further information contact:

Email: fatima.iddahamou@sciencespo.fr

KSP Visiting Faculty program

Purpose: The KSP Visiting Faculty program offers
1-semester teaching opportunities at the Paris School in Inter-
national Affairs of Sciences Po (PSIA) for leading specialists
of the Arab World and the Gulf Region
Eligibility: This opportunity is open to both professors and
practitioners, specialists of the Arab World and the Gulf
Region. Individuals of all nationalities may apply
Value: €20,000 and travel allowance of up to €1,500
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: To apply, please send the applica-
tion in English to the Kuwait Program Manager by email at:
mariezenaide.jolys@sciencespo.fr
Closing Date: 31 January
Additional Information: For more information, please visit
the Kuwait Program website or contact the Kuwait Program
Manager by email at: mariezenaide.jolys@sciencespo.fr mid
east.unc.edu/kuwait-program-at-sciences-po-ksp-visiting-
faculty-program-20152016/
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For further information contact:

Email: mariezenaide.jolys@sciences-po.fr

Kuwait Excellence Scholarship for Arab students
and Kuwait Nationals

Purpose: The KSP Excellence Scholarship for Arab students
intends to support the next generation of leaders and experts
coming from the Arab World and the Gulf Region who spe-
cialize in the broad field of international affairs. The current call
for applications is dedicated to graduate students admitted to
the Paris School of International Affairs of Sciences Po (PSIA)
Type: Scholarship
Value: 2-year masters
Country of Study: France
Application Procedure: To apply, please send the following
materials by email to program.kuwait@sciencespo.fr with
‘KSP Excellence Scholarship Application’ in the subject line
Closing Date: 17 February
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.sciencespo.fr/kuwait-
program/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Kuwait_Excellence_
Scholarship_2018.pdf

Scope

6 Market Road, London N7 9PW, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7619 7100
Email: richard.parnell@scope.org.uk
Website: www.scope.org.uk
Contact: Mr Richard Parnell, Research & Public Policy

Manager

Charles Pick Fellowship

Purpose: The Charles Pick Fellowship seeks to give support
to the work of a new and, as yet, unpublished writer of
fictional or non-fictional prose its purpose is to give promising
writers time to devote to the development of his/her talents
Eligibility: Applicants for the fellowship must be writers of
fictional or non-fictional prose in English who have not yet
published a book. (please note that for the purposes of this
Fellowship non-fiction prose includes, for example, biography,
memoir and travel writing. But not critical or historical mono-
graphs based on academic research).During the residential period,
the fellow will be required to submit written work to a nominated
mentor and take part in Creative Writing Research Seminars

Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Fellowship
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 31 January
Funding: Private
Additional Information: Duration of this fellowship is
6 months. The fellow will be a member of the School of
Literature and Creative Writing. And it is necessary to reside
at the University of East Anglia, Norwich, United Kingdom
www.advance-africa.com/Charles-Pick-Fellowship.html

For further information contact:

Email: charlespickfellowship@uea.ac.uk

Seoul National University

1 Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-gu, Seoul 151 742, Korea.

Tel: (82) 822 880 6971, 6977
Email: snuadmit@snu.ac.kr
Website: www.useoul.edu
Contact: MBA Admissions Officer

Korea Foundation Fellowship

Eligibility: Preference is given to Korean nationals residing
abroad
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Postgraduate, Research
Type: Fellowship
Value: To be determined by the review committee
Length of Study: 1 academic year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Seoul National University
Country of Study: Korea
Application Procedure: Contact the Office of international
Affairs
Closing Date: January
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: The Korean Foundation
Additional Information: scholarship-positions.com/korea-
foundation-fellowship-korean-language-training-program/
2015/08/08/

For further information contact:

Tel: (82) 2 880 8635
Fax: (82) 2 880 8632
Email: yss@snu.ac.kr
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Korea-Japan Cultural Association Scholarship

Eligibility: Japanese students enroled in undergraduate pro-
grams who are not in 1st-year
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Postgraduate, Research
Type: Scholarship
Value: KRW 3,500,000
Length of Study: 1 academic year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Seoul National University
Country of Study: Korea
Application Procedure: Contact the Office of International
Affairs
Closing Date: March
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: Korea-Japan Cultural Association
Additional Information: en.saitama-u.ac.jp/news/scholar
ship-for-privately-financed-students-in-saitama-university-
japan-korea-culture-association/

For further information contact:

The Office of International Affairs, Korea.

Tel: (82) 2 880 8638
Fax: (82) 2 880 8632
Email: sjlim@snu.ac.kr

Overseas Koreans Scholarship

Purpose: To support students with an outstanding academic
record
Eligibility: Preference is given to Korean students with
majors related to Korean studies, in particular: language,
literature, medicine, education or IT, which are beneficial to
the development of Korea. Overseas Korean students who
wish to take graduate degrees at SNU.
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Postgraduate, Research
Type: Scholarship
Value: KRW 800,000, full tuition exemption for 8 months,
airfare for one economic round trip, medical insurance,
Korean language training
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Contact the Overseas Korean
Foundation
Closing Date: March
Additional Information: For further details, please refer
to the website: www.useoul.edu/apply/under/scholarships/
before-application oia.snu.ac.kr/page/scholarships-OKS.
php

For further information contact:

Education Department, Overseas Korean Foundation, Seocho
2-dong, Seocho-gu, South Korea.

Tel: (82) 64 786 0274
Fax: (82) 2 3415 0118
Email: scholarship@okf.or.kr

Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute

Room 1402 Education Tower, 2500 University Drive NW
Calgary, AL T2N-1N4, Canada.

Tel: (1) 403 220 7467
Email: sici@ucalgary.ca
Website: www.ucalgary.ca
Contact: Programme Officer India Studies

The Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute was originally founded to
promote studies in the arts, literature, culture, social sciences
and the humanities. However, the Institute’s mandate now
incorporates a rich diversity of disciplines. Today, Shastri
Indo-Canadian Institute builds knowledge and understanding
between Canada and India by sponsoring academic activities.

Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute Doctoral Research
Fellowships

Purpose: It helps the scholars in the followingways. 1. Excur-
sion rate return air ticket between India and Canada by the
most direct route, and 2. a suitable living and accommodation
allowance
Eligibility: 1. Candidates must able to work at least 6 months
on doctoral dissertation in Canada. Preference will be given to
thesis work on policies related Canada and its foreign policy.
2. Topics may include Democracy & Rule of Law, Economic
Development, Environment, Managing Diversity, North
American Partnership, Peace and Security, Education and
Bilateral ties. Proposals in Comparative studies with substan-
tial Canadian content. 3. To apply for SICI Doctoral Research
Fellowships interested candidates must be enrolled in Doc-
toral program and must have successfully completed
non-thesis requirements of the PhD by the time the tenure of
the award commences. Proficiency in English and or French
is necessary. 4. Only Indian nationals are eligible to apply
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Fellowship
Frequency: Annual
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Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: Apply online. Refer the website
link. www.sici.org.in. To apply for SICI Doctoral Research
Fellowships interested candidates must be enrolled in Doc-
toral program and must have successfully completed
non-thesis requirements of the PhD by the time the tenure of
the award commences
Closing Date: 15 October
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.indiaeducation.net/scholar
ships/sici-doctoral-research-fellowships.aspx

For further information contact:

The Executive Centre, Level 6, Tower A, Business Bay,
Airport Road, Yerwada, Pune 411006, India.

Email: siciapplications@sici.org.in

Shastri Institutional Collaborative Research Grant
(SICRG)

Purpose: This grant is to support and encourage Institutional
collaboration in R&D for a period of two years in the areas in
which Institutions from SICI’s Indian and Canadian Member
Council can benefit. This grant intends to fill information gaps
for policy makers and others influencing the policy-making
process
Eligibility: 1. Proposed SICRG projects must involve a -
bi-national research initiative in any of the fields mentioned
above. 2. Faculty members/academics/researchers of Cana-
dian and Indian member institutions are eligible to apply for
this grant. 3. The applicant and co-applicant should be a full-
time faculty member of a Canadian or Indian member insti-
tution. 4. The receipt of the award is a faculty from an
Institution of good standing either from India or Canada
who are in the Member Council of SICI. 5. Applicant must
involve young faculty/research scholars/students in the pro-
posed project.
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Grant
Value: `1,000,000 (disbursement of grant will be in two equal
installment of `5,000,00 each year)
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Apply online at GMS portal www.
sicigms.org/login
Closing Date: 17 December
Funding: Private
Additional Information: Contact our organisation with the
following link. shastriinstitute.org/contact-us www.shastr
iinstitute.org/Shastri-institutional-collaborative-research-grant

For further information contact:

5 Bhai Vir Singh Marg, New Delhi 110001, India.

Tel: (91) 11 2374 6417
Email: siciapplications@sici.org.in

Sher-Gil-Sundaram Arts Foundation

3/9, Sector 3, Shanti Niketan, New Delhi 110021, India.

Tel: (91) 96813 65997
Email: contact@ssaf.in
Website: www.ssaf.in

Sher-Gil Sundaram Arts Foundation: Installation
Art Grant

Purpose: The SSAF Installation Art Grant is premised on the
fact that Indian art has been energized since the 1990s by what is
broadly termed installation art, but that there is, till today, limited
infrastructural and institutional support for such projects
Eligibility: 1. Individuals of Indian origin residing in India, or
collectives whose members are Indian nationals residing in
India. 2. Artists who currently do not have a grant or
a residency where the proposed project has been developed
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 28 March
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: concoursn.com/applications-open-
for-sher-gil-sundaram-arts-foundation-installation-art-grant-
2019/

For further information contact:

Email: ssaf.installationart@gmail.com

Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research
Center (APARC)

Encina Hall, Room E301, 616 Serra Street, Stanford Univer-
sity, Stanford, CA 94305-6055, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 650 723 9741
Email: sishi@stanford.edu
Website: www.aparc.stanford.edu
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Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center (APARC) is an
important Stanford venue where faculty and students, visiting
scholars and distinguished business and government leaders
meet and exchange views on contemporary Asia and United
States involvement in the region.

Shorenstein Fellowships in Contemporary Asia

Purpose: To financially support research and writing on Asia
Eligibility: Open to candidates who have obtained a PhD.
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate
Type: Fellowships
Value: US$54.000 + research funds
Length of Study: 10 months
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Asia
Application Procedure: Applicants should submit via email
brief research statement (not to exceed five typed pages),
which describes the research and writing to be undertaken
during the fellowship period as well as the proposed publish-
able product; curriculum vitae and three letters of
recommendation
No. of awards offered: 75+
Closing Date: 20 December
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 2
No. of applicants last year: 75+
Additional Information: fundit.fr/en/calls/shorenstein-post
doctoral-fellowships-contemporary-asia

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 650 723 2408
Email: shorensteinfellowships@stanford.edu

Shuttleworth Foundation Trust

12 Plein St, Durbanville, Cape Town 7550, South Africa.

Website: www.shuttleworthfoundation.org

Feminist Criminology Graduate Research
Scholarship

Purpose: The Division on Women and Crime of the Ameri-
can Society of Criminology is now accepting applications for
the Feminist Criminology Graduate Research Scholarship,
which is designed to recognize an exceptional graduate stu-
dent in the field of gender and crime

Level of Study: Graduate, research
Type: Scholarship
Value: US$5,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Winners will be notified by May.
Applicants and their research projects may be based anywhere
in the world. Applications must be in English
Closing Date: 1 April
Contributor: The scholarship is funded by the royalties from
Feminist Criminology, an innovative journal that is dedicated
to research related to women, girls, and crime within the
context of a feminist critique of criminology
Additional Information: Feminist Criminology is published
quarterly by SAGE Publications as the official journal of the
Division on Women and Crime (DWC) of the American
Society of Criminology. This international publication
focuses on research and theory that highlights the gendered
nature of crime. For more information, please visit fcx.
sagepub.com/ www.praeventionstag.de/nano.cms/daily-prev
ention-news/details/2721

Sickle Cell Disease Foundation of
California

5110 Woodleaf Cir 150, Los Angeles, CA 90056-1298,
United States of America.

Tel: (1) 323 299 3600
Email: scdfc@aol.com
Website: www.scdrf.org
Contact: Ms Deborah Jones, Managing Director

Single-Molecule Sensors and NanoSystems
International Conference

Purpose: Sensor systems have emerged that exhibit
extraordinary sensitivity for detecting physical, chemical,
and biological entities at the micro/nanoscale. This con-
ference will bring together researchers in the rapidly
advancing field of Single Molecule Sensors and
nanoSystems
Eligibility: The programme includes research presentations
and interactive sessions of esteemed external and ColOpt
speakers and a young scientist workshop with talks from
rising stars
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Grant
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
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Application Procedure: You could proceed with the follow-
ing application link as mentioned below. www.colopt.eu/
winterschool-2019
Closing Date: 14 January
Funding: Private
Additional Information: Micro- and nanosensors by virtue
of their small interaction length probe molecules over
a dynamic range often inaccessible by other techniques
conferencealerts.com/show-event?id¼218232

For further information contact:

Email: s3ic2019@premc.org

Sidney Sussex College

Cambridge University, Sidney Street, Cambridge CB2 3HU,
United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1223 338800
Email: gradtutor@sid.cam.ac.uk
Website: www.sid.cam.ac.uk
Contact: Sidney Sussex College Tutor for Graduate

Students

Founded in 1596, Sidney Sussex College admits men and
women as undergraduates and graduates. The college pres-
ently has approximately 200 graduate students, including
about 100 working for the PhD degree. The college has
excellent sporting, dramatic and musical facilities.

Evan Lewis-Thomas Law Studentships

Purpose: To support students carrying out research or taking
advanced courses
Eligibility: There are no eligibility restrictions. Candidates
must have shown proficiency in Law and Jurisprudence,
normally by obtaining a university degree in Law by August,
and they must be or become candidates for the PhD Degree,
the Diploma in Legal Studies, the Diploma in International
Law, the MPhil Degree (1 year course) in Criminology, or the
LLM Degree. Students from other Cambridge Colleges may
apply, but if successful they would be expected to transfer
their membership to Sidney Sussex College. In the competi-
tion for the studentship, no preference will be given to candi-
dates who nominate Sidney Sussex College as their college of
first or second choice on their application form
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship

Value: Up to £12,000 to match with funds administered
centrally by the UCAM
Length of Study: 1–3 years
Study Establishment: The University of Cambridge
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Sidney Sussex is implementing
a new online application process. Please refer to the website
www.sid.cam.ac.uk/postgrads/scholarships
Closing Date: 1 April
Funding: Private
Contributor: Sidney Sussex College
Additional Information: For further information contact the
Tutor for Graduate Students at gradtutor@sid.cam.ac.uk
www.sid.cam.ac.uk/current/postgrads/scholarships/lewisthomas

For further information contact:

Sidney Street, Cambridge CB2 3HU, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1223 338800
Email: graduate.funding@admin.cam.ac.uk

The Gledhill Research Studentship

Purpose: To provide full support for research leading to
a PhD degree
Eligibility: Applicants must apply for a postgraduate place at
the University of Cambridge. Students from other Cambridge
colleges may apply, but if successful they would be expected
to transfer their membership to Sidney Sussex College. In the
competition for the studentship, no preference will be given to
candidates who nominate Sidney Sussex as their college of
first or second choice on their application form
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Studentship
Value: Up to £12,000 to match with funds administered
centrally by the UCAM
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Dependent on funds available, every 3 years
Study Establishment: The University of Cambridge
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Sidney Sussex is implementing
a new online application process. Please see the college’s
website www.sid.cam.ac.uk/postgrads/scholarships
No. of awards offered: 2
Closing Date: 1 April
Funding: Private
Contributor: Sidney Sussex College
Additional Information: For further information contact the
Tutor for Graduate Students. Check website: www.sid.cam.
ac.uk/current/postgrads/scholarships www.student-funding.
cam.ac.uk/gledhill-research-studentship-202021
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Sievert Larsson Foundation

Box 23415, CY-1683 Nicosia, Cyprus.

Email: info@sievertlarssonscholarships.org
Contact: The Sievert Larsson Scholarship Foundation

The Sievert Larsson Scholarship Foundation’s primary
purpose is to facilitate the education of promising students
from disadvantaged backgrounds. The Foundation will
also facilitate the education of a few high calibre students
that have exhibited excellence through their academic
achievements.

The Sievert Larsson Scholarship

Purpose: To support students who come from financially
vulnerable homes and who would not otherwise have the
opportunity to study in Sweden
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Version 1: Full tuition fee waiver (covers 100% of the
tuition fees) during the 2-year programme (4 semesters). Ver-
sion 2: Full tuition fee waiver (covers 100% of the tuition
fees) and SEK 230,000 for costs of living during the 2-year
programme (4 semesters)
Length of Study: 2 years
Study Establishment: Chalmers University of Technology
Country of Study: Thailand
Application Procedure: Applications for the Sievert Larsson
Scholarship are made online via the Chalmers scholarship
application form
Closing Date: 16 January
Contributor: The Sievert Larsson Foundation
Additional Information: www.chalmers.se/en/education/
fees-finance/Pages/The-Sievert-Larsson-Scholarship.aspx

For further information contact:

Email: charlotte.salmenius@chalmers.se

Sigma Theta Tau International

550 West North Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202, United States
of America.

Tel: (1) 888 634 7575
Email: research@stti.iupui.edu

Website: www.nursingsociety.org
Contact: Tonna M.Thomas, Grants Coordinator

Sigma Theta Tau International exists to promote the develop-
ment, dissemination and utilization of nursing knowledge. It
is committed to improving the health of people worldwide
through increasing the scientific base of nursing practice. In
support of this mission, the society advances nursing leader-
ship and scholarship, and furthers the utilization of nursing
research in healthcare delivery as well as in public policy.

Sigma Theta Tau International/Association of
Operating Room Nurses Foundation Grant

Purpose: To encourage nurses to conduct research related to
perioperative nursing practice and contribute to the develop-
ment of perioperative nursing science
Eligibility: The principal investigator should be a registered
nurse with a current license in the perioperative setting and
have received a Master’s degree in nursing. Membership of
either funding organisation is acceptable but not required
Level of Study: Predoctorate
Value: US$10,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants should submit a completed
application package for the relevant institution for that year
Closing Date: 1 April
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 1
Additional Information: www.sigmanursing.org/advance-
elevate/research/research-grants/association-of-perioperative-
registered-nurses-(aorn)-grant

For further information contact:

Association of Operating Room Nurses, 2170 South Parker
Road, Suite 300, CO 80231, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 800 755 2676 ext. 277
Fax: (1) 303 750 2927
Email: sbeyea@aorn.org

Sigma Theta Tau International/Association of
Perioperative Registered Nurses Foundation
Grant

Purpose: To encourage nurses to conduct research related to
perioperative nursing practice and contribute to the develop-
ment of perioperative nursing science
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Eligibility: Applicants must be a registered nurse with
a current license in the perioperative setting, or a registered
nurse who demonstrates interest in or significant contribu-
tions to nursing practice. The principal investigator must
have, as a minimum, a Master’s degree in nursing. Applicants
must submit a completed Association of Perioperative Regis-
tered Nurses (AORN) research application. Membership of
either organization is acceptable, but not required
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate, Postgraduate,
Predoctorate
Type: Research grant
Value: US$5,000. Allocation of funds is based on the quality
of the research, the future promise of the applicant and the
applicant’s research budget
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must write to the AORN
for an application form and general instructions
Closing Date: 1 April
Funding: Private, Foundation
Contributor: The Association of Perioperative Registered
Nurses and Sigma Theta Tau International
No. of awards given last year: 1
Additional Information: July is the funding month. Please
check at website for more information www.sigmanursing.
org/advance-elevate/research/research-grants/association-of-
perioperative-registered-nurses-(aorn)-grant

For further information contact:

Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses (AORN),
2170 South Parker Road, Suite 400, CO 80231, United States
of America.

Tel: (1) 800 755 2676 ext. 207
Fax: (1) 303 750 2927
Email: lspruce@aorn.org

Sigma Theta Tau International/Rehabilitation
Nursing Foundation Grant

Purpose: The Sigma Theta Tau International/Rehabilitation
Nursing Foundation (RNF) Grant encourages research related
to rehabilitation nursing.
Eligibility: The applicant must be a registered nurse in reha-
bilitation or a registered nurse who demonstrates interest in
and significantly contributes to rehabilitation nursing. Pro-
posals that address the clinical practice, educational or admin-
istrative dimensions of rehabilitation nursing are requested.
Quantitative and qualitative research projects will be accepted
for review. The principal investigator must have a Master’s

degree in nursing and an ability to complete the project within
2 years of initial funding
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate, Postgraduate,
Predoctorate
Type: Research grant
Value: Up to US$4,500
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must write to the Reha-
bilitation Nursing Foundation for details
Closing Date: 1 March
Funding: Private, Foundation
Contributor: The Rehabilitation Nursing Foundation and
Sigma Theta Tau International
Additional Information: The funding month is the following
January www.sigmanursing.org/advance-elevate/research/
research-grants/rehabilitation-nursing-foundation-grant-(rna)

For further information contact:

Rehabilitation Nursing Foundation, 4700 West Lake Avenue,
Glenview, IL 60025, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 800 229 7530
Fax: (1) 847 375 4710
Email: info@rehabnurse.org

Silicon Valley Community Foundation

2440 West El Camino Real, Suite 300, Mountain View, CA
94040, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 650 450 5400
Email: donorservices@siliconvalleycf.org
Website: www.siliconvalleycf.org

Western Digital Scholarship Program

Purpose: The Western Digital Scholarship Program is avail-
able for underprivileged and under-represented students who
are majoring in STEM as well as the children and legal
dependents of Western Digital Employees. Applicants must
have a grade point average of 3.0 or higher
Eligibility: 1. Undergraduate student enrolled on a full-time
basis at a four-year accredited University located in the coun-
tries where scholarships are being offered. 2. Majoring in
Computer Science (B.S. programs only), Engineering, Math-
ematics or Science (excluding agricultural sciences, health
and other life sciences). 3. Minimum grade average of 3.0
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on a 4.0 scale or equivalent. 4. Demonstrated financial need
or hardship. 5. Traditionally under-represented populations
in the STEM disciplines, including females and individuals
of African-American or Latino descent in the United
States. 6. This award is for United States and international
students
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: US$5,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Applications are available on the
Silicon Valley Community Foundation website. In addition
to a completed application, the applicant must also submit the
following: two letters of recommendation (the letters must be
from the people listed on the application); an official tran-
script of grades; a personal statement addressing the topics
listed on the application; evidence of financial need as
described on the application; and proof of United States
citizenship (photocopy of birth certificate, passport or natu-
ralization papers). The complete application packet must be
completed online by the deadline date
No. of awards offered: Up to 500 one-time scholarships
Closing Date: 2 April
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: www.siliconvalleycf.org/scholar
ships/westerndigital

For further information contact:

Tel: (855) 670 ISTS (4787)
Email: contactus@applyISTS.com

Simon Fraser University

8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6, Canada.

Tel: (1) 604 291 5310
Email: pchhina@sfu.ca
Website: www.business.sfu.ca
Contact: Ms Preet Virk, Manager, Donor Relations

Named after explorer Simon Fraser, SFU opened on
September 9, 1965. Taking only 30 months to grow from
the idea stage into an almost-completed campus with 2,500
52 Silicon Valley Community Foundation students it was
dubbed the ‘Instant University’. The original campus has
grown into three vibrant campuses in Burnaby, Vancouver
and Surrey and SFU’s reputation has grown into one of the
innovative teaching, research, and community outreach.

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada - Postdoctoral Fellowship
Program

Purpose: The Postdoctoral Fellowships (PDF) Program pro-
vides support to a core of the most promising researchers at
a pivotal time in their careers
Eligibility: Open to any graduate student in Simon Fraser
University (SFU) using mathematics in their research. You
can hold your fellowship at the following institutions. 1. Cana-
dian institutions. 2. Provincial research institutions in Canada.
3. Other appropriate research laboratories in Canada. 4. Insti-
tutions and research institutions abroad
Level of Study: Doctorate, Graduate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: C$45,000
Length of Study: Up to 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Simon Fraser University (SFU)
Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: You can apply for a PDF by com-
pleting and submitting form 201, and attaching supporting
documents if necessary. For further information, check with
the below link., www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/students-etudiants/
pd-np/pdf-bp_eng.asp#apply
Closing Date: 15 October
Additional Information: www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/Students-
Etudiants/PD-NP/PDF-BP_eng.asp

For further information contact:

350 Albert Street, 16th Floor, Ottawa, ON K1A 1H5, Canada.

Email: schol@nserc-crsng.gc.ca

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada Industrial Post-Graduate
Scholarships (IPS)

Purpose: To encourage scholars to consider research careers
in industry
Eligibility: Open to highly qualified science and engineering
graduates
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: C$15,000 per year for up to 2 years plus company
contribution of C$6,000 minimum per year
Length of Study: Up to 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: Check website for further details
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Additional Information: uwaterloo.ca/graduate-studies-
postdoctoral-affairs/awards/nserc-industrial-postgraduate-
scholarships-ips

For further information contact:

Office of the Dean of Graduate Studies, Canada.

Email: dcoburn@sfu.ca

Winter Pilot Award

Purpose: The goal of the Pilot Award is to provide early
support for exploratory ideas, particularly those with novel
hypotheses
Eligibility: All applicants and key collaborators must hold
a PhD,MD or equivalent degree and have a faculty position or
the equivalent at a college, university, medical school or other
research facility
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Award
Value: The total budget of a Pilot Award is US$300,000 or
less
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applications must be completed
electronically and submitted using forms provided at
proposalCENTRAL. Please log in as an applicant, go to the
“Grant Opportunities” tab, scroll to Simons Foundation and
click “Apply Now” for the SFARI Pilot Award program.
Application link is www.sfari.org/grant/pilot-awards-request-
for-applications/
Closing Date: 14 September
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: To that end, the initiative is seeking
applications from individuals positioned to conduct bold,
imaginative, rigorous, and relevant research www.sfari.org/
grant/pilot-awards-request-for-applications/

For further information contact:

Email: grants@simonsfoundation.org

Simons Foundation

Bridge to Independence Award Program

Subjects: Autism research
Purpose: SFARI is invested in supporting the next generation
of top autism researchers. The Bridge to Independence Award
program engages talented early-career scientists in autism

research by facilitating their transition to research indepen-
dence and providing grant funding at the start of their pro-
fessorships at a U.S. or Canadian research institution.
Eligibility: Applicants must hold a PhD, M.D. or equivalent
degree. Applicants must have fewer than six (6) years of
postdoctoral or otherwise mentored training. Applicants
must be currently in non-independent, mentored, training
positions, as recognized by their institution. Applicants must
be actively seeking a tenure-track position at a U.S. or Cana-
dian institution of higher education during the 2020-2021
academic year. Applicants are not eligible if they are recipi-
ents of other career development awards with similar budget-
ary scopes as the SFARI Bridge to Independence Award.
Applicants must not have accepted a formal offer for a tenure-
track faculty position.
Type: Award
Value: US$495,000 over three years
Length of Study: Three years
Country of Study: United States of America or Canada
Application Procedure: See website.
Closing Date: 2 March
Additional Information: www.sfari.org/grant/bridge-to-
independence-award-request-for-applications/

Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research
and Technology

Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and
Technology Scholars Programme for Postdoctoral
Research

Purpose: These awards will provide a unique opportunity for
recent or soon to be PhD graduates to participate in the
Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology
(SMART) Centre in Singapore, and to become members of
an alumni network that we anticipate will continue to evolve
Eligibility: The fellowship recipient would be able to conduct
research of his/her own choice in Singapore within, but not
necessarily tied closely to, a current project in one of the
SMART Interdisciplinary Research Groups
Level of Study: Research
Type: Research grant
Value: US$120,000 per year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 12 April
Funding: Private
Additional Information: For further information on the
research grant, check the website link. smart.mit.edu/fellow
ships/for-post-doctoral-smart-scholars www.mladiinfo.eu/
2019/03/06/smart-scholars-programme-postdoctoral-research/
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For further information contact:

Email: smart_scholar@smart.mit.edu

Sir Richard Stapley Educational Trust

PO Box 839, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AL, United Kingdom.

Email: admin@stapleytrust.org
Website: www.stapleytrust.org
Contact: The Administrator

The Sir Richard Stapley Educational Trust awards grants to
graduates studying for higher degrees in the United Kingdom
without subject restriction, and to graduates studying medi-
cine as a second degree. The grants are to cover shortfall
incurred by the payment of tuition fees.

Sir Richard Stapley Educational Trust Grants

Purpose: To support postgraduate study
Eligibility: Open to graduates holding a First Class (Honours)
degree or a good Second Class (Honours) degree (65% or
above, or its overseas equivalent, or a Masters or PhD) and
who are more than 24 years of age on October 1st of the
proposed academic year. Students in receipt of a substantial
award from local authorities, the NHS Executive, Industry,
ResearchCouncils, the British Academy or other similar public
bodies will not normally receive a grant from the Trust.
Courses not eligible include electives, diplomas, placements,
professional training and intercalated degrees. The Trust does
not support students for full-time PhD studies beyond year 3, or
part-time PhD studies beyond year 6. Applicants must already
be resident in the United Kingdom at the time of application
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Value: £500 and £1,500
Length of Study: Grants are awarded for 1 full academic year
in the first instance
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Any appropriate University
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Electronic applications are available
in early January. The trust will consider either the first
300 complete applications or all applications received on or
before deadline
No. of awards offered: 300
Closing Date: 29 February
Funding: Trusts

No. of awards given last year: 133
No. of applicants last year: 300
Additional Information: Please check at www.stapleytrust.
org/wp/about www.birmingham.ac.uk/postgraduate/funding/
The-Sir-Richard-Stapley-Educational-Trust.aspx

Sir William Lister/Dorey Bequest

18 Stephenson Way, London NW1 2HD, United Kingdom.

Sir William Lister/Dorey Bequest

Purpose: To provide personal travel expenses to members
and Fellows of the Royal College of Ophthalmologists who
are travelling abroad for research or training
Eligibility: Ophthalmologists in training who are citizens of
the United Kingdom as well as Members and Fellows of the
RCOphth in good standing. Applications are invited for the
Sir William Lister and Dorey Bequest Travel Awards
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Value: £300 – £600
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: 1. Successful applicants will submit
a report to the Education Committee on completion of the
period of training or research for which the award is granted.
2. The number and value of the awards will be determined by
the state of the funds and the candidate’s requirement
Closing Date: 28 September
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.eyedocs.co.uk/ophthalmo
logy-travel-awards/1110-dorey-bequest-and-sir-william-lister-
travel-awards

For further information contact:

Email: vanna.fadda@rcophth.ac.uk

Smeal College of Business

Edward & Susan Wilson Graduate Scholarship in
Business

Subjects: Business
Purpose: The purpose of this program is to identify and honor
full-time graduate students enrolled or planning to enroll in
Smeal College of Business.
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Eligibility: Consideration for this scholarship shall be given
to all full-time graduate students who are currently enrolled or
are planning to enroll in Smeal College of Business and have
achieved superior academic standing.
Type: Scholarship
Value: The amount of the awards will depend on the perfor-
mance of the endowment.
Study Establishment: Smeal College of Business, The Penn-
sylvania State University
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Nominations should be made by the
Department Chair (attach copy of transcript and resume) and
send to Hans Baumgartner, 483-A Business Building.
Closing Date: 1 May

Jeanne and Charles Rider Graduate Fellowship

Subjects: Business
Purpose: The purpose of this fellowship shall be to recognize
and support outstanding graduate students enrolled or plan-
ning to enroll in The Smeal College of Business
Eligibility: Selection is based on academic merit.
Type: Fellowship
Value: To be determined
Length of Study: One academic year and may be renewed for
subsequent years providing the recipient continues to meet
the conditions of eligibility and funds are available.
Study Establishment: Smeal College of Business, The Penn-
sylvania State University
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Nominations should be made by
Department Chair to Hans Baumgartner, PhD Director.
Recipient shall be selected by the Graduate Fellowship
Committee.
No. of awards offered: To be determined
Closing Date: 1 May

Ossian R. MacKenzie Teaching Award

Subjects: Business Administration
Purpose: The purpose of this program is to identify and honor
an exceptional doctoral candidate who demonstrates a high
degree of promise toward making significant teaching contri-
butions in business administration.
Eligibility: Be an exceptional doctoral candidate with demon-
strable experience working towards a career teaching busi-
ness administration.
Type: Award
Value: The amount of each award shall be determined by
a selection committee and shall depend upon the amount of

income earned by the Ossian R. MacKenzie Doctoral
Award Fund.
Length of Study: One academic year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Smeal College of Business, The Penn-
sylvania State University
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: To nominate a graduate student,
faculty are encouraged to send their letters of recommenda-
tion to 351 Business Building.
Closing Date: 1 May

Peter E. Liberti and Judy D. Olian Scholarship

Subjects: Business
Purpose: The purpose of this scholarship shall be to provide
recognition and financial assistance to outstanding PhD stu-
dents enrolled or planning to enroll in The Smeal College of
Business.
Eligibility: Selection is based on superior academic records
or who manifest promise of outstanding academic success.
Type: Scholarship
Value: To be determined.
Length of Study: One academic year and may be renewed for
subsequent years providing the recipient continues to meet
the conditions of eligibility and funds are available.
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Smeal College of Business, The Penn-
sylvania State University
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Nominations should be made by
Department Chair to Hans Baumgartner, PhD Director.
Recipient shall be selected by the Graduate Fellowship
Committee.
No. of awards offered: Two
Closing Date: 1 May

Smithsonian Environmental Research
Center (SERC)

Smithsonian Institution, PO Box 28, 647 Contees Wharf
Road, Edgewater, MD 21037-0028, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 443 482 2217
Email: gustafsond@si.edu
Website: serc.si.edu/fellowships
Contact: Daniel E Gustafson, Jr, Professional Training &

Volunteer Coordinator
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Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC) is the
world’s leading research center for environmental studies of
the coastal zone. For over 40 years, SERC has been involved
in critical research, professional training for young scientists
and environmental education.

Smithsonian Environmental Research Center
Graduate Student Fellowship

Subjects: Global climate change, marine invasion biology,
forest and wetland ecology, trace element and nutrient cycling,
solar UV radiation, water quality, food web dynamics, coastal
and upland ecosystems, and plant-herbivore interactions.
Purpose: To financially support student research at
Smithsonian facilities or research stations.
Eligibility: Students must be formally enroled in a graduate
program of study at a degree granting institution must have
completed at least one full-time semester. Intended for stu-
dents who have not yet been advanced to candidacy if in
a doctoral program.
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$6,500
Length of Study: 10 weeks
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Need to use Smithsonian online
academic appointment system.
Closing Date: 1 November
Funding: Smithsonian Instution
No. of awards given last year: 3
No. of applicants last year: 6
Additional Information: serc.si.edu/fellowships

For further information contact:

solaa.si.edu/solaa/#/public.

Tel: (1) 443 482 2217

Smithsonian Institution-National Air
and Space Museum

PO Box 37012, MRC 010, Washington, DC 20013-7012,
United States of America.

Tel: (1) 202 633 2648
Email: NASM-Fellowships@si.edu
Website: www.airandspace.si.edu
Contact: Ms Collette Williams, Fellowships Programme

Coordinator

Charles A Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace History

Eligibility: Open to senior scholars with distinguished
records of publication who are at work on, or anticipate
being at work on, books in aerospace history
Type: Fellowship
Value: Replacement of salary and benefits up to a maximum
of US$100,000 a year. Research expenses and relocation are
negotiable
Length of Study: 12 months
Closing Date: 15 January
Additional Information: For more information, please con-
tact David DeVorkin DeVorkinD@si.edu airandspace.si.edu/
support/get-involved/fellowships/charles-lindbergh-chair-aero
space-history

For further information contact:

Email: PisanoD@si.edu

The Aviation Space Writers Foundation Award

Purpose: The product created as a result of the grant must be
in any form suitable for potential public dissemination in
print, electronic, broadcast, or other visual medium, includ-
ing, but not limited to, a book manuscript, video, film script,
or monograph. Potential topics might be contemporary avia-
tion or space events that are of interest to the general public;
significant persons, historical events, or trends that illuminate
the history of human flight in air and space; records; or
compendia of aerospace source material.
Type: Grant
Value: US$5,000
Frequency: Every 2 years
Application Procedure: Candidates should submit the online
Aviation Space Writers Foundation Award Application form,
including 1. a maximum two-page, single-spaced proposal
stating the subject of their research and their research goals;
2. a one to two-page curriculum vitae; and 3. a one-page
detailed budget explaining how the grant will be spent
Closing Date: 15 January
Additional Information: Award winners are required to pro-
vide a summary report in the form of a memorandum to Ms
Collette Williams that outlines how the grant was used to
accomplish the goals of the project airandspace.si.edu/sup
port/get-involved/fellowships/aviation-space-writers-found
ation-award

For further information contact:

National Air and Space Museum, Independence Ave at Sixth
Street, SW, Rm 3313, MRC 312, P.O. Box 37012,
Washington, DC 20013-7012, United States of America.
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Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum

Website: airandspace.si.edu/
Contact: Miss Collette Williams

A. Verville Fellowship

Purpose: To pursue programs of research and writing profes-
sional in tone and substance, but addressed to an audience
with broad interests
Value: US$55,000 per year
Length of Study: 9 months to 1 year
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: All applications for the Verville
Fellowships must be submitted electronically through the
Smithsonian Online Academic Appointment System
(SOLAA)
Closing Date: 1 November
Additional Information: For any further queries, please
contact NASM-Fellowships@si.edu airandspace.si.edu/sup
port/get-involved/fellowships/verville

For further information contact:

Email: NASM-Fellowships@si.edu

Charles A. Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace History

Purpose: The Charles A. Lindbergh Chair in Aerospace
History is a competitive 12-month fellowship open
15 October, to senior scholars with distinguished records of
publication who are at work on, or anticipate being at work
on, books in aerospace history
Eligibility: The Lindbergh Chair is open to established and
recognized senior scholars with distinguished records of pub-
lication who are at work on, or anticipate being at work on,
books in aerospace history
Value: US$100,000 per year
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: All applications for the Lindbergh
Fellowships must be submitted electronically through the
Smithsonian Online Academic Appointment System
(SOLAA)
Closing Date: 15 January
Funding: Private
Additional Information: For more information, please con-
tact Layne Karafantis in the Aeronautics Department

karafantisl@si.edu airandspace.si.edu/support/get-involved/
fellowships/charles-lindbergh-chair-aerospace-history

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 202 633 2648
Email: kinneyj@si.edu, neufeldm@si.edu

Engen Conservation

Purpose: This fellowship is intended to contribute to the
education of recent graduates by allowing them to continue
research into traditional historic objects and delve into the
complexities of working with modern composite materials
Eligibility: Must have master’s degree in conservation from
a recognized programme and be able to conduct research
independently
Value: US$43,000 per year in addition to US$3,000 for
medical insurance
Length of Study: 1 year
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Applications are submitted through
the Smithsonian Online Academic Appointment System
(SOLAA)
Closing Date: 15 February
Additional Information: For further queries, please contact
CollumM@si.edu airandspace.si.edu/collections/conservation/
fellowships

For further information contact:

Email: HorelickL@si.edu

Guggenheim Fellowships

Purpose: To pursue programs of research and writing that
support publication of works that are scholarly in tone and
substance and intended for publication as articles in peer-
reviewed journals or in book form from a reputable publisher
(in the case of post postdoctoral applicants) or in a doctoral
dissertation (in the case of pre-docs)
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate
Value: US$30,000 for predoctoral candidates and US$45,000
for postdoctoral candidates
Length of Study: 1 year
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: All applications for the
Guggenheim, Verville and Lindbergh Fellowships must be
submitted electronically through the Smithsonian Online
Academic Appointment System (SOLAA)
Closing Date: 15 January
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Additional Information: If you have any further questions,
please contact NASM-Fellowships@si.edu www.gf.org/
applicants/

For further information contact:

John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, 90 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016, United States of America.

National Air and Space Museum

Purpose: To support research on aerospace topics
Value: US$5,000
Frequency: Every 2 years
Country of Study: United States of America
Closing Date: 15 January
Additional Information: airandspace.si.edu/visit

For further information contact:

Aeronautics Department, MRC 312, National Air and Space
Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20013-
7012, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 202 633 2214
Email: karafantisl@si.edu

Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institution (STRI)

Roosvelt Avenue, Tupper Building 401, Balboa, Ancón,
Panamá, República de Panamá, Washington, DC 20521-
9100, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 507 212 8000
Email: fellows@si.edu
Website: www.stri.org

The Smithsonian Tropical Research Institution (STRI) in
Panama is a bureau of the Smithsonian Institution based
outside of the United States and it is dedicated to understand-
ing biological diversity. STRI’s facilities provide a unique
opportunity for long-term ecological studies in the tropics,
and are used extensively by some 900 visiting scientists from
academic and research institutions in the United States and
around the world every year. STRI aims to offer research
facilities that allow staff scientists, fellows, and visiting sci-
entists to achieve their research objectives. STRI’s Center for
Tropical Forest Science uses large, fully enumerated forest
plots to monitor tree demography in 14 countries located in

Africa, Asia and the Americas. More than 3,000,000 individ-
ual trees representing 6,000 species are being studied.

STRI Postdoctoral Research in Hydrology

Eligibility: Open to applicants with a PhD in spatial analysis
applied to soils or hydrology, hands-on programming skills,
fluency in English and Spanish
Level of Study: Postdoctorate
Type: Research grant
Value: Minimum salary of US$40,000
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Applicants should send an elec-
tronic copy of the current curriculum vitae, statement of
research accomplishments and goals, names and contact
information of three references, and reprints to Helmut
Elsenbeer. Review of applications begins by July 15th
Additional Information: stri.si.edu/academic-programs/
fellowships

For further information contact:

Email: ElsenbeerH@si.edu

STRI Tropical Forest/Restoration Ecologist

Purpose: To support a long-term study to understand the
ecosystem services provided by forests within the Panama
Canal Watershed
Eligibility: Open to applicants with a PhD in forestry, forest
ecology, restoration ecology, or a closely related field,
a proven ability to develop research programs and publish in
scientific journals, ability to work well in teams, and preferred
with Spanish language skills
Level of Study: Doctorate
Value: US$40,000 per year
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Applicants should send a letter
detailing qualifications and interest in the position, curricu-
lum vitae, and contact information for three references to
Adriana Sautu. For questions related to the position, please
contact Jefferson Hall (hallje@si.edu)
Closing Date: 1 August
Additional Information: The successful candidate will work
in a multidisciplinary team to design landscape treatments and
the vegetation monitoring program for focal research catch-
ments. She will synthesize data from the Native Species
Reforestation Project (PRORENA) growth trials to inform
species selection for native species reforestation treatments
and for publication. The Research Fellow will be expected to
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develop his/her own research program in association with this
project

For further information contact:

Email: sautua@si.edu

Social Science Research Council (SSRC)

One Pierrepont Plaza, 15th Floor, 300 Cadman Plaza West,
Brooklyn, NY 11201, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 212 377 2700
Email: info@ssrc.org
Website: www.ssrc.org
Contact: Director

Founded in 1923, the Social Science Research Council
(SSRC) is an independent, non-governmental, non-profit
international association devoted to the advancement of inter-
disciplinary research in the social sciences. The aim of the
organization is to improve the quality of publicly available
knowledge around the world.

African Peacebuilding Network (APN) Residential
Postdoctoral Fellowship Program

Purpose: To support independent African research and its
integration into regional and global policy communities
Eligibility: Applicants must be African citizens currently
residing in an African country. Researchers based in
conflict-affected African countries or those recently emerging
from conflict are especially encouraged to apply. Applicants
must hold a faculty or research position at an African univer-
sity and have completed their PhD within 7 years of the
application deadline
Level of Study: Research
Type: Fellowships
Value: A maximum of US$20,000
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: All applications must be uploaded
through our online portal. For enquiries or technical questions
pertaining to the portal, please contact APN staff (apn@ssrc.
org)
Closing Date: December
Additional Information: If you have questions, please con-
tact APN program staff by telephone at (1) 212 377 2700 or
by email at apn@ssrc.org www.ssrc.org/programs/compo
nent/apn/residential-postdoctoral-fellowships/

For further information contact:

Email: apn@ssrc.org

Berlin Program Fellowship

Purpose: To support doctoral dissertation research as well as
postdoctoral research leading to the completion of
a monograph
Eligibility: Applicants for a dissertation fellowship must be
full-time graduate students who have completed all
coursework required for the PhD and must have achieved
ABD status by the time the proposed research stay in Berlin
begins. Also eligible are United States of America and Cana-
dian PhD’s who have received their doctorates within the past
two calendar years
Level of Study: Postdoctorate
Value: €1,100 per month for dissertation fellows, €1,400 per
month for postdoctoral fellows
Length of Study: 10 months–1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Freie Universität Berlin
Country of Study: Germany
Closing Date: 25 March
Additional Information: grad.uchicago.edu/fellowship/
berlin-program-for-advanced-german-and-european-studies-
fellowship/

For further information contact:

Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies,
Freie Universität Berlin, Kaiserswerther Str. 16-18, 14195
Berlin, Germany.

Tel: (49) 30 838 56671
Fax: (49) 30 838 56672
Email: bprogram@zedat.fu-berlin.de

ESRC/SSRC Collaborative Visiting Fellowships

Purpose: To encourage communication and cooperation
between social scientists in Great Britain and the Americas
Eligibility: Open to PhD scholars in the Americas, ESRC-
supported centres, and holders of large grants awards or
professorial fellowships in Britain
Level of Study: Doctorate, Research
Type: Fellowship
Value: Up to US$9,500
Length of Study: 1–3 months
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Check website for further details
Closing Date: 16 April
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Additional Information: www.scholarshipsinindia.com/
esrc-ssrc.html

For further information contact:

Email: international@esrc.ac.uk

Eurasia Program Fellowships

Purpose: To allow advanced graduate students to devote to
the intellectual development of their projects and to write-up
the results of their research
Eligibility: Applicants for Dissertation Write-up Fellowships
must have attained ABD status (must have completed all
requirements for the PhD degree except for the dissertation)
by the fellowship start date. They must be citizens or perma-
nent residents of the United States of America. The Fellow’s
home institution is expected to make a cost-sharing contribu-
tion of no less than 10% of the fellowship award. Detailed
information on eligibility criteria and conditions of awards
will be available in the application materials
Level of Study: Doctorate, Graduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: Up to US$25,000
Length of Study: Up to 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Awards are made on the basis of
evaluations and recommendations by the Title VIII Program
Committee, an interdisciplinary committee composed of
scholars of the region. The committee rewards proposals
with clarity of argument, purpose, theory and method, written
in a style accessible to readers outside the applicant’s disci-
pline. Applicants must submit a completed application,
a narrative statement, transcripts, a course list and language
evaluation form, and references. Full information is available
online
No. of awards offered: Approx. 40
Funding: Government
Contributor: United States Department of State under the
Program for Research and Training on Eastern Europe and the
Independent States of the Former Soviet Union (Title VIII)
No. of awards given last year: 4
No. of applicants last year: Approx. 40
Additional Information: No funding is available for
research on the Baltic States www.youthop.com/fellowships/
fully-funded-osf-eurasia-programme-fellowships-2019-2020-
at-the-university-of-tartu-in-estonia

For further information contact:

Email: eurasia@ssrc.org

Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS)
Fellowship

Purpose: To provide qualified researchers with the opportu-
nity to conduct research at leading universities and other
research institutions in Japan
Eligibility: Applicants must be United States citizens or per-
manent residents at the time of application and submit proof
of affiliation with an eligible host research institution in Japan
as part of the application packet. Permanent residents must
provide a copy of a permanent resident card. Citizens of other
countries are eligible for the short-term fellowship (1–12
months) if they have completed a Master’s or PhD course at
an institution of higher education in the United States and,
upon completing the course, have for at least three continuous
years conducted high-level research at a university in the
United States. Applicants for long-term (12–24 months) fel-
lowships must submit a copy of a PhD diploma dated no more
than 6 years prior to applying. Check website for further
details
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate, Research
Type: Fellowship
Value: Round-trip airfare, insurance coverage for accidents
and illness, a monthly stipend and settling-in allowance.
Applicants will also be eligible for additional funds annually
for research expenses for stays of 1–2 years and a domestic
travel allowance for stays of 3–12 months
Length of Study: 1 month to 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: An approved institution
Country of Study: Japan
Application Procedure: Applications are available on www.
ssrc.org/fellowships/jsps-fellowships
No. of awards offered: 25–40
Closing Date: 1 December
Funding: Government
Contributor: The Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science
No. of awards given last year: 10–20
No. of applicants last year: 25–40
Additional Information: Fellows are selected by the Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science based on nominations
made by the SSRC Japan Advisory Board. Applicants will
be notified of their nomination status by the following
March. Successful applicants will be notified directly by
JSPS in the summer www.ssrc.org/fellowships/view/jsps-
fellowship/

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 212 377 2700
Email: japan@ssrc.org
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Mellon Mays Predoctoral Research Grants

Purpose: The Graduate Initiatives Program offers three
predoctoral grant opportunities: the Graduate Studies
Enhancement Grant (GSE), the Predoctoral Research Devel-
opment Grant (PRD), and the Dissertation Completion
Grant (DCG)
Eligibility: Applicants must be a Mellon fellow enroled in
a doctoral program. Applicants must have been selected as
Mellon Mays Fellows as undergraduates. Fellows may apply
for one grant per year and must be enroled in a doctoral
program in one of the fields listed in the website or have
filed a petition for inclusion of another field
Type: grant
Value: Total of US$5,000 in GSE and PRD funds; DCG grant
money is not applied towards this total
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants should use the online
application portal to apply. For detailed information, please
visit: www.ssrc.org/fellowships/mellon-mays-predoctoral-
research-grants/
No. of awards offered: 1
Closing Date: 1 November
Additional Information: If accepted, grants take 5–6 weeks
to process www.ssrc.org/fellowships/view/mellon-mays-
predoctoral-research-grants/

Social Science Research Council Abe Fellowship
Program

Purpose: To encourage international multidisciplinary
research on topics of pressing global concern and to foster
the development of a new generation of researchers who are
interested in policy-relevant topics of long-range importance
and who are willing to become key members of a bilateral and
global research network built around such topics
Eligibility: Open to citizens of Japan and the United States of
and to other nationals who can demonstrate serious and long-
term affiliations with research communities in Japan or the
United States. Applicants must hold a PhD or have attained an
equivalent level of professional experience. Applications
from researchers in non-academic professions are welcome
Level of Study: Postdoctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: Research and travel expenses as necessary for the
completion of the research project in addition to limited salary
replacement
Length of Study: Up to 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: An appropriate institution
Country of Study: United States of America

Application Procedure: Applicants must submit an online
application along with a writing sample, letter of reference
and an optional language evaluation form
No. of awards offered: 60–100
Closing Date: 1 September
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: The Japan Foundation Center for Global
Partnership
No. of awards given last year: 14
No. of applicants last year: 60–100
Additional Information: In addition to working on their
research projects, Fellows will attend annual conferences
and other events sponsored by the program, which will pro-
mote the development of an international network of scholars
concerned with research on contemporary policy issues.
Funds are provided by the Japan Foundation Center for
Global Partnership www.jpf.go.jp/cgp/e/fellow/abe/index.
html

For further information contact:

Japan Foundation Center for Global Partnership, 4-16-3
Yotsuya, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 160-0004, Japan.

Tel: (81) 3 5369 6085
Fax: (81) 3 5369 6142
Email: abe@ssrc.org

Social Science Research Council Eurasia Program
Postdoctoral Fellowships

Purpose: To support research and/or publication records and
to further the recipients academic career
Eligibility: Applicants for Postdoctoral Fellowships must
have the PhD in hand at the time of application (ABDs will
not be considered), and must have received the degree no
more than 5 years prior to the application deadline. They must
be citizens or permanent residents of the United States of
America. Detailed information on eligibility criteria and con-
ditions of awards will be in the application materials
Level of Study: Doctorate, postdoctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: Up to US$20,000
Length of Study: 18–24 months
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Awards are made on the basis of
evaluations and recommendations by the Title III Program
Committee, an interdisciplinary committee and composed of
scholars of the region. The committee rewards proposals with
clarity of argument, purpose, theory, and method, written in
a style accessible to readers outside the applicant’s discipline.
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Applicants must submit a completed application, a narrative
statement, a curriculum vitae and references. Full information
is available online
No. of awards offered: Approx. 30
Closing Date: 13 November
Funding: Government
Contributor: United States Department of State under the
Program for Research and Training on Eastern Europe
and the Independent States of the Former Soviet Union
(Title VIII)
No. of awards given last year: Approx. 3
No. of applicants last year: Approx. 30
Additional Information: No funding is available for
research on the Baltic States www.ssrc.org/programs/view/
eurasia-program/

For further information contact:

Email: eurasia@ssrc.org

Social Science Research Council Eurasia Program
Predissertation Training Fellowships

Purpose: To provide graduate students with the opportunity
to enhance their research skills in the field of Eurasian
Studies
Eligibility: Applicants for Predissertation Training Fellow-
ships must be enrolled in a doctoral programme in the social
sciences or humanities or equivalent degree, but not yet
advanced to the PhD candidacy. ABD’s are not eligible for
these fellowships. They must be citizens or permanent resi-
dents of the United States of America. Detailed information
on eligibility criteria and conditions of awards will be avail-
able in the application materials
Level of Study: Doctorate, Graduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: Up to US$7,000
Length of Study: Up to 9 months
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Awards are made on the basis of
evaluations and recommendations by the Title VIII Program
Committee, an interdisciplinary committee composed of
scholars of the region. The committee rewards proposals
with clarity of argument, purpose, theory, and method, written
a style accessible to readers outside the applicant’s discipline.
Applicants must submit a completed application, a narrative
statement, transcripts, a course list and language evaluation
form and references. Full information is available online
No. of awards offered: Approx. 20
Closing Date: 13 November
Funding: Government

Contributor: United States Department of State under the
Program for Research and Training on Eastern Europe and the
Independent States of the Former Soviet Union (Title VIII)
No. of awards given last year: 2
No. of applicants last year: Approx. 20
Additional Information: No funding is available for
research on the Baltic States www.ssrc.org/programs/view/
eurasia-program/

For further information contact:

Email: eurasia@ssrc.org

Social Science Research Council Eurasia Program
Teaching Fellowships

Purpose: To encourage and support faculty members at all
career levels in their efforts to impart their own knowledge
and expertise to their students
Eligibility: Applicants for the Teaching Fellowships must
have the PhD in hand and currently be teaching full-time in
an accredited United States of America university, and the
must be citizens or permanent residents of the United States
of America. The home institution of the teaching fellowship
recipient is expected to provide a letter of intent stating that
the institution or relevant department intends to support the
implementation of the Fellow’s new course into the offered
curriculum at least once within a period of no more than
2 years. Detailed information on eligibility criteria and con-
ditions of awards will be available in the application
materials
Level of Study: Postdoctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$10,000
Length of Study: Maximum 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Awards are made on the basis of
evaluations and recommendations by the Title III Programme
Committee, an interdisciplinary committee and composed of
scholars of the region. The committee rewards proposals with
clarity of argument, purpose, theory, and method, written in
a style accessible to readers outside the applicant’s discipline.
Applicants must submit a completed application, a narrative
statement, a curriculum vitae and references. Full information
is available online
No. of awards offered: 15
Closing Date: 1 November
Funding: Government
Contributor: United States Department of State (Title VIII)
No. of awards given last year: 3
No. of applicants last year: 15
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Additional Information: www.ssrc.org/programs/view/
eurasia-program/

For further information contact:

Email: eurasia@ssrc.org

Social Science Research Council International
Dissertation Research Fellowship

Purpose: To support distinguished graduate students in the
humanities and social sciences conducting dissertation
research outside the United States
Eligibility: Open to full-time graduate students in the human-
ities and social sciences regardless of citizenship enroled in
doctoral programs in the United States. Applicants must com-
plete all PhD requirements except on-site research by the time
the fellowship begins
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: Approx. US$20,000
Length of Study: 9–12 months
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Applications are available on SSRC
website
Closing Date: 3 November
Funding: Private
Contributor: The Andrew W Mellon Foundation
Additional Information: Applicants must contact the pro-
gramme for further information by emailing www.ssrc.org/
fellowships/view/idrf-fellowship/

For further information contact:

Email: idrf@ssrc.org

Social Science Research Council Summer Institute
on International Migration

Purpose: To enable attendance at a workshop/conference
training young scholars in the field of migration studies
Eligibility: Open to advanced doctoral candidates currently
involved in research or writing for their dissertations and
recent PhDs revising their dissertations for publication or
initiating new research
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Postgraduate, Predoctorate
Type: Award
Value: Flights, meals and lodging necessary for participation
in the institute are fully subsidized
Length of Study: 1 Week
Frequency: Dependent on funds available

Study Establishment: The University of California at Irvine
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Applicants must download the
application form from the website www.cri.uci.edu
No. of awards offered: 250
Closing Date: 18 February
Funding: Private
Contributor: UCT and SSRC
No. of awards given last year: 20
No. of applicants last year: 250
Additional Information: The Institute is a collaboration
between the SSRC and the Center for Research on Immigra-
tion, Population and Public Policy (CRI) at the University of
California, Irvine www.ssrc.org/programs/view/migration-
program/

For further information contact:

Center for Research on International Migration, United States
of America.

Tel: (1) 949 824 1361
Email: cbramle@uci.edu

SSRC/ACLS Eastern European Program
Dissertation Fellowships

Purpose: To fund dissertation research
Eligibility: Open to United States citizens or permanent legal
residents
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Varies
Value: Up to US$15,000 plus expenses
Length of Study: 1 academic year
Frequency: Annual, if funds are available
Study Establishment: Any university or institution
Country of Study: Other
Application Procedure: Applicants must contact the Amer-
ican Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) for further
information
Closing Date: November
Additional Information: The product of the proposed work
must be disseminated in English www.ssrc.org/programs/
view/eurasia-program/

For further information contact:

ACLS Office of Fellowships & Grants, 228 East 45th Street,
New York, NY 10017, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 212 377 2700
Email: grants@acls.org
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Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada (SSHRC)

350 Albert Street, PO Box 1610, Ottawa, ON K1P 6G4,
Canada.

Tel: (1) 613 995 2694
Email: award@sshrc-crsh.gc.ca
Website: www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca

The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada (SSHRC) is the federal agency responsible for pro-
moting and supporting research and research training in the
social sciences and humanities in Canada. SSHRC supports
research on the economic, political, social and cultural dimen-
sions of the human experience.

Aid to Scholarly Journals

Purpose: To promote the sharing of research results by
assisting the publication of individual works that make an
important contribution to the advancement of knowledge
Eligibility: Applicants must consult the Canadian Federation
for the Humanities and Social Sciences website for eligibility
requirements
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Research
Type: Grant
Value: Up to US$30,000 per year
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Applicants must refer to the website
or email the Humanities and Social Sciences Federation of
Canada
Closing Date: 2 June
Funding: Government
Additional Information: The program is administered on
behalf of SSHRC by the Humanities and Social Sciences
Federation of Canada www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/news_room-
salle_de_presse/latest_news-nouvelles_recentes/2018/aid_to_
scholarly_journals-aide_aux_revues_savantes-eng.aspx

For further information contact:

The Humanities and Social Sciences Federation of Canada,
151 Slater Street, Ottawa, ON, Canada.

Tel: (1) 613 238 6112 ext 350
Email: scholarlyjournals@sshrc-crsh.gc.ca

Canadian Forest Service Graduate Supplements

Purpose: To promote Canadian doctoral research into for-
estry, to encourage the use of Canadian Forest Service (CFS)
centres and to increase contacts between CFS researchers and
Canadian universities
Eligibility: Open to SSHRC Doctoral Fellows who are
conducting research in an area related to forestry in Canada
and who are in the 3rd or 4th year of their programme.
Candidates must have at least one CFS scientist on their
supervisory committee and must carry out all or part of their
research at a CFS forestry centre
Level of Study: Doctorate, Predoctorate, Research
Type: Supplement or Fellowship
Value: C$5,000 supplement to the C$20,000 doctoral
fellowship
Length of Study: Up to 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Applicants must visit the website
Funding: Government, Foundation
Contributor: The Canadian Forest Service

For further information contact:

Canadian Forest Service Graduate Supplements, Science
Branch, Natural Resources Canada, 580 Booth Street,
Ottawa, ON K1A 0E4, Canada.

Tel: (1) 613 947 8992
Fax: (1) 613 947 9090
Email: mlamarch@nrcan.gc.ca

Canadian Tobacco Control Research Initiative
Planning Grants

Purpose: To support investigators in developing strong pro-
posals for grants in tobacco control research
Eligibility: Open to experts in programme and policy devel-
opment as well as researchers
Level of Study: Research
Type: Grant
Value: Up to C$30,000
Length of Study: Up to 1 year
Frequency: Dependent on funds available
Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: Applicants must complete an appli-
cation form available with instructions on the National Cancer
Institute of Canada website www.ncic.cancer.ca
Closing Date: 1 March
Funding: Government, Private
No. of awards given last year: 6
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Additional Information: www.idrc.ca/en/funding

For further information contact:

Research Programs Department National Cancer Institute of
Canada (NCIC) 10 Alcorn Avenue Suite 200, Toronto, ON,
Canada.

Tel: (1) 416 961 7223
Email: mwosnick@cancer.ca

Society for Academic Emergency
Medicine Foundation

Education Research Grant

Subjects: Emergency medicine
Purpose: The SAEMF Education Research Grant strives to
foster innovation in teaching, education, and educational
research in emergency medicine for faculty-, fellow-,
resident- and medical student-level learners. The mission of
the grant is to develop the academic potential of the selected
fellow by providing support for a dedicated two-year training
period, including pursuit and preferably completion of an
advanced degree in education.
Eligibility: An applicant for the Education Research Grant
must: Be a member of SAEM in good standing at application
deadline and during the entire award period. Be board eligible
or certified by the American Board of EmergencyMedicine or
American Board of Osteopathic Emergency Medicine and
practicing in an emergency care setting. Senior/final year
residents (3rd or 4th year, as applicable to the applicant’s
residency program) in good standing to graduate from an
ACGME accredited emergency medicine residency program
may also apply but must complete their residency program
before the start of the award period. Not have completed more
than one year of an education fellowship at the start of the
award period. Not have received an Education Research
Grant (formerly Education Fellowship grant) previously.
Express and, if possible, provide evidence of a commitment
to leadership in emergency medicine education in his/her
current or prior work, or show potential for serving as
a future leader in emergency medicine education. Demon-
strate a sustained interest in and commitment to emergency
medicine education and an education career. This demon-
strated commitment may include previous participation in
educational activities related to emergency medicine or
another field, peer-reviewed publications, current or previous
educational research, presentations of educational scholarly
activity at scientific meetings, and engagement in local,

regional, national and international activities focused on
research and emergency medicine-focused education. Appli-
cants will be judged and scored according to their expressed
and demonstrated commitment to these areas. Greater consid-
eration and potentially higher scores will be given to appli-
cants who can demonstrate this commitment. Demonstrate
evidence of involvement in SAEM activities and functions.
Demonstrated involvement includes number of years as
a member of SAEM and participation in SAEM activities
and functions (e.g., SAEM presentations and committee
membership). Applicants will be judged and scored according
to their expressed and demonstrated commitment to SAE-
M. Greater consideration and potentially higher scores will
be given to applicants who can demonstrate this commitment.
Type: Grant
Value: Up to US$50,000 per year for two years
Length of Study: Two years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 1 August
Additional Information: www.saem.org/saem-foundation/
grants/funding-opportunities/what-we-fund/education-fellow
ship-grant

Research Training Grant

Subjects: Emergency medicine
Purpose: The SAEMFoundation, in partnership with SAEM,
provides grants to national and international universities and
medical schools to help fund innovative research and educa-
tion initiatives in the field of emergency medicine. The
SAEMF Research Training Grant is intended to provide
funding to support the development of a scientist in emer-
gency medicine.
Eligibility: Applicants should: Be a member of SAEM in
good standing at application deadline and during the entire
award period. Have an advanced/doctoral or terminal educa-
tional degree (e.g., MD, DO, PhD, PharmD, DSc or equiva-
lent). Hold a university appointment (e.g., faculty, fellow, or
similar) in or be actively involved (e.g., have an adjunct
appointment) with a department or division of emergency
medicine or pediatric emergency medicine at the start of the
Research Training Grant award period. Emergency medicine
residents in their final year of residency may apply for the
Research Training Grant, subject to the same stipulation of
holding a university appointment at the start of the Research
Training Grant award period. The applicant may work as
a clinician at an institution other than the host institution or
the institution at which the project will be conducted. Not
have previously received a SAEMF Research Training Grant,
an Emergency Medicine Foundation (EMF) Research
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Fellowship grant or other EMF grant with similar purpose as
the SAEMF Research Training Grant, a federally funded
individual career development award (K-series or VA
CDA), or a similar research training grant from another entity,
prior to the start of the Research Training Grant period. If an
applicant has received funding for an institutional training
grant (K12, KL2 or similar), he/she should provide
a detailed description of the currently funded project and
any similarities or overlap with the SAEMF application.
Type: Grant
Value: The Research Training Grant will provide a total of up
to US$150,000 per year for two years, contingent on the
availability of funds from the SAEMF. The SAEMF Research
Training Grant funds only may be used for the applicant’s
salary. Fringe benefits are permissible in addition to salary,
but the total of salary and fringe benefits may not exceed
US$150,000 per year for two years. No additional costs,
such as project costs, tuition, travel, and indirect costs, are
supported by SAEMF; any other costs are the responsibility
of the fellow’s host institution or another group specified in
the application.
Length of Study: Two years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Additional Information: www.saem.org/saem-foundation/
grants/funding-opportunities/what-we-fund/research-training-
grant

Society for Promotion of Roman
Studies

Roman Society, Room 252, South Block, Senate House,
Malet Street, London WC1E 7HU, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7862 8727
Email: office@romansociety.org
Website: www.romansociety.org
Contact: Dr Fiona Haarer, Secretary of Society

The Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies aims to
promote the study of history, architecture, archaeology, lan-
guage, literature and the art of Italy and the Roman Empire,
including Roman Britain, from the earliest times to about
700 AD.

Hugh Last Fund and General Fund

Purpose: To assist in the undertaking, completion, or publi-
cation of works relating to the general scholarly purposes of

the Roman Society, excluding expenses in connection with
archaeological projects. The Hugh Last Fund also excludes
travelling, hotel, conference, or other living expenses of
scholars
Level of Study: Graduate, Postdoctorate, Postgraduate,
Research
Type: Funding support
Value: Varies £100–1,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applications should be made using
the application form – the completed application should not
exceed two sides of A4. Applicants should give a concise and
clear outline of the project, including publication plans if
relevant, and itemise the costs requested. They must declare
any other applications being made for the same project. Com-
pleted applications should be sent to the Secretary by email:
office@romansociety.org
Closing Date: 31 January
Additional Information: Individuals may not make more
than one application in any year www.romansociety.org/
Grants-Prizes/Hugh-Last-Fund-General-Fund

Society for the Arts in Religious and
Theological Studies (SARTS)

United Theological Seminary of the Twin Cities, 3000 5th
Street NW, New Brighton, MN 55112, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 651 255 6117, 651 255 6190
Email: wyates@unitedseminary-mn.org
Website: www.artsmag.org
Contact: Wilson Yates

The Society for the Arts in Religious and Theological Studies
(SARTS) was organized to provide a forum for scholars and
artists interested in the intersections between theology, reli-
gion and the arts to share thoughts, challenge ideas, strategize
approaches in the classroom and to advance the discipline in
theological and religious studies.

Luce Fellowships

Purpose: To enhance and expand the conversation on theol-
ogy and art
Eligibility: Open to candidates teaching theology as a faculty
member at an accredited postsecondary educational institu-
tion or graduate students
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Level of Study: Graduate, Research
Type: Fellowships
Value: Awards are up to US$3,000 each
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Applicants must submit an informa-
tion sheet, curriculum vitae, a project abstract, a formal pro-
posal, a budget and 2 letters of recommendation
Closing Date: 20 February
Additional Information: ahf.usc.edu/fellowships/luce/

For further information contact:

University of St Thomas, Mail JRC 153 2115 Summit Ave-
nue, MN 55105, United States of America.

Email: office@societyarts.org

Society for the Psychological Study of
Social Issues (SPSSI)

SPSSI Central Office, 208 I Street NE, Washington, DC
20002-4340, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 202 675 6956
Email: spssi@spssi.org
Website: www.spssi.org
Contact: Alex Ingrams, Administrative Assistant

The Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues
(SPSSI) is an interdisciplinary, international organization of
over 3,000 social scientists who share an interest in research
on the psychological aspects of important social issues. The
Society’s goals are to increase the understanding of social
issues through research and its dissemination and to support
policy efforts consistent with such research.

Society for the Psychological Study of Social
Issues Grants-in-Aid Program

Purpose: To support scientific research in social problem
areas related to the basic interests and goals of SPSSI
Eligibility: Applicant must be amember of SPSSI. Applicants
may submit only one application per deadline. If applied to
the Clara Mayo Grant in the same award year he/she is not
eligible for GIA. Individuals may submit a joint application
Level of Study: Doctorate, Graduate, Postdoctorate,
Postgraduate
Type: Grant

Value: Up to US$2,000 for postdoctoral work and up to
US$1,000 for graduate student research that must be matched
by the student’s university
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: The Application should include:
1. A cover sheet with the applicant’s name, address, phone
number, email address and title of the proposal. 2. An abstract
of 100 words or less summarizing the proposed research.
3. Project purposes, theoretical rationale, and research meth-
odology and analytical procedures to be employed. 4. Rele-
vance of research to SPSSI goals and Grants-in-Aid criteria.
5. Status of human subjects review process (which must be
satisfactorily completed before grant funds can be
forwarded). 6. Curriculum vitae of investigator (a faculty
sponsor’s recommendation must be provided if the investiga-
tor is a graduate student; support is seldom awarded to stu-
dents who have not yet reached the dissertation stage).
7. Specific amount requested, including a budget. For
co-authored submissions, please indicate only one name and
institution to which a check should be jointly issued if
selected for funding
No. of awards offered: Approx. 18
Closing Date: 15 October
Funding: Private
Contributor: The Sophie and Shirley Cohen Memorial Fund
and membership contributions
No. of awards given last year: Approx. 10
No. of applicants last year: Approx. 18
Additional Information: Late applications may be held until
the next deadline. Proposals for highly timely and event-
oriented research may be submitted at any time during the
year to be reviewed within 1 month of receipt on an ad hoc
basis. If yours is a time-sensitive application, please indicate
that on the outside of the envelope www.apa.org/about/
awards/gia-program

For further information contact:

Email: awards@spssi.org

The Clara Mayo Grants

Purpose: The Clara Mayo Grant program was set up to
support masters’ theses or pre-dissertation research on aspects
of sexism, racism, or prejudice, with preference given to
students enrolled in a terminal master’s program.
Eligibility: Individuals who are SPSSI members and who have
matriculated in graduate programs in psychology, applied
social science, and related disciplines. A student who is apply-
ing for a Grants-In-Aids may not apply for the Clara Mayo
award in the same award year. Applicants may submit only one
Clara Mayo grant application per calendar year.
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Type: Grant
Value: US$1,000
Country of Study: Any country
No. of awards offered: 6
Closing Date: 10 December
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.spssi.org/index.cfm?fusea
ction¼page.viewpage&pageid¼727

For further information contact:

Email: awards@spssi.org.

Society for the Scientific Study of
Sexuality (SSSS)

881 Third Street, Suite B-5, Whitehall, PA 18052, United
States of America.

Tel: (1) 610 443 3100
Email: thesociety@sexscience.org
Website: www.sexscience.org
Contact: Mr David L Fleming, Executive Director

The Society for the Scientific Study of Sexuality (SSSS) is an
international organization dedicated to the advancement of
knowledge about sexuality. The Society brings together an
interdisciplinary group of professionals who believe in the
importance of both production of quality research and the
clinical, educational and social applications of research
related to all aspects of sexuality.

Society for the Scientific Study of Sexuality
Student Research Grants

Purpose: The purpose of the research can be a master’s thesis
or doctoral dissertation, but this is not a requirement
Eligibility: Applicants must be a member of the SSSS
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: US$1,000
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Contact the society or check website
for details
Closing Date: 1 August
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: The Foundation for the Scientific study of
sexuality

Additional Information: phd.northeastern.edu/opportunity/
society-for-the-scientific-study-of-sexuality-ssss-graduate-
research-grant/

For further information contact:

Email: mlpeters@sexscience.org

Society of Apothecaries of London

Black Friars Lane, London, EC4V 6EJ, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7236 1189
Email: clerk@apothecaries.org
Website: www.apothecaries.org
Contact: Wallington Smith, Clerk

Gillson Scholarship in Pathology

Purpose: To encourage original research in any branch of
pathology
Eligibility: Open to candidates under 35 years of age who are
either licenciates or freemen of the Society, or who will obtain
the licence or the freedom within 6 months of election to the
scholarship
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £1,800 in total. Payments are made twice annually for
the duration of the scholarship
Length of Study: 3 years, renewable for a second term of
3 years
Frequency: Every 3 years
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must submit two testi-
monials and present evidence of their attainments and capa-
bilities as shown by any papers already published, and
a detailed record of any pathological work already done.
Candidates should also state where the research will be
undertaken
Closing Date: 1 December
Funding: Private
Additional Information: Preference is given to the candidate
who is engaged in the teaching of medical science or in its
research. Scholars are required to submit an interim report at
the end of the first 6 months of tenure, and a complete report
1 month prior to the end of the 3rd year. Any published results
should also be submitted to the Society

For further information contact:

Email: admin@scholarship-positions.com
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Society of Architectural Historians
(SAH)

1365 North Astor Street, Chicago, IL 60610, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 312 573 1365
Email: info@sah.org
Website: www.sah.org

SAH is an international not-for-profit membership organiza-
tion that promotes the study and preservation of the built
environment worldwide. The society serves scholars, profes-
sionals in allied fields and the interested general public.

American Council of Learned Societies Digital
Extension Grants

Purpose: ACLS invites applications for ACLS Digital Exten-
sion Grants, made possible by the generous assistance of The
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. This program supports dig-
itally based research projects in all disciplines of the human-
ities and related social sciences. It is hoped that these grants
will advance humanistic scholarship by enhancing
established digital projects and extending their reach to new
communities of users
Eligibility: The project must be hosted by an institution of
higher education in the United States. The project’s principal
investigator must be a scholar in a field of the humanities and
the; humanistic social sciences. The principal investigator
must have a PhD degree conferred prior to the application;
deadline. (An established scholar who can demonstrate the
equivalent of the PhD in; publications and professional expe-
rience may also qualify.)
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Grant
Length of Study: 12 – 18 months
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: 1. Applicants must list current and
past funding sources for their projects; in the case of joint
funding sources for the project. 2. Applicants should indicate
clearly in their budget plans how each source of project
funding will be used during the ACLS grant period. 3. Awards
provide funding of up to US$150,000 for project costs.
A portion of grant funds must go towards collaborations
with new project partners who could benefit from access to
the infrastructure at the project’s host site or from substantive
participation in the development of the project. 4. Grants may
be used to cover salary replacement, staffing, equipment, and

other costs. 5. Tenure: 12–18 months, to be initiated between
1 July and 31 December
Closing Date: 31 December
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.acls.org/programs/digital
extension/

For further information contact:

Email: fellowships@acls.org

Edilia and François-Auguste de Montequin
Fellowship in Iberian and Latin American
Architecture

Purpose: To fund travel for research into Spanish, Portuguese
and Ibero American architecture
Eligibility: Open to SAH members who are junior Scholars,
including graduate students
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$2,000 for junior scholars awarded each year and
US$6,000 for senior scholars offered every 2 years
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must complete an appli-
cation form, available on request by writing to SAH for
guidelines or visiting the SAH website
No. of awards offered: 5
Closing Date: 16 October
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 1
No. of applicants last year: 5
Additional Information: eahn.org/2017/08/fellowship-edilia-
and-francois-auguste-de-montequin-fellowship/

For further information contact:

Email: vnelson@unm.edu

Sally Kress Tompkins Fellowship

Purpose: To enable an architectural history student to work as
an intern on an Historic American Buildings Survey project,
during the summer
Eligibility: Open to architectural history and historic preser-
vation students
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$10,000
Length of Study: 12 weeks
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
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Application Procedure: Applicants must submit an applica-
tion including a sample of work, a letter of recommendation
from a faculty member, and a United States Government
Standard Form 171, available from HABS or most United
States government personnel offices. Applications should be
sent to the Sally Kress Tompkins Fellowship. Applicants not
selected for the Tomkins Fellowship will be considered for
other HABS Summer employment opportunities. For more
information, please contact Lisa P. Davidson, HABS/HAER
Co-ordinator
Closing Date: 31 December
Funding: Government
No. of awards given last year: 1
Additional Information: researchfunding.duke.edu/sally-
kress-tompkins-fellowship

For further information contact:

The Sally Kress Tompkins Fellowship, c/o HABS/HAER,
National Park Service, 1201 Eye Street, 7th floor NW, Wash-
ington, DC 20005, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 202 354 2179
Fax: (1) 202 371 6473
Email: lisa.davidson@nps.gov

Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers

John W. Davies Scholarship

Subjects: Marine transportation, development of offshore
resources, eco-systems interaction with development of Arc-
tic/cold ocean resources, climate change impact in marine
cold regions, or special areas of research for Arctic/cold
ocean environments.
Purpose: The competition is open to any full time graduate
student at a recognized University in Canada or the US State
of Alaska whose research will assist in providing solutions to
problems encountered in the Arctic or in cold ocean
environments.
Eligibility: The competition is open to any full time graduate
student at a recognized University in Canada or the US State
of Alaska
Type: Scholarship
Value: C$3,000
Study Establishment: Any recognized University in Canada
or the US State of Alaska
Country of Study: United States of America or Canada
Application Procedure: An abstract of approximately
500 words is to be submitted explaining the objectives of

the research being undertaken, progress to date, and how
this research is to be applied in the Arctic or to cold ocean
environments. Applicants are also encouraged to describe
how their research is placed within the context of broader
Arctic issues. In addition, the selection panel will require
a resume, a transcript of marks, sent by the university directly
to the Awards Committee (for the most recent degree com-
pleted and degree in progress), and three letters of reference,
two of which being former or current professors, to be sent by
the referees directly to the Awards Committee.
Closing Date: 26 June
Additional Information: www.sname.org/arcticsection/
home

Society of Women Engineers (SWE)

203 N. La Salle Street, Suite 1675, Chicago, IL 60601, United
States of America.

Tel: (1) 877 793 4636
Email: hq@swe.org
Website: www.swe.org
Contact: Ms Karen Horting, Executive Director

The Society of Women Engineers (SWE) was founded in
1950, and is a non-profit educational service organization.
SWE is the driving force that establishes engineering as
a highly desirable career aspiration for women. SWE
empowers women to succeed and advance in those aspira-
tions and be recognized for their life-changing contributions
and achievements as engineers and leaders.

Society of Women Engineers Past Presidents
Scholarships

Eligibility: Open only to women majoring in engineering or
computer science in a college or university with an ABET
accredited programme. United States of America citizenship
is required
Level of Study: Doctorate, Graduate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: US$2,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Application forms are available
from the website
Closing Date: 1 February
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 2
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Additional Information: www.collegexpress.com/scholar
ships/swe-past-presidents-scholarship/5002472/

For further information contact:

Email: hg@swe.org

Södertörn University

SE-141 89 Huddinge, Sweden.

Contact: Södertörn University Registrator

Sodertorn University is a public university located in
Flemingsberg, which is located in Huddinge Municipality,
and the larger area called Södertörn, in Stockholm County,
Sweden. In 2013, it had about 13,000 full-time students.

Södertörn University Tuition Fee Waive

Purpose: Södertörn University is offering tuition fee waiver
for pursuing master’s programme studies
Eligibility: Students who have applied for a one or two-year
Master’s programme at Södertörn University may submit an
application for a tuition fee waiver
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Length of Study: 1 to 2 years
Country of Study: Sweden
Application Procedure: Send the application form along
with necessary supporting documents to the following email
address: registrator@sh.se
Closing Date: 10 March
Additional Information: scholarship-fellowship.com/sodertorn-
university-tuition-fee-waiver/

For further information contact:

Email: studentservice@sh.se

Soil and Water Conservation Society
(SWCS)

945 SWAnkeny Road, Ankeny, IA 50023, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 515 289 2331
Email: swcs@swcs.org
Website: www.swcs.org

The Soil and Water Conservation Society (SWCS) fosters the
science and the art of soil, water and related natural resource
management to achieve sustainability. The SWCS promotes
and practices an ethic recognizing the interdependence of
people and the environment.

The Kenneth E. Grant Scholarship

Purpose: To actively promote multi-disciplinary research
Eligibility: An applicant for the research scholarship must: be
a member of SWCS for at least 1 year by the scholarship due
date, as recognized by headquarters; have demonstrated
integrity, ability, and competence to complete the specified
study topic; be eligible for graduate work at an accredited
institution; and show reasonable need for financial assistance
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: US$1,300
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: The scholarship application can be
filled out and submitted electronically at swcs.formstack.
com/forms/2015_kenneth_e_grant_research_scholarship_
application
Closing Date: 12 February
Additional Information: www.unigo.com/scholarships/by-
major/science-scholarships/kenneth-e-grant-research-scholar
ship/1965

For further information contact:

Email: awards@swcs.org

South African Association of Women
Graduates (SAAWG)

SAAWG NATIONAL OFFICE, Suite 329, Rondebosch,
7701, South Africa

Tel: (27) 11 883 4847
Email: medwards@netactive.co.za
Website: www.ifuw.org/southafrica
Contact: Miss Margaret Edwards, National President

The South African Association of Women Graduates
(SAAWG) promotes the tertiary education of women and
their self-development over their life span. It seeks and facil-
itates equity for women graduates, cross-cultural insights and
co-operation and societal advancement. Its great underlying
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purpose is world peace, brought about through education and
international friendship. SAAWG is affiliated to the Interna-
tional Federation of University Women (IFUW) and is
a member of the Federation of University Women of Africa
(FUWA).

Hansi Pollak Scholarship

Purpose: To assist postgraduate study or research devoted to
the practical purpose of ameliorating social conditions in
South Africa
Eligibility: Open to South African women graduates of all
races who are, or have become, members of the Association
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: ZAR 6,000 paid in 6-month installments
Length of Study: 2 years, non-renewable
Frequency: Every 2 years
Study Establishment: Any recognized university
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must write for applica-
tion forms
No. of awards offered: 50
Closing Date: 25 March
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 1
No. of applicants last year: 50
Additional Information: Fellows must spend at least 2 years
in South Africa after completing a Master’s or doctoral
degree, in order to put into practice the results of the research
www.instrumentl.com/grants/south-african-association-of-
women-graduates-hansi-pollak-fellowship

For further information contact:

Post Suite 329, Private Bax X18, South Africa.

Email: hbowen@telkomsa.net

Isie Smuts Research Award

Purpose: To assist postgraduate women in research
Eligibility: 1. For a female applicant undertaking postgradu-
ate studies/research in any field. 2. Applicants must be study-
ing in South African Universities or Universities of
Technology. 3. There is option for renewal of scholarship.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Award
Value: Rand 1,300
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Any university

Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Applicants must write to Miss
V Henley
Closing Date: 25 March
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 1
Additional Information: www.instrumentl.com/grants/south-
african-association-of-women-graduates-isie-smuts-award

For further information contact:

Email: fellowships@saawg.org

South African Association of Women Graduates
International Fellowship

Purpose: To assist women, who wish to study in South Africa
Eligibility: Open to members of the International Federation
of University Women, foreign students enrolled at a
South African university for at least one year for postgraduate
research
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: At least ZAR 1,000
Length of Study: Not less than 6 months
Frequency: Every 3 years
Study Establishment: A university
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Applicants must write for applica-
tion forms
Closing Date: 25 March
Funding: Private
Additional Information: The award is made when a suitable
applicant applies www.saawg.org/Bursaries.html

For further information contact:

Email: fellowships@saawg.org

South African Council for English
Education (SACEE)

Post Net Suite 141, Private BagX0001, IFAFI, N.W. Province
0260, South Africa.

Tel: (27) 12 259 1429
Email: sacee12@telkomsa.net
Website: www.sacee.org.za
Contact: Ms Patricia Bootland, Administrative Secretary
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The South African Council for English Education’s (SACEE)
mission statement is to support the teaching, learning and
appreciation of English. They have branches throughout
South Africa, and major national projects are the English
Alive publication, English Olympiad, language challenge
and plays festival.

South African Council for English Education’s
EX-PCE Bursary

Purpose: To assist teachers in service who wish to improve
their qualifications and to assist those who wish to take up
postgraduate study specializing in the English language
Eligibility: Applicants who are not normally resident in the
Pretoria area will not be considered for an award. Such appli-
cations will not be acknowledged
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Bursary
Value: Varies, depending upon type of course taken
Length of Study: Varies
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Any academic institution
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: An application form must be com-
pleted. Interview by a local (Pretoria) selection committee
may be required. Application can be sent through post, fax
or email
No. of awards offered: 3
Closing Date: 31 July
Funding: Private
No. of awards given last year: 1
No. of applicants last year: 3
Additional Information: sastudy.co.za/article/south-african-
council-for-english-education-ex-pce-bursary/

For further information contact:

Email: sacee@iburst.co.za

South African Institute of International
Affairs (SAIIA)

Jan Smuts House, PO Box 31596, Johannesburg,
Braamfontein 2017, South Africa.

Tel: (27) 11 339 2021
Email: info@saiia.org.za
Website: www.saiia.org.za
Contact: Mr Jonathan Stead, Director of Operations

The South African Institute of International Affairs (SAIIA) is
an independent, non-governmental foreign policy think tank,
whose purpose is to encourage wider and more informed
interest in international affairs and public education and to
focus on policy-relevant research.

South African Institute of International Affairs
Konrad Adenauer Foundation Research
Internship

Purpose: To enable research interns to enrol at the University
of Witwatersrand for a Master’s degree by coursework while
simultaneously working at SAIIA
Eligibility: Open to South African citizens under 30 years of
age
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Internship
Value: Full bursary for tuition fees and a monthly stipend to
cover living costs and accommodation
Length of Study: 10 months
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: SAIIA and the University of
Witwatersrand
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Applicants must send a curriculum
vitae, names and contact details of three referees, letter of
motivation, outline of research interests in the field of inter-
national relations, three written references, June results and
academic transcripts of previous degree and one example of
written work not exceeding 3,000 words on a topic of choice
No. of awards offered: 32
Closing Date: 8 October
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: Konrad Adenauer Foundation
No. of awards given last year: 2
No. of applicants last year: 32
Additional Information: www.kas.de/en/web/suedafrika/
kas-stipendienprogramm-in-suedafrika1

For further information contact:

Email: grobbelaarn@saiia.wits.ac.za

Southern African-Nordic Center
(SANORD)

SANORD Central Office, University of the Western Cape,
Private Bag x17, Bellville, ZA 7535, South Africa.

Website: www.sanord.net/
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The Southern African-Nordic Centre is a non-profit member-
ship organization of institutions of higher education and
research for all Nordic countries and southern Africa.

Brain O’Connell (BOC) Partial Scholarship

Purpose: SANORD is making available partial scholarship
opportunities for students from the Southern Africa institu-
tions of higher education and research
Eligibility: Enrolled for mainly Master’s degrees at
a SANORD member, Southern African institution. Must be
willing to enhance their knowledge in order to make
a contribution toward the development of Southern Africa.
The applicant must liaise with the SANORD Coordinator at
the host university and provide a written communication of
acceptance from a host university
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Length of Study: Successful students will be required to
spend 3 to 5 months at a Nordic (Norway, Sweden, Finland,
Iceland or Denmark) SANORD member institution in order
to engage in activities that will support the completion of the
students’ Master’s degree
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Please check website for more
details
Closing Date: 15 August
Additional Information: www.opportunitiesforafricans.
com/brian-o-connell-boc-scholarship-programme-2019/

For further information contact:

Email: sanordcentraloffice@gmail.com

Southern Cross University

Graduate Research College, PO Box 157, Lismore, NSW
2480, Australia.

Tel: (61) 2 6620 3705
Email: jrussell@scu.edu.au
Website: www.scu.edu.au
Contact: Mr John Russell, Administrative Officer

Southern Cross University is one of Australia’s most modern,
creative and innovative universities founded on traditions of
academic excellence, with national and international industry
links. The University’s courses emphasize real-world skills and
vocational training, and are designed to give graduates
a competitive edge in today’s demanding employment market.

Master of Business Administration Programme

Length of Study: Please contact the Organisation
Application Procedure: Applicants must complete the appli-
cation form, supply evidence of any previous academic qual-
ifications, as well as a curriculum vitae and a letter of support
from your employer
Closing Date: 30 November

For further information contact:

Tel: (61) 2 6620 3876
Fax: (61) 2 6620 3227
Email: intoff@scu.edu.au

Space Environment Research Centre
(SERC)

Brisbane St Lucia, QLD 4072, Australia.

Tel: (61) 7 3365 1111
Contact: The University of Queensland

Space Environment Research Centre Scholarships

Purpose: The CRC for Space Environment Management
(SEMCRC), managed by the Space Environment Research
Centre (SERC) has been established to build on Australian
and international expertise. Students can receive additional
support and opportunities provided by the Space Environ-
ment Research Centre. Successful scholarship candidates
will also have the opportunity to apply for exciting short-
term placements in space research centres internationally and
within Australia
Eligibility: Consideration of all candidates will be given
based on academic merit, relevance of studies to SERC
objectives and potential for long-term contribution to
research outcomes. Priority is given to students with first
class honours (or equivalent) from participating countries,
currently Australia, Japan and the United States of
America
Level of Study: Graduate, Postgraduate
Country of Study: Australia
Application Procedure: To apply please visit: serc.org.au/
students
Closing Date: 31 December
Additional Information: The applicant is or will be enrolled
in academic studies at a reputable Australian University. In
the case of an international applicant, the applicant is required
to have a valid passport, appropriate visa and may not be from
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a country subject to Trade Controls www.scholarshipsads.
com/space-environment-research-centre-scholarships-internat
ional-students-australia-2017/

For further information contact:

Email: admissions@gradschool.uq.edu.au

Spencer Foundation

875 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 3930, Chicago, IL 60611-
1803, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 312 337 7000
Website: www.spencer.org
Contact: Fellowships Office

The Spencer Foundation is a private foundation that grants
funds to support research which contributes to the under-
standing of education and improvement of its practice.

Research Grants on Education: Small

Purpose: The Small Research Grants Program supports edu-
cation research projects that will contribute to the improve-
ment of education, broadly conceived, with budgets up to
US$50,000 for projects ranging from one to five years
Eligibility: 1. Proposals to the Research Grants on Education
program must be for academic research projects that aim to
study education. Proposals for activities other than research,
or proposals for research studies focused on areas other than
education, are not eligible. 2. Principal Investigators (PIs) and
Co-PIs applying for a Small Research Grant on Education
must have an earned doctorate in an academic discipline or
professional field, or appropriate experience in an education
research-related profession. While graduate students may be
part of the research team, they may not be named the PI or
Co-PI on the proposal. Proposals to the Research Grants on
Education program must be for academic research projects
that aim to study education. Proposals for activities other than
research, or proposals for research studies focused on areas
other than education, are not eligible. While graduate students
may be part of the research team, they may not be named the
PI or Co-PI on the proposal
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: The application process begins with
a full proposal; there is no requirement to submit a letter of

intent or intent to apply form. Full proposals for a Small
Research Grant on Education are due by 2:00pm central
time, 1 July. Full Proposal Guidelines Small Grant proposals
must be submitted through an online application form follow-
ing the guidelines below. Step 1 - Registration. Step 2 - My
Profile. Step 3 - Start a Proposal. Step 4 - Small Grant
Proposal Elements. Step 5 - Proposal Summary. Application
could be processed as follows. spencer.smartsimple.us/s_
Login.jsp
Closing Date: 3 November
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.spencer.org/grant_types/
small-research-grant

For further information contact:

The Spencer Foundation, 625 N Michigan Ave, Suite 1600,
Chicago, IL 60611, United States of America.

Email: smallgrants@spencer.org

Spencer Foundation Dissertation Fellowship
Program

Purpose: To encourage a new generation of scholars from
a wide range of disciplines and professional fields to under-
take research relevant to the improvement of education
Eligibility: Applicants need not be citizens of the United States;
however, they must be candidates for a doctoral degree at
a graduate institution within the U.S. The fellowship is not
intended to finance data collection or the completion of doctoral
coursework but rather to support the final analysis of the
research topic and thewriting of the dissertation. For this reason,
all applicants must confirm via the online application that they
will have completed all pre-dissertation requirements by June
1, 2020 and must provide a clear and specific plan for complet-
ing the dissertation within a one or two-year time frame.
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: US$25,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: United States of America
Application Procedure: Applicants must apply online. In
addition to the completed application form they must submit
a list of publications/presentations, a dissertation abstract,
a narrative discussion of the dissertation, a work plan, 2 letters
of recommendation and a graduate transcript
Closing Date: 3 October
Additional Information: Please see the website for further
details www.spencer.org/content.cfm/fellowship-awards
naeducation.org/naedspencer-dissertation-fellowship-program-
faqs/
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For further information contact:

Email: fellows@spencer.org

Spinal Research

80 Coleman St, London, EC2R 5BJ, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7653 8935
Email: info@spinal-research.org
Website: www.spinal-research.org

International Spinal Research Trust

Purpose: Healthcare Innovations that could have a significant
impact on bladder, bowel and sexual function. The aim of the
call is to support high-quality clinical research that develops
and tests innovative ways to recover bladder, bowel or sexual
function after spinal cord injury.
Eligibility: Any application is expected to have direct rele-
vance to the fields of research discussed in the following
published articles on the ISRT Research Strategy, copies are
available: Adams et al. International Spinal Research Trust
Research Strategy: a discussion document. Spinal Cord
(2007) 45: 2-14.
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Grant
Value: Upto £250,000
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 8 May
Funding: Private

For further information contact:

International Spinal Research Trust, 80 Coleman Street,
London EC2R 5BJ, United Kingdom.

Email: research@spinal-research.org

Solomon Awards

Purpose:We are pleased to announce the first of what we plan
will be an annual call for proposals, in the name of a generous
benefactor, to help support quality experimental medicine,
translational and reverse translational research in the United
Kingdom within the field of spinal cord injury
Eligibility: Proposals should be limited to the following
areas: - Biomedical research - Experimental medicine -

Clinical studies - Suitably justified case for travel/sabbatical
to enable the transfer of best practice or research methodology
to the United Kingdom
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Award
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Funding: Private

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7653 8935

St Cross College

61 St. Giles’, Oxford OX1 3LZ, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1865 278490
Website: www.stx.ox.ac.uk

HAPP MSc Scholarship in the History of Science

Purpose: The successful scholar and will be expected to
engage with the termly activities of the St Cross Centre for
the History and Philosophy of Physics (HAPP).
Eligibility: To be considered for these scholarships, appli-
cants must have applied to study for an MSc in History of
Science, Medicine and Technology
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £10,000
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: No separate application is required
and all eligible offer-holders will be considered for these
awards.
Closing Date: 10 January
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.stx.ox.ac.uk/happ-msc-
scholarship-in-the-history-of-science

Lorna Casselton Memorial Scholarship in Plant
Sciences

Purpose: St Cross College, jointly with the Department of
Plant Sciences, invites applications for the Lorna Casselton
Memorial Scholarship from successful Home/European
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Union applicants who will begin studying at the University of
Oxford
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: For the detailed information, visit
the following site. www.stx.ox.ac.uk/prospective-students/
funding-support/lorna-casselton-memorial-scholarship-plant-
sciences
Closing Date: 22 March
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.plants.ox.ac.uk/lorna-casse
lton-memorial-scholarship-plant-sciences

For further information contact:

Email: admissions-academic@stx.ox.ac.uk

Mabel Churn Scholarship in Ophthalmology

Purpose: St Cross College invites applications for the Mabel
Churn Scholarship from successful applicants normally resi-
dent in the United Kingdom or the European Union,
Eligibility: Applicants must list St Cross College as their first
choice college on their Graduate Admissions application form
in order to be eligible to apply for this scholarship
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: up to £500
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 1 May
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.stx.ox.ac.uk/mabel-churn-
scholarship-in-ophthalmology

For further information contact:

61 St Giles, Oxford OX1 3LZ, United Kingdom.

Email: master@stx.ox.ac.uk

Mabel Churn Scholarship in Ophthalmology

Purpose: St Cross College invites applications for the Mabel
Churn Scholarship from successful applicants normally resi-
dent in the UK or the European Union studying at the Uni-
versity of Oxford for a DPhil research degree in the Nuffield
Department of Clinical Neurosciences (NDCN) in any area of
retinal research and who are studying for a DPhil in Clinical
Neurosciences (course code RD_CU1)

Eligibility: To be considered for this scholarship, applicants
must have applied to study for a Clinical Neurosciences
Type: Scholarship
Value: Up to £500 per annum for travel and research expenses
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: No separate application is required
and all eligible offer-holders will be considered for these
awards.
Closing Date: 1 May
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.stx.ox.ac.uk/mabel-churn-
scholarship-in-ophthalmology

MPhil Scholarships in the Humanities and Social
Sciences

Purpose: St Cross College offers two MPhil Scholarships for
students studying at the University of Oxford for an MPhil
degree in any of the humanities and social science disciplines
or for the BPhil degree in Philosophy
Eligibility: To be considered for these scholarships, appli-
cants must have applied to study for a Master’s-level course
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £4,000 per annum
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: No separate application is required
and all eligible offer-holders will be considered for these
awards.
Closing Date: January
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.stx.ox.ac.uk/mphil-scholar
ships-in-the-humanities-and-social-sciences

St Cross Divisional Scholarships

Purpose: St Cross College is delighted to offer four Divi-
sional Scholarships for applicants who apply to a one-year
Master’s course in one of the four University Divisions
(Humanities; Mathematical, Physical & Life Sciences; Med-
ical Sciences and Social Sciences) with one Scholarship being
awarded per Division.
Eligibility: To be considered for these scholarships, appli-
cants must have applied to study for a Master’s-level course
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Value of £10,000
Length of Study: 1 year
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Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: No separate application is required
and all eligible offer-holders will be considered for these
awards.
Closing Date: January
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.stx.ox.ac.uk/st-cross-divisi
onal-scholarships

St Cross Worldwide Scholarships

Purpose: St Cross College is pleased to offer six scholarships
to Master’s-level students who have successfully applied and
being accepted to St Cross College
Eligibility: To be considered for these scholarships, appli-
cants must have applied to study for a Master’s-level course
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: value of £10,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: January
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.stx.ox.ac.uk/st-cross-world
wide-scholarships

St John’s College

St Johns Street, Cambridge CB2 1TP, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1223 338600
Email: graduate-office@joh.cam.ac.uk

The Louis Cha Scholarship

Purpose: St John’s College, Cambridge is delighted to
announce that the noted writer, press editor, and philanthropist
Dr Louis Cha has made a very generous donation to support
graduate research on dynastic China at St John’s. Dr Cha,
internationally renowned for his novels on the Chinese past
Eligibility: 1. St John’s College therefore proposes to award
a Louis Cha Scholarship commencing in October, to enable
a student to undertake research in the University of Cam-
bridge in the literature, history, and culture of early and
dynastic China (pre-1912). 2. The successful applicant will
be selected from those who have obtained a place at St John’s
College Cambridge to read for the MPhil or PhD degree in
a relevant subject

Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £15,000 per annum
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: 1. Candidates should apply to the
University of Cambridge through the University’s Graduate
Admissions Office at the Board of Graduate Studies for
admission as a graduate student, specifying St John’s as
their first choice of College For further information
Closing Date: 30 November
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.joh.cam.ac.uk/louis-cha-
scholarship

For further information contact:

The Graduate Office, St John’s College Cambridge CB2 1TP,
U.K.

Tel: (44) 1223 338600
Email: arts@hku.hk

St. Baldricks Foundations

In the 1950s, almost all kids diagnosed with cancer died.
Because of research, today about 90% of kids with the most
common type of cancer will live. But for many other types,
progress has been limited, and for some kids there is still little
hope for a cure.

Tel: (1) 626 792 8247
Website: www.stbaldricks.org
Contact: 1333 South Mayflower Avenue, Suite

400, Monrovia, CA 91016, United States of
America.

Research Grants

Purpose: The St. Baldrick’s Foundation is a volunteer and
donor powered charity committed to supporting the most
promising research to find cures for childhood cancers and
give survivors long and healthy lives. It started with a friendly
dare: would you shave your head to raise money for kids’
cancer research? What happened next would change the
world. This bold act of baldness has gainedmajor momentum,
since its start in 2000. Today, we have more than 1,000 head-
shaving events taking place around the world at pubs, restau-
rants, schools, churches, parks, firehouses, military bases - you
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name it. It is our constituents’ way of changing the world, in
a meaningful way. Since the Foundation’s first grants as an
independent charity in 2005, St. Baldrick’s has invested more
than US$279 million in childhood cancer research grants
worldwide. It’s about collaboration. It’s about powerful ideas,
big and small. It’s about never giving up until we have cures for
all kids with cancers
Eligibility: Applicants need not be American citizens; how-
ever, they must work at an academic, medical, or research
institution within the United States. 1. A program/institution
is defined as an entity essentially operating under one man-
agement. Any questions or questionable situations will be
reviewed by a subset of the Scientific Advisory Board of
St. Baldrick’s. Questions can be emailed to
Grants@Stbaldricks.org, please include a copy of the poten-
tial Scholar’s biosketch. 2. Institutions that are actively
involved in (sponsor, promote, or participate in) non-St.
Baldrick’s head-shaving fundraising events are not eligible
to apply for St. Baldrick’s funding. 3. St. Baldrick’s funds
may not be used for human embryonic stem cell research.
4. All awards will be payable to the Scholar’s academic
institution, non-profit research institution, or laboratory.
5. Applicants should hold a PhD, M.D., or D.O. degree in
a field of research specialty by the date the award becomes
effective. 6. Applicants must currently hold (for no longer
than 7 years at the time the award begins), or will hold by start
of the award, a title that is considered by the institution to be
a fulltime, faculty position. Situations may occur where the
institutions definition of “faculty” may differ from the Foun-
dation’s definition, this should be fully explained in the
Scholar Applicant Checklist (required at LOI stage). 7. This
is an early-career award. The Scholar award is intended to
develop the independent pediatric cancer research careers of
highly qualified investigators, not to support well established
or senior investigators. 8. Scholars may receive funding from
other sources to support their research. However, no other
comparable or higher (monetary value) career development
award may be held prior to or at the time the award begins.
Scientific or budgetary overlap with other funded projects is
not allowed. o In the event of comparable or higher (monetary
value) career development funding after the LOI has been
approved, the Scholar must give up the remainder of their
St. Baldrick’s award, unless otherwise approved by the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation. 9. Applicants holding or awarded
R01s at the time of the LOI are not eligible to apply. Appli-
cants cannot hold a NIH K-award at the time that they apply
(institutional K12 funding is allowable). See "Conditions of
Award" below regarding other awards received after the LOI
is approved. 10. Applicants must have an appropriate Sponsor
who provides supervision, facilities, and research support. If
appropriate for the project, applicants may have more than
one (1) Sponsor. 11. Research projects must have direct
applicability and relevance to pediatric cancer. They may be

in any discipline of basic, clinical, translational, or epidemi-
ological research.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Value: This award is granted for three years with an opportu-
nity to apply for an additional two years of funding based
upon the demonstration of significant accomplishment.
(Years 4- 5, if funded, will be up to US$115,000/year).
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: US
Application Procedure: Category/Cycle specific LOI
Instructions/Requirements are available in Pro-
posalCENTRAL upon starting the LOI and on the
St. Baldrick’s website (stbaldricks.org/for-researchers).
1. LOI, application, and required documents must be submit-
ted by the Principal Investigator, in English, online through
ProposalCENTRAL (proposalcentral.altum.com) before
5 p.m. EST on the deadline. 2. All application instructions
and templates/requirements will be available in Pro-
posalCENTRAL upon approval of an LOI. 3. Applicants
can enable other users to access their proposal (e.g., depart-
ment or grants administrators) in the full proposal section of
ProposalCENTRAL. 4. It is the responsibility of the applicant
to ensure and to verify that the application is received by the
deadline date and that the application is complete and correct
prior to submission. 5. Eligible current St. Baldrick’s Scholars
applying for extended funding will be contacted by the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation Grants Administration staff with
instructions for applying. Applications will be submitted via
ProposalCENTRAL and reviewed for progress. Grantees can
email Grants@StBaldricks.org with further questions about
the optional funding. Applications are due before 5 p.m. EST
on March 29, 2019. 1. St. Baldrick’s Foundation funds bio-
medical research to better understand the causes of pediatric
cancers and to advance its prevention, treatment, and cure.
The main output of this research is new knowledge. To ensure
this knowledge can be accessed, read, applied, and built upon
in fulfillment of our goals, St. Baldrick’s Foundation encour-
ages researchers to share data with the research community in
accordance with the NIH policy on data sharing and expects
its grantees to publish their findings, including but not limited
to publication in peer reviewed journals. Applicants will be
asked about data sharing plans as part of the application.
2. All application evaluations are considered confidential
and are available to scientific reviewers, the Foundation’s
Board of Directors, and the administrative personnel of the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation only. 3. Resubmissions: Applicants
with resubmissions have the option to check a box in Pro-
posalCENTRAL on the title page of the application stating
that it is a resubmission. Resbumissions are not marked in the
Letter of Intent stage. You may mention it is a resubmission in
your LOI. Applicants with a resubmission are asked to
address the reviewer comments in the appendix. Be sure that
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the document addressing previous reviewer comments is
listed in the table of contents for your appendix.
Resubmission applicants will not have all three of the same
reviewers. St. Baldrick’s does ask at least one of the previous
reviewers to re-review the resubmission. Once marked as
a resubmission in ProposalCENTRAL, new reviewers will
have access to the past reviewer comments. Resubmissions
are still required to go through limited submission decisions
per the institution.
Closing Date: 27 March
Additional Information: www.stbaldricks.org/for-researchers

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 626 792 8247 (ext. 236)
Email: Laura@StBaldricks.org

St. Baldrick’s International Scholars

Purpose: The St. Baldrick’s Foundation is a volunteer and
donor powered charity committed to supporting the most
promising research to find cures for childhood cancers and
give survivors long and healthy lives. It started with a friendly
dare: would you shave your head to raise money for kids’
cancer research? What happened next would change the
world. This bold act of baldness has gainedmajor momentum,
since its start in 2000. Today, we have more than 1,000 head-
shaving events taking place around the world at pubs, restau-
rants, schools, churches, parks, firehouses, military bases -
you name it. It is our constituents’way of changing the world,
in a meaningful way. Since the Foundation’s first grants as an
independent charity in 2005, St. Baldrick’s has invested more
than US$279 million in childhood cancer research grants
worldwide. It’s about collaboration. It’s about powerful
ideas, big and small. It’s about never giving up until we
have cures for all kids with cancers
Eligibility: Applicants need not be American citizens; how-
ever, they must work at an academic, medical, or research
institution within the United States. 1. A program/institution
is defined as an entity essentially operating under one man-
agement. o Any questions or questionable situations will be
reviewed by a subset of the Scientific Advisory Board of
St. Baldrick’s. Questions can be emailed to
Grants@Stbaldricks.org, please include a copy of the poten-
tial Scholar’s biosketch. 2. Institutions that are actively
involved in (sponsor, promote, or participate in) non-St.
Baldrick’s head-shaving fundraising events are not eligible
to apply for St. Baldrick’s funding. 3. St. Baldrick’s funds
may not be used for human embryonic stem cell research.
4. All awards will be payable to the Scholar’s academic
institution, non-profit research institution, or laboratory.
5. Applicants should hold a PhD, M.D., or D.O. degree in

a field of research specialty by the date the award becomes
effective. 6. Applicants must currently hold (for no longer
than 7 years at the time the award begins), or will hold by start
of the award, a title that is considered by the institution to be
a fulltime, faculty position. o Situations may occur where the
institutions definition of “faculty” may differ from the Foun-
dation’s definition, this should be fully explained in the
Scholar Applicant Checklist (required at LOI stage). 7. This
is an early-career award. The Scholar award is intended to
develop the independent pediatric cancer research careers of
highly qualified investigators, not to support well established
or senior investigators. 8. Scholars may receive funding from
other sources to support their research. However, no other
comparable or higher (monetary value) career development
award may be held prior to or at the time the award begins.
Scientific or budgetary overlap with other funded projects is
not allowed. o In the event of comparable or higher (monetary
value) career development funding after the LOI has been
approved, the Scholar must give up the remainder of their
St. Baldrick’s award, unless otherwise approved by the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation. 10. Applicants holding or awarded
R01s at the time of the LOI are not eligible to apply. Appli-
cants cannot hold a NIH K-award at the time that they apply
(institutional K12 funding is allowable). See “Conditions of
Award” below regarding other awards received after the LOI
is approved. 11. Applicants must have an appropriate Sponsor
who provides supervision, facilities, and research support. If
appropriate for the project, applicants may have more than
one (1) Sponsor. 12. Research projects must have direct
applicability and relevance to pediatric cancer. They may be
in any discipline of basic, clinical, translational, or epidemi-
ological research.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Value: This award is granted for three years with an opportu-
nity to apply for an additional two years of funding based
upon the demonstration of significant accomplishment.
(Years 4- 5, if funded, will be up to US$115,000/year).
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: US
Application Procedure: Category/Cycle specific LOI
Instructions/Requirements are available in Pro-
posalCENTRAL upon starting the LOI and on the
St. Baldrick’s website (stbaldricks.org/for-researchers).
1. LOI, application, and required documents must be submit-
ted by the Principal Investigator, in English, online through
ProposalCENTRAL (proposalcentral.altum.com) before
5 p.m. EST on the deadline. 2. All application instructions
and templates/requirements will be available in Pro-
posalCENTRAL upon approval of an LOI. 3. Applicants
can enable other users to access their proposal (e.g., depart-
ment or grants administrators) in the full proposal section of
ProposalCENTRAL. 4. It is the responsibility of the applicant
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to ensure and to verify that the application is received by the
deadline date and that the application is complete and correct
prior to submission. 5. Eligible current St. Baldrick’s Scholars
applying for extended funding will be contacted by the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation Grants Administration staff with
instructions for applying. Applications will be submitted via
ProposalCENTRAL and reviewed for progress. Grantees can
email Grants@StBaldricks.org with further questions about
the optional funding. Applications are due before 5 p.m. EST
on March 29, 2019. 1. St. Baldrick’s Foundation funds bio-
medical research to better understand the causes of pediatric
cancers and to advance its prevention, treatment, and cure.
The main output of this research is new knowledge. To ensure
this knowledge can be accessed, read, applied, and built upon
in fulfillment of our goals, St. Baldrick’s Foundation encour-
ages researchers to share data with the research community in
accordance with the NIH policy on data sharing and expects
its grantees to publish their findings, including but not limited
to publication in peer reviewed journals. Applicants will be
asked about data sharing plans as part of the application.
2. All application evaluations are considered confidential
and are available to scientific reviewers, the Foundation’s
Board of Directors, and the administrative personnel of the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation only. 3. Resubmissions: Applicants
with resubmissions have the option to check a box in Pro-
posalCENTRAL on the title page of the application stating
that it is a resubmission. Resbumissions are not marked in the
Letter of Intent stage. You may mention it is a resubmission in
your LOI. Applicants with a resubmission are asked to
address the reviewer comments in the appendix. Be sure that
the document addressing previous reviewer comments is
listed in the table of contents for your appendix.
Resubmission applicants will not have all three of the same
reviewers. St. Baldrick’s does ask at least one of the previous
reviewers to re-review the resubmission. Once marked as
a resubmission in ProposalCENTRAL, new reviewers will
have access to the past reviewer comments. Resubmissions
are still required to go through limited submission decisions
per the institution.
Closing Date: 27 March
Additional Information: www.stbaldricks.org/for-researchers

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 626 792 8247 (ext. 236)
Email: Laura@StBaldricks.org

St. Baldrick’s Scholars

Purpose: The St. Baldrick’s Foundation is a volunteer and
donor powered charity committed to supporting the most
promising research to find cures for childhood cancers and

give survivors long and healthy lives. It started with a friendly
dare: would you shave your head to raise money for kids’
cancer research? What happened next would change the
world. This bold act of baldness has gainedmajor momentum,
since its start in 2000. Today, we have more than 1,000 head-
shaving events taking place around the world at pubs, restau-
rants, schools, churches, parks, firehouses, military bases -
you name it. It is our constituents’way of changing the world,
in a meaningful way. Since the Foundation’s first grants as an
independent charity in 2005, St. Baldrick’s has invested more
than US$279 million in childhood cancer research grants
worldwide. It’s about collaboration. It’s about powerful
ideas, big and small. It’s about never giving up until we
have cures for all kids with cancers
Eligibility: Applicants need not be American citizens; how-
ever, they must work at an academic, medical, or research
institution within the United States. 1. A program/institution
is defined as an entity essentially operating under one man-
agement. o Any questions or questionable situations will be
reviewed by a subset of the Scientific Advisory Board of
St. Baldrick’s. Questions can be emailed to
Grants@Stbaldricks.org, please include a copy of the poten-
tial Scholar’s biosketch. 2. Institutions that are actively
involved in (sponsor, promote, or participate in) non-St.
Baldrick’s head-shaving fundraising events are not eligible
to apply for St. Baldrick’s funding. 3. St. Baldrick’s funds
may not be used for human embryonic stem cell research.
4. All awards will be payable to the Scholar’s academic
institution, non-profit research institution, or laboratory.
5. Applicants should hold a PhD, M.D., or D.O. degree in
a field of research specialty by the date the award becomes
effective. 6. Applicants must currently hold (for no longer
than 7 years at the time the award begins), or will hold by start
of the award, a title that is considered by the institution to be
a fulltime, faculty position. o Situations may occur where the
institutions definition of "faculty" may differ from the Foun-
dation’s definition, this should be fully explained in the
Scholar Applicant Checklist (required at LOI stage). 7. This
is an early-career award. The Scholar award is intended to
develop the independent pediatric cancer research careers of
highly qualified investigators, not to support well established
or senior investigators. 8. Scholars may receive funding from
other sources to support their research. However, no other
comparable or higher (monetary value) career development
award may be held prior to or at the time the award begins.
Scientific or budgetary overlap with other funded projects is
not allowed. o In the event of comparable or higher (monetary
value) career development funding after the LOI has been
approved, the Scholar must give up the remainder of their
St. Baldrick’s award, unless otherwise approved by the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation. 9. Applicants holding or awarded
R01s at the time of the LOI are not eligible to apply. Appli-
cants cannot hold a NIH K-award at the time that they apply
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(institutional K12 funding is allowable). See “Conditions of
Award” below regarding other awards received after the LOI
is approved. 10. Applicants must have an appropriate Sponsor
who provides supervision, facilities, and research support. If
appropriate for the project, applicants may have more than
one (1) Sponsor. 11. Research projects must have direct
applicability and relevance to pediatric cancer. They may be
in any discipline of basic, clinical, translational, or epidemi-
ological research.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Value: This award is granted for three years with an opportu-
nity to apply for an additional two years of funding based
upon the demonstration of significant accomplishment.
(Years 4- 5, if funded, will be up to US$115,000/year).
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: US
Application Procedure: Category/Cycle specific LOI
Instructions/Requirements are available in Pro-
posalCENTRAL upon starting the LOI and on the
St. Baldrick’s website (stbaldricks.org/for-researchers).
1. LOI, application, and required documents must be submit-
ted by the Principal Investigator, in English, online through
ProposalCENTRAL (proposalcentral.altum.com) before
5 p.m. EST on the deadline. 2. All application instructions
and templates/requirements will be available in Pro-
posalCENTRAL upon approval of an LOI. 3. Applicants
can enable other users to access their proposal (e.g., depart-
ment or grants administrators) in the full proposal section of
ProposalCENTRAL. 4. It is the responsibility of the applicant
to ensure and to verify that the application is received by the
deadline date and that the application is complete and correct
prior to submission. 5. Eligible current St. Baldrick’s Scholars
applying for extended funding will be contacted by the
St. Baldrick’s Foundation Grants Administration staff with
instructions for applying. Applications will be submitted via
ProposalCENTRAL and reviewed for progress. Grantees can
email Grants@StBaldricks.org with further questions about
the optional funding. Applications are due before 5 p.m. EST
on March 29, 2019. 1. St. Baldrick’s Foundation funds bio-
medical research to better understand the causes of pediatric
cancers and to advance its prevention, treatment, and cure.
The main output of this research is new knowledge. To ensure
this knowledge can be accessed, read, applied, and built upon
in fulfillment of our goals, St. Baldrick’s Foundation encour-
ages researchers to share data with the research community in
accordance with the NIH policy on data sharing and expects
its grantees to publish their findings, including but not limited
to publication in peer reviewed journals. Applicants will be
asked about data sharing plans as part of the application.
2. All application evaluations are considered confidential
and are available to scientific reviewers, the Foundation’s
Board of Directors, and the administrative personnel of the

St. Baldrick’s Foundation only. 3. Resubmissions: Applicants
with resubmissions have the option to check a box in Pro-
posalCENTRAL on the title page of the application stating
that it is a resubmission. Resbumissions are not marked in the
Letter of Intent stage. You may mention it is a resubmission in
your LOI. Applicants with a resubmission are asked to address
the reviewer comments in the appendix. Be sure that the
document addressing previous reviewer comments is listed in
the table of contents for your appendix. Resubmission appli-
cants will not have all three of the same reviewers.
St. Baldrick’s does ask at least one of the previous reviewers
to re-review the resubmission. Once marked as a resubmission
in ProposalCENTRAL, new reviewers will have access to the
past reviewer comments. Resubmissions are still required to go
through limited submission decisions per the institution.
Closing Date: 27 March
Additional Information: www.stbaldricks.org/for-
researchers

For further information contact:

Tel: (1) 626 792 8247 (ext. 236)
Email: Laura@StBaldricks.org

St. Catherine’s College - University of
Oxford

Manor Rd, Oxford OX1 3UJ, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1865 271 700
Email: admissions@stcatz.ox.ac.uk
Website: www.stcatz.ox.ac.uk
Contact: Mrs Ben Nicholas, Graduate Funding

Administrator

Berlinski-Jacobson Graduate Scholarship
(Humanities & Social Sciences)

Eligibility: For students who in October will be reading for
any Oxford University graduate degree in the Arts
(Humanities Division and Social Science Division) for
which St Catherine’s admits graduate students
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Scholarship
Length of Study: £4,000 will worth per annum
Frequency: Every 3 years
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Closing Date: 8 March
Funding: Private
Additional Information: studyqa.com/scholarships/view/257
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For further information contact:

Email: development.office@stcatz.ox.ac.uk

St. Mary’s University

Waldegrave Rd, Twickenham TW1 4SX, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 8240 4000
Email: scholarships@stmarys.ac.uk
Website: www.stmarys.ac.uk

Centre for Bioethics and Emerging Technologies
PhD Funding

Purpose: The Centre for Bioethics and Emerging Technolo-
gies (CBET) at St Mary’s University, Twickenham, offers
a fully funded, full-time three year PhD programme com-
mencing in October to support the successful applicant’s
research in bioethics
Eligibility: 1. The successful applicant would also expected
to be involved with CBET activities, including conference
organization and undergraduate teaching after a mandatory
induction course. A major conference is being considered for
2020, together with the Centre for the Study of Modern
Slavery based at the University. 2. The successful candidate
may if they wish, carry out work with the Catholic Bishops’
Conference of England and Wales. 3. It is also highly desir-
able that the successful applicant be located within the Greater
London area during their studies
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Funding support
Value: Provide full-time PhD fees at the current
home/European Union rate of £4,375 p.a. and a bursary of
£13,000 p.a
Length of Study: Up to 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: To apply, download and complete
a full registration PhD application and send it together with
your 3,000-4,000 word research proposal, two academic ref-
erences from your chosen referees, copies of your Master’s
qualification(s), a current CVand a covering letter stating the
reasons you wish to be considered for the bursary to the
physical address mentioned below
Closing Date: 26 April
Funding: Private

For further information contact:

Email: maggie.mayer@stmarys.ac.uk

Stanford University

450 Serra Mall, Stanford, CA 94305–2004, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 650 723 2300
Website: www.stanford.edu

Stanford University, located between San Francisco and San
Jose in the heart of California’s Silicon Valley, is one of the
world’s leading teaching and research universities. Since its
opening in 1891, Stanford has been dedicated to finding
solutions to big challenges and to preparing students for
leadership in a complex world.

School of Medicine Dean’s Postdoctoral
Fellowship

Purpose: The School of Medicine Dean’s Postdoctoral Fel-
lowships encourage and support young investigators in the
first two years of their postdoctoral (PhD or MD) research
training at the School of Medicine and who are under the
mentorship of faculty in the School of Medicine. With the
goal to support current postdocs and to facilitate the recruit-
ment of new scholars, support of a Dean’s Fellowship is often
used as “seed” money while outside funds are sought
Eligibility: 1. Applicants must be postdoctoral scholars at the
School of Medicine at the time the award begins. If applicant is
not a postdoc at the application deadline, additional documents
must be submitted with application (see below). 2. Faculty
sponsors must be appointed in the School of Medicine. Acting,
consulting, and courtesy appointees are ineligible. 3. Awardees
cannot be enrolled in a degree-granting program while funded.
4. Applicants in the first one or two years of postdoctoral
research training are preferred. 5. Foreign fellows must have
visas that allow stipend support (typically a J-1 & F-1 OPT).
H1-B and TN visa holders are ineligible. Citizenship is not
a selection factor. 6. This is a one-year fellowship and applica-
tions for a second year of funding will not be reviewed.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Fellowship
Value: Stipend is US$31,350
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Complete applications must be sub-
mitted online by the deadline. Start applications early to allow
enough time for the system to solicit the required form from your
facultymentor which is due at the same time as your application.
Applications due by 11:59 PM PST on deadline date.
Closing Date: 8 April
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Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: postdocs.stanford.edu/current/fel
lowship/deans

For further information contact:

Medical School Office Building (MSOB), 1265 Welch Rd.,
Suite 100, Stanford, CA 94305-5402, United States of
America.

Stanford Postdoctoral Recruitment Initiative in
Sciences and Medicine (PRISM)

Purpose: We invite all graduate students, and especially those
from backgrounds underrepresented in the sciences, to apply
for the Stanford Postdoctoral Recruitment Initiative in Sci-
ences and Medicine (PRISM) postdoc interview opportunity.
Underrepresented groups include, but are not limited to: Afri-
can Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, Pacific Islanders,
those with disabilities or from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Stanford PRISM enables students who might not typically
consider a postdoc at Stanford the opportunity to see first-
hand if Stanford would be a good match for them
Eligibility: 1. Eligible for NIH T-32 training grants, which are
limited toUSCitizens or Permanent Residents, by the time they
will begin their postdoctoral appointment. 2. Currently at any
institution in the US. Applications from students in Canada,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, etc., may also be considered, pending
funding availability. Travel funds are not available for those
currently located overseas. 3. Intend to complete their PhD
within 15 months of PRISM, though later graduation dates
may be considered, at the discretion of the faculty or program.
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 2 March
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: postdocs.stanford.edu/PRISM

For further information contact:

Medical School Office Building (MSOB), 1265 Welch Rd.,
Suite 100, Stanford, CA 94305-5402, United States of America.

Email: stanfordprism@stanford.edu

The Helena Anna Henzl-Gabor Young Women in
Science Fund for Postdoctoral Scholars Travel
Grant

Purpose: The Helena Anna Henzl-Gabor Young Women in
Science Fund for Postdoctoral Scholars Travel Grant is open to

currently appointed Stanford postdoctoral scholars in the
School of Medicine and School of Humanities & Sciences
who have demonstrated a positive attitude through professional
teamwork and collaborations of men and women. The Henzl-
Gabor Travel Grant supports travel (airline tickets, accommo-
dations, and registration expenses) for participation at scientific
conferences. These travel grants are meant to help defray the
costs of attending a national or international meeting for travel
taking place during the period of December 1 - November 30
Eligibility: Applicants must have completed an MD or PhD
degree within the past six years of fund application submis-
sion. Awards may be given in amounts up to US$2,000 based
on the detailed expenses submitted. Total awards given and
funding levels may vary depending on the size and strength of
the applicant pool
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 22 October
Funding: Foundation
Additional Information: postdocs.stanford.edu/current/fel
lowship/henzlgabor

For further information contact:

Medical School Office Building (MSOB), 1265 Welch Rd.,
Suite 100, Stanford, CA 94305-5402, United States of America.

The Katharine McCormick Advanced Postdoctoral
Scholar Fellowship to Support Women in
Academic Medicine

Purpose: The Katharine McCormick Advanced Postdoctoral
Fellowships are for advanced postdoctoral scholars who are
pursuing faculty careers in academic medicine. The program
aims to provide a bridge of the gap of support for advanced
postdoctoral trainees who are competitive, yet have not yet
been selected, for faculty positions
Eligibility: Eligibility requirements:; Only individuals who
are currently appointed as Postdoctoral Scholars at Stanford
University are eligible to apply. Instructors and Research
Associates may not apply. The applicant may be a United
States citizen, permanent resident, or foreign national. For-
eign scholar applicants must be a holder of a J1 visa or an F1
visa in OPT status. Applicants who hold H1B, TN, J2, O-1 or
other visas are ineligible. The scholar’s faculty mentor must
have a primary appointment in the School of Medicine. Act-
ing, consulting and courtesy faculty are not eligible. Commit-
ment on the part of the applicant and his/her faculty mentor to
hold monthly mentorship meetings with a focus on topics
related to the job search process and starting out as an assis-
tant professor. Candidate’s willingness to make a presentation
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of their work to a large scientific audience. A progress report
is required at the end of the fellowship
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Fellowship
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Application Process: Complete
online application Applicant’s NIH Biosketch (uploaded by
applicant online) Applicant’s complete curriculum vitae
(uploaded by applicant online) Research proposal:
(uploaded by applicant online): Two page limit, including
any graphics or charts. The research proposal must be written
by the fellow and reviewed by the faculty sponsor. These two
pages should include a brief statement of proposed investiga-
tion in the following sections: Background, Goals, Hypothe-
sis, and Experimental methods. If the applicant chooses to
include references in the two pages, the reference should
include enough information to allow the reviewer to look up
the paper. Three letters of reference. One letter is required
from the faculty sponsor (mentor) at Stanford. Two letters are
required from other faculty, at Stanford or elsewhere, who are
familiar with the candidate’s work and will likely serve as
references for the candidate’s anticipated job search. Letters
will be submitted online by the reference writer directly to the
application. Letters are due the s
Closing Date: 10 June
Funding: Private
Additional Information: postdocs.stanford.edu/current/fel
lowship/katharine-mccormick-advanced-postdoctoral-scholar-
fellowship-support-women

For further information contact:

Medical School Office Building (MSOB), 1265 Welch Rd.,
Suite 100, Stanford, CA 94305-5402, United States of
America.

Email: postdocaffairs@stanford.edu

The Walter V. and Idun Berry Postdoctoral
Fellowship Program

Purpose: The fellowships aims to enhance research which
utilizes the most advanced technologies and methodologies
available to improve the health and wellness of children,
including the latest opportunities in molecular and genetic
medicine
Eligibility: 1. The applicant must be appointed as
a postdoctoral scholar at the Stanford University School of
Medicine at the time the award begins. If the applicant is not
an appointed postdoctoral scholar at the time of the applica-
tion deadline, additional documents must be submitted with
the application (see application checklist below). Instructors

and Research Associates may not apply. 2. Applicants must
also hold an MD, PhD and/or a DVM/VMD degree(s); selec-
tion preference will be given to physician scientists. 3. The
faculty mentor/sponsor must be appointed in the School of
Medicine. Acting, consulting and courtesy appointees are not
eligible. 4. Foreign scholars may have J-1 or F-1 OPT
(receiving stipends), or H1B visas (receiving the award as
salary). Citizenship is not a selection factor. 5. Applicants
must be available for an interview on the interview date listed
on this website
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Fellowship
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: 1. Complete online application form
(application visible only when application period is open).
2. Applicant’s NIH Biosketch (uploaded by applicant online).
3. Research Proposal: (two page limit, including any graphics,
charts or references). The research proposal must be written
by the postdoc and reviewed by the faculty sponsor. These
two pages should include a brief statement of proposed inves-
tigation in the following sections: Background, Goals,
Hypothesis, and Experimental methods. Formatting guide-
lines require at least 1-inch margins at the top, bottom, left
and right; and 12 point or larger font Times New Roman,
Times Roman, Arial, Helvetica, or Verdana. Include title of
project and your name on both pages and number pages. If the
applicant choses to include references, the reference should
include enough information to allow the reviewer to look up
the paper. 4. Three letters of recommendation: one from the
sponsoring Faculty Mentor at Stanford, and two additional
letters from other recommenders. Letters are due the same day
as the application, so please request these letters at the begin-
ning of the application process via the online application
Closing Date: 31 August
Funding: Private
Additional Information: postdocs.stanford.edu/current/fellow
ship/walter-v-and-idun-berry-postdoctoral-fellowship-program

For further information contact:

Email: postdocaffairs@stanford.edu

Stanley Smith (United Kingdom)
Horticultural Trust

Cambridge University Botanic Garden. Cory Lodge,
1 Brookside, Cambridge CB2 1JE, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 12 2333 6299
Email: jc240@cam.ac.uk
Contact: Dr James Cullen, Director
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The Stanley Smith (UK) Horticultural Trust supports projects
that contribute to the development of the art and science of
horticulture, i.e. garden conservation and restoration, educa-
tion and training, research, publications and travel.

Stanley Smith (UK) Horticultural Trust Awards

Eligibility: Open to institutions and individuals. All projects
are judged entirely on merit and there are no eligibility
requirements, but grants are not awarded for students to take
academic or diploma courses of any kind
Level of Study: Unrestricted
Type: Varies
Value: Varies
Length of Study: Dependent on the nature of the project
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must apply to the Trust.
Trustees allocate awards in Spring and Autumn
No. of awards offered: 200
Closing Date: 15 August
Funding: Private
Contributor: Donations
No. of awards given last year: 30
No. of applicants last year: 200
Additional Information: www.fundingforall.org.uk/funds/
stanley-smith-uk-horticultural-trust/

For further information contact:

Email: tdaniel@calacademy.org

State Secretariat for Education,
Research and Innovation SERI

Einsteinstrasse 2, CH-3005 Bern, Switzerland.

Email: sgs@sbfi.admin.ch
Website: www.sbfi.admin.ch

Swiss Government Excellence Scholarships for
Foreign Scholars and Artists

Purpose: The Swiss government, through the Federal Com-
mission for Scholarships for Foreign Students (FCS), awards
various postgraduate scholarships to foreign scholars and
researchers
Eligibility: These scholarships provide graduates from all
fields with the opportunity to pursue doctoral or postdoctoral

research in Switzerland at one of the public funded universi-
ties or recognised institutions
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate
Type: Scholarship
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Additional Information: Please check www.sbfi.admin.ch/
scholarships_eng www.sbfi.admin.ch/sbfi/en/home/educa
tion/scholarships-and-grants/swiss-government-excellence-
scholarships.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (41) 446326161
Email: exchange@ethz.ch

Statistical Society of Canada

210 - 1725 St. Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, ON K1G 3V4, Canada.

Tel: (1) 613 733 2662
Email: info@ssc.ca
Website: www.ssc.ca
Contact: Sudhir Paul, Chair, Pierre Robillard Award

The Statistical Society of Canada provides a forum for
discussion and interaction among individuals involved in
all aspects of the statistical sciences. It publishes
a newsletter, Liaison as well as a scientific journal, The
Canadian Journal of Statistics. The Society also organizes
annual scientific meetings and short courses on professional
development.

Pierre Robillard Award

Purpose: To recognize the best PhD thesis defended at
a Canadian university and written in a field covered by the
Canadian Journal of Statistics
Eligibility: Open to all postgraduates who have made
a potential impact on the statistical sciences
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Award
Value: A certificate, a monetary prize of C$1,000 and 1 year’s
membership of the Society
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Canada
Application Procedure: Applicants must submit four copies
of the thesis together with a covering letter from the thesis
supervisor
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No. of awards offered: 8
Closing Date: 31 January
No. of awards given last year: 1
No. of applicants last year: 8
Additional Information: The committee may decide that
none of the submitted theses merits the award ssc.ca/en/
award/pierre-robillard-award

For further information contact:

Department of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, Univer-
sity of Alberta 632 Cab, AB, Canada.

Tel: (1) 780 492 4230
Fax: (1) 780 492 6826
Email: kc.carriere@ualberta.ca

Stellenbosch University

Private Bay XI, Matieland 7602, South Africa.

Tel: (27) 21 808 9111
Email: info@sun.ac.za
Website: www.sun.ac.za

The raison d’être of the chemistry of Stellenbosch is to create
and sustain, in commitment to the academic ideal of excellent
scholarly and scientific practice, an environment within
which knowledge can be discovered, shared and applied for
the benefit of the community.

Harry Crossley Doctoral Fellowship

Purpose: To reward academically above-average
students
Eligibility: Individuals are not eligible who will be employed
for more than 20 hours per week in 2020; who will register for
part-time courses, the 4th year of an undergraduate degree, the
LLB, postgraduate certificates and postgraduate diplomas and
who will register for degrees in disciplines in Religious Stud-
ies and Political Studies
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: ZAR 80,000
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Stellenbosch University
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Request application

No. of awards offered: 350
Closing Date: 29 September
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: Harry Crossley Foundation
No. of awards given last year: 50
No. of applicants last year: 350
Additional Information: www.validate-network.org/event/
the-harry-crossley-foundation-research-fellowships-2020

For further information contact:

Level 3, Otto Beit Building, Upper Campus Rondebosch,
7700, South Africa.

Tel: (27) 21 650 3622
Fax: (27) 21 808 2739
Email: pgfunding@uct.ac.za

Harry Crossley Master

Purpose: To reward academically above-average students
Eligibility: To full-time students registered at Stellenbosch
University in any postgraduate degree programme except
theology and political science
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Bursary
Value: R 75,000 (Honours), R 80,000 (Master)
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Stellenbosch University
Country of Study: South Africa
No. of awards offered: 500
Closing Date: December
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: Harry Crossley Foundation
No. of awards given last year: 30
No. of applicants last year: 500
Additional Information: Please see the website further
details www.scholarshubafrica.com/41257/harry-crossley-
foundation-research-fellowship-uct-south-africa/

For further information contact:

Tel: (27) 21 808 4208
Fax: (27) 21 808 3799
Email: usbritz@sun.ac.za

Stellenbosch Fellowship in Polymer Science

Purpose: To fund further study in Polymer Science and
synthetic Polymer chemistry
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Eligibility: Open to students with a PhD in Polymer Science
or Environmental Engineering and experience in membranes,
membrane operations, polymer brushes, grafts and other nano
particles
Level of Study: Postdoctorate
Type: Fellowship
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: University of Stellenbosch
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Request application.

For further information contact:

Department of Chemistry, Division of Polymer Science Uni-
versity of Stellenbosch, Private Bag X1, Matieland, 7602,
South Africa.

Email: rds@sun.ac.za

Stellenbosch Merit Bursary Award

Purpose: To reward academically above-average students
Eligibility: Available to full-time students registered at Stel-
lenbosch University in any postgraduate degree programme
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Bursary
Value: R 4,100–34,700
Length of Study: Up to 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Stellenbosch University
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Students must submit an application
and a certified copy of a complete, official academic record
No. of awards offered: Approx. 700
Closing Date: 6 December
Contributor: Stellenbosch University
No. of awards given last year: 340
No. of applicants last year: Approx. 700
Additional Information: www.sun.ac.za/english/learning-
teaching/undergraduate-bursaries-loans/su-funding/merit-
bursaries

For further information contact:

Office for postgraduate student funding, Postgraduate and
International Office, Wilcocks Building, Room 3015, Stellen-
bosch Central, Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa.

Tel: (27) 21 808 4208
Fax: (27) 21 808 3799
Email: postgradfunding@sun.ac.za

Stellenbosch Postdoctoral Research Fellowship in
Geology

Purpose: To finance a student interested in Archaen tectonics
and applied structural geology of high-grade metamorphic
granite-gneiss terrains
Eligibility: Open to students with a PhD in geology obtained
within the past 5 years, with a background in regional map-
ping and structural geology
Level of Study: Postdoctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: ZAR 60,000 per annum
Length of Study: 2 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: University of Stellenbosch
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Submit a covering letter, curriculum
vitae and all research outputs
Closing Date: 21 March
Additional Information: www.researchersjob.com/research-
fellowship/

For further information contact:

Fax: (27) 21 808 3129
Email: akister@sun.ac.za

Stellenbosch Rector’s Grants for Successing
Against the Odds

Purpose: To award students who have achieved exceptional
success despite difficult circumstances
Eligibility: Open to candidates who satisfy the admission
requirements of the University and who can provide proof
of exceptional achievement despite handicaps and/or specific
physical, educational or social challenges
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Grant
Value: R 60,000
Length of Study: Up to 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Stellenbosch University
Country of Study: South Africa
Application Procedure: Students must submit a complete
application form accompanied by a curriculum vitae and
2 references
No. of awards offered: 100
Closing Date: 10 September
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: Andrew Mellon Foundation
No. of awards given last year: 3
No. of applicants last year: 100
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For further information contact:

Tel: (27) 21 8084208
Fax: (27) 21 808 2739
Email: beursnavrae_nagraads@sun.ac.za

Stockholm School of Economics

PO Box 6501, SE-11383 Stockholm, Sweden.

Tel: (46) 8 736 9000
Email: info@hhs.se
Website: www.hhs.se

An international higher educational institution on
a comparatively small scale with a dynamic international
learning environment to further economic and business study.

Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologia
(CONACYT) Scholarships

Eligibility: Open to Mexican students only
Level of Study: MBA
Type: Scholarship
Value: All agreed fees
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Sweden
Application Procedure: Contact the Foundation
Funding: Foundation
Contributor: CONACYT
Additional Information: www.sussex.ac.uk/study/phd/doc
toral/funding-support-international/conacyt

For further information contact:

Email: ochoa@buzon.main.conacyt.mx

Petra Och Kail Erik Hedborgs Stiftelse Scholarship

Level of Study: MBA
Type: Scholarship
Value: All tuition fees and travel costs
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Sweden
Application Procedure: Contact the institute
Funding: Private
Additional Information: www.pkhedborg.com/english.html

For further information contact:

Tel: (46) 8 765 6327
Email: info@pkhedborg.com

The Swedish Foundation for International
Cooperation in Research and Higher Education
(STINT) Scholarship

Eligibility: Open to Brazilian nationals only
Level of Study: MBA
Type: Scholarship
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Dependent on funds available
Country of Study: Sweden
Application Procedure: Contact the institute
Funding: Government
Contributor: STINT
Additional Information: www.european-funding-guide.eu/
scholarship/5175-initiation

For further information contact:

STINT, Wallingatan 2, SE-111 60 Stockholm, Sweden.

Tel: (46) 46 8662 7690
Fax: (46) 46 8661 9210
Email: info@stint.se

Strathclyde University

16 Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 141 552 4400
Website: www.strath.ac.uk

Based in the heart of the City of Glasgow, Strathclyde Uni-
versity is a leading technological university with around
23,000 students from more than 100 nations. With an inter-
national reputation for teaching excellence, the university has
a five-star Overall Rating in the QS Stars University Ratings,
and seven Times Higher Education awards in as many years.

Strathclyde Prestige Award for Excellence in
Business Translation & Interpreting

Purpose: Strathclyde University is a major international tech-
nical university situated in Glasgow, Scotland. The mission of
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the university is socially progressive and brings positive
change in the life of its students for society and the world
Eligibility: 1. Be available to commence their academic stud-
ies in the United Kingdom by the start of the academic year in
September. 2. Hold a first degree at first class or upper second
class honours, or equivalent. 3. Hold an academic offer to
study MSc Business Translation & Interpreting. 4. Provide
a 300-word essay demonstrating their ability to contribute to
the field of Business Translation & Interpeting
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Award
Value: £5,000
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 31 May
Funding: International office
Additional Information: www.eafinder.com/strathclyde-
prestige-international-award-for-excellence-in-business-trans
lation-interpreting-in-uk-2019/

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 141 444 8600
Email: hass-pg-enquiries@strath.ac.uk

Stroke Association

Stroke House, 240 City Road, London EC1V 2PR, United
Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 20 7566 1543
Email: research@stroke.org.uk
Website: www.stroke.org.uk
Contact: Rachael Sherrington, Research Awards Officer

The Stroke Association funds research into stroke prevention,
treatment, rehabilitation, and long term care. It also helps
stroke patients and their families directly through community
services. It campaigns, educates and informs to increase
knowledge of stroke at all levels of society and it acts as
a voice for everyone affected by stroke.

Priority Programme Awards

Purpose: This new funding stream is aimed at addressing the
gaps in research in the following areas
Type: Award
Value: Up to the amount of £450,000

Length of Study: 3–5 years
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: January
Additional Information: These awards will be made in July.
Please contact research@stroke.org.uk www.stroke.org.uk/
research/our-funding-schemes/priority-programme-awards

The Stroke Association Research Project Grants

Purpose: To advance research into stroke
Eligibility: 1. Stroke Association Awards must be carried out
at Universities, NHS Trusts, Statutory Social Care Organisa-
tions or other Research Institutions within Great Britain and
Northern Ireland. 2. The lead applicant must be a senior
researcher holding a PhD (or equivalent) with a track record
of managing grants, delivering research studies and a strong
publication record. 3. The salary of the lead applicant has to
be guaranteed for the duration of the proposed programme;
the Lead applicant’s salary cannot be requested in the budget.
4. For this funding call masters, PhD studentships, and clin-
ical fellowships are not eligible to be included in the budget.
Level of Study: Research
Type: Project grant
Value: Up to £250,000
Length of Study: 3–5 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: A suitable university or hospital in the
United Kingdom
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Application forms are available
from the website
No. of awards offered: 20
Closing Date: 4 February
Funding: Private, Trusts
Contributor: Donations
No. of awards given last year: 3
No. of applicants last year: 20
Additional Information: Please visit www.stroke.org.uk/
research/looking-funding/project-grants www.stroke.org.uk/
research/our-funding-schemes/project-grants

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 20 7566 1543

Sugar Research Australia - SRA

SRA invests in and manages a portfolio of research, develop-
ment and adoption projects that drive productivity,
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profitability and sustainability for the Australian sugarcane
industry. An industry-owned company, we are funded by
a statutory levy paid by growing and milling businesses.
The SRA levy payers’ stakeholder investment is also
supported by the Commonwealth Government
co-investment and grants from the Queensland Government
and other bodies. We know and understand the issues our
members and levy payers face. We tackle these issues to find
research solutions and new and better ways of doing things
on-farm and at the mill.

Tel: (61) 7 3331 3333
Website: sugarresearch.com.au/
Contact: 50 Meiers Road, Indooroopilly QLD 4068 PO

Box 86, Indooroopilly QLD 4068, Australia.

Sugar Research Australia invests in and manages a portfolio
of research, development and adoption projects that drive
productivity, profitability and sustainability for the
Australian sugarcane industry.

Sugar Industry Postgraduate Research
Scholarships (SPRS)

Purpose: Sugar Research Australia (SRA) invests in and man-
ages a portfolio of research, development and adoption
(RD&A) projects that drive productivity, profitability and sus-
tainability for the Australian sugarcane industry. SRA also
invests significantly in industry capability with the ongoing
future success of the sugar industry dependent upon improving
the capability of existing industry employees. With respect to
research funding and encouraging young scientists into our
industry, SRA makes available a number of SPRS awards
every year, tenable at Australian universities and institutions,
for postgraduate research study. The purpose of these awards is
to enable qualified graduates to undertake Research Doctorate
or Research Masters study and to facilitate research and train-
ing in areas of value to the Australian sugarcane industry.
Eligibility: The purpose of the SPRS is to enable high calibre
students to undertake a Masters or PhD research degree in
disciplines relevant to the future of the Australian sugar
industry. Scholarships are available for three years for PhD
studies and two years for Research Masters studies and are
awarded on the basis of academic excellence. Applicants
should consult the SRA Strategic Plan document available
on the SRA website and focus on inventive projects that
address at least one of the following eight key focus areas of
investment: 1. Optimally-adapted varieties, plant breeding
and release 2. Soil health, nutrient management and environ-
mental sustainability 3. Pest, disease and weed management
4. Farming systems and harvesting 5. Milling efficiency and

technology 6. Product diversification and value addition
7. Knowledge and technology transfer and adoption 8. Col-
laboration and capability development To be eligible for a full
SPRS or a top-up scholarship, the candidate must be a citizen
or permanent resident of Australia and must have acceptance
at a recognised research institution. The principal supervisor
for the postgraduate study program must provide evidence
that the host organisation supports the project and the appli-
cant’s candidature for the relevant study program. Awards are
tenable at Australian universities/institutions; however for
applicants of proven ability who are undertaking a PhD, train-
ing at overseas institutions may be approved where benefits
will return to the Australian sugar industry and where over-
seas supervision will confer additional benefit. Awards are
conferred on the student based on merit, with the evaluation
criteria set out within this document. Generic applications
from prospective supervisors requesting support for postgrad-
uate research projects without identifying a specific candidate
will not be considered. The SPRS award offers supplementary
or full scholarships, the number and value of which are at the
discretion of SRA. For a higher probability of success, the
applicant is encouraged to also apply for a Research Training
Program (RTP) scholarship or equivalent through their host
university. Preference will be given to applicants who receive
an RTP or equivalent scholarship. Successful applicants not
holding an RTP scholarship or any other base scholarship will
be provided a tax-free stipend of AU$32,000 per annum
(exclusive of GST). Successful applicants with an RTP schol-
arship will be provided a tax free top-up set at a maximum of
75% of the RTP stipend rate which is determined by the
Australian Government Department of Education and Train-
ing each year. All successful applicants will also be provided
with an additional budget of AU$10,000 (excluding GST) per
year to support research project operating expenses.
Level of Study: postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: AU$32,000
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Australia
Application Procedure: The SRA SugarNet online submis-
sion system must be used for all SPRS applications. This can
be accessed at sugarnet.sugarresearch.com.au. Applications
will not be considered to be complete until the curriculum
vitae (CV), certified copies of the academic record and aca-
demic transcript, letters of reference from at least two referees
and proof of nationality or permanent residence visa are
uploaded through SugarNet to accompany the application.
The project title needs to be a concise statement of the aim
of the proposed research project. The title, objectives and
outcomes expected from the project may be published in the
SRA Annual Report. Candidates are encouraged to consult
their Principal Supervisor when completing this section of the
online submission form. No additional information or
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attachments (such as images, diagrams, flow-charts, tables
etc.) should be included unless a prior arrangement has been
made with SRA
Closing Date: 31 October
Additional Information: www.worldwidecancerresearch.
org/for-researchers/our-funding-criteria/

For further information contact:

Tel: (61) 7 3331 3333
Email: fundingunit@sugarresearch.com.au.

Swansea University

Singleton Park, Swansea, SA2 8PP Wales, United Kingdom.

Tel: (44) 1792 205 678
Email: sro@swansea.ac.uk
Website: www.swan.ac.uk
Contact: Dr Mark Skippen, Senior Postgraduate

Recruitment Officer

Swansea University is a United Kingdom top 30 institution
for research excellence (REF2014) that has been providing
the highest quality postgraduate teaching since 1920. Our
campuses are situated on the stunning sandy beach of Swan-
sea Bay. We have taught and research postgraduate funding
for United Kingdom, European Union and international stu-
dents: www.swansea.ac.uk/postgraduate/scholarships

Computer Science: Fully Funded EPSRC PHD
Scholarship

Purpose: The Department of Computer Science is part of the
Computational Foundry, a world-class centre for computa-
tional research, part-funded by the European Regional Devel-
opment Fund through the Welsh Government
Eligibility: 1. Candidates must have a first or upper second
class honours or a Master’s degree with Merit (or equivalent),
in a relevant discipline. 2. For candidates whose first language
is not English, we require IELTS 6.5 (with 6.0 in each com-
ponent) or equivalent. Please visit our website for a list of
acceptable English language tests. 3. We prefer candidates to
have already met the English Language requirements at the
point of application, although this is not a requirement
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: annual stipend of £15,009 per annum
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Any country

Application Procedure: To apply, please complete and
return the following documents to the College of Science:
1. College of Science PGR Scholarship Application. 2. Aca-
demic References – all scholarship applications require two
supporting references to be submitted. Please ensure that your
chosen referees are aware of the funding deadline, as their
references form a vital part of the evaluation process. Please
either include these with your scholarship application or ask
your referees to send them directly to science-scholarships@
swansea.ac.uk
Closing Date: 23 March
Funding: Private
Additional Information: The Computational Foundry has
dedicated research labs, runs specialised seminar series, fre-
quently hosts international guest researchers from academia
and industry, and is involved in large United Kingdom- and
European Union-funded research projects that provide oppor-
tunities for additional training and research visits at partner
universities

For further information contact:

Email: science-scholarships@swansea.ac.uk

International Excellence Scholarships

Eligibility: Awards are available to postgraduate applicants
from outside the EU. Other eligibility criteria may apply.
Please contact us for details
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Approx. £4,000
Length of Study: 1 year (Masters)
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Swansea University
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Complete application form, avail-
able online at website
Closing Date: 22 May
Additional Information: Please contact at internatio
nal@swansea.ac.uk studyabroad.shiksha.com/scholarships/
international-excellence-scholarship-masters

For further information contact:

Tel: (44) 1245 493131
Email: scholarships@brunel.ac.uk

MRes Scholarships

Type: Scholarship
Value: Each scholarship is worth £2,500, to be used towards
the cost of tuition fees
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Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: To apply please complete and return
the following application form to science-scholarships@
swansea.ac.uk
Closing Date: 20 July
Additional Information: www.bournemouth.ac.uk/study/
postgraduate-research/fees-funding/studentships-scholarships/
mres-scholarships

For further information contact:

Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia.

Email: hdrcotutelle@mq.edu.au

PhD Fees-only Bursaries

Eligibility: Open to good Master’s graduates from the United
Kingdom/European Union who will be commencing PhD
studies at Swansea University
Type: Scholarship
Value: Covers United Kingdom/European Union tuition
fees
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Swansea University
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Please contact us for an application
form
No. of awards given last year: 10

For further information contact:

Email: admissions-enquiries@swansea.ac.uk

Swansea University Masters Scholarships

Eligibility: Open to students from the United
Kingdom/European Union who will be starting an eligible
master’s course at Swansea University for the first time in
September
Level of Study: Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £1,500 towards tuition fees
Length of Study: 1 year full time or 2–3 years part-time
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Swansea University
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Eligible students are sent an appli-
cation form when offered a place on a course
Closing Date: 17 July
No. of awards given last year: 100

Additional Information: www.swansea.ac.uk/science/post
graduatescholarships/swansea-science-masters-scholarships/

For further information contact:

Postgraduate Admissions Office, Swansea University, Single-
ton Park, Sketty, Swansea SA2 8PP, United Kingdom.

Email: science-scholarships@swansea.ac.uk

Swansea University PhD Scholarships

Eligibility: Open to good Master’s graduates from the United
Kingdom/European Union who will be commencing PhD
studies at Swansea University
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postgraduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Annual stipend at Rcuk level (approx. £14,000)
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Swansea University
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Please see individual scholarship
listings on our website: www.swansea.ac.uk/postgraduate/
scholarships/research
No. of awards given last year: 15

For further information contact:

Postgraduate Admissions Office, Swansea University, Single-
ton Park, Sketty, Swansea SA2 8PP, United Kingdom.

Email: postgraduate.admissions@swansea.ac.uk

Swansea University Research Excellence
Scholarship

Purpose: The project aims to create novel approaches to
contemporary challenges in theoretical and applied ecological
and evolutionary biosciences
Type: Scholarship
Value: The scholarship covers the full cost of United
Kingdom/European Union tuition fees, plus an annual stipend
of £14,553 (in line with the RCUK stipend amount) for
3 years. There will also be £1,000 per annum available for
research expenses such as travel, accommodation, field trips
and conference attendance
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Closing Date: 8 January
Contributor: Swansea University
Additional Information: To apply please complete and
return the following documents to Dr Vivienne Jenkins
(pgrsures-at-swansea.ac.uk) using the quote reference COS2
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www.postgrad.com/news/Applications-open-for-Swansea-
University-Research-Excellence-Scholarships-SURES/2563/

For further information contact:

Email: pgrsures@swansea.ac.uk

The James Callaghan Scholarships

Eligibility: Research students from Commonwealth member
countries are eligible to apply. Awards are available for full-
time or part-time MPhil or PhD studies
Level of Study: Doctorate, Predoctorate
Type: Scholarship
Value: £1,700 (full-time) and £850 (half-time)
Length of Study: 1 year (MPhil) and 3 years (PhD)
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Swansea University
Country of Study: United Kingdom
Application Procedure: Please contact us for an application
form
Closing Date: 1 June
Additional Information: www.advance-africa.com/The-
James-Callaghan-Scholarships.html

For further information contact:

Postgraduates Admissions Office, Swansea University, Sin-
gleton Park, Sketty, Swansea SA2 8PP, United Kingdom.

Email: postgraduate.admissions@swansea.ac.uk

Swedish Institute

Slottsbacken 10, Box 7434, SE-103 91 Stockholm, Sweden.

Tel: (46) 8 453 7800
Email: si@si.se
Contact: The Swedish Institute

SISS is the Swedish government’s international awards
scheme aimed at developing global leaders. It is funded by
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden and administered
by the Swedish Institute (SI). The programme offers a unique
opportunity for future leaders to develop professionally and
academically, to experience Swedish society and culture, and
to build a long-lasting relationship with Sweden and with
each other.

Swedish Institute Scholarships for Global
Professionals (SISGP)

Purpose: The Swedish Institute (SI) is now launching the
Swedish Institute Scholarships for Global Professionals
(SISGP), a new scholarship programme which replaces
Swedish Institute Study Scholarships (SISS)
Eligibility: Work experience; You must have minimum of
3,000 hours of demonstrated employment. Read more about
the criteria for work experience Leadership experience; You
must have demonstrated leadership experience from your
current or previous employment. Read more about the lead-
ership experience criteria University admissions; Youmust be
liable to pay tuition fees to Swedish universities, have
followed the steps of university admission, and be admitted
to one of the eligible master’s programmes by 4 April
Level of Study: Graduate
Type: Scholarship
Value: Living expense of SEK 10,000 and travel allowance of
SEK 15,000
Length of Study: One academic year (2 sememsters)
Frequency: Varies
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: A complete application must consist
of: 1. A completed motivation letter. 2. A CV. 3. Two valid
and completed letters of reference. 4. Valid and completed
proof of work and leadership experience. 5. A copy of your
valid passport
Closing Date: 20 February
Funding: Private
Additional Information: For further information on applica-
tion process, visit the website. si.se/en/apply/scholarships/
swedish-institute-scholarships-for-global-professionals/
www.opportunitiesforafricans.com/swedish-institute-scholar
ships-for-global-professionals-sisgp-2020-2021/

For further information contact:

Swedish Institute, Slottsbacken 10, SE-111 30 Stockholm,
Sweden.

Swedish Institute Scholarships for the Western
Balkans Programme

Purpose: The SI Scholarships for the Western Balkans Pro-
gramme aims at supporting advanced level studies and research
within the field of social sciences in order to forge closer links
between the Western Balkans and the European Union, and to
contribute to strengthened democracy in the region
Eligibility: The scholarships are intended for PhD students and
postdoctoral researchers from Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Kosovo, Macedonia (FYROM), Montenegro and Serbia
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conducting part of their studies/research in Sweden within the
field of social sciences
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate
Type: Scholarship
Value: SEK 15,000 per month for PhD students, and SEK
18,000 per month for postdoctoral researchers and senior
scientists
Length of Study: 1 year
Frequency: Annual
Country of Study: Sweden
Application Procedure: Online application portal
Closing Date: 10 January
Contributor: Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden and
administered by the Swedish Institute (SI)
Additional Information: Please contact sischolarships@si.se

For further information contact:

Email: sischolarships@si.se

Swedish-Turkish Scholarship Programme for PhD
Studies and Postdoctoral Research

Purpose: The Swedish-Turkish Scholarship Programme aims
at supporting advanced level studies and research in order to
forge closer links between Turkey and the European Union,
and to contribute to strengthened democracy and a greater
respect for human rights
Eligibility: The scholarships are intended for PhD students and
postdoctoral researchers from Turkey conducting part of their
studies/research in Sweden within the field of social sciences.
You should not be a resident for more than 2 year in Sweden
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate
Type: Scholarship
Value: SEK 15,000 per month for PhD students, and SEK
18,000 per month for postdoctoral researchers and senior
scientists
Length of Study: 1 year
Country of Study: Sweden
Closing Date: 1 November
Contributor: Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden and
administered by the Swedish Institute (SI)
Additional Information: Please contact sischolarships@si.se
scholarization.blogspot.com/2010/07/swedish-turkish-scholar
ship-program.html

The Swedish Institute Study Scholarships (SISS)

Purpose: SISS is the Swedish government’s international
awards scheme aimed at developing global leaders

Eligibility: Applicants must be from an eligible country and
have at least 3,000 hours of experience from full-time/part-
time employment, voluntary work, paid/unpaid internship,
and/or position of trust. Applicants must display academic
qualifications and leadership experience. In addition, appli-
cants should show an ambition to make a difference by
working with issues which contribute to a just and sustainable
development in their country, in a long term perspective. The
travel grant is a one-time payment of SEK 15,000
Level of Study: Foundation programme
Type: Scholarship
Value: The scholarship covers both tuition fees (paid directly
to the Swedish university/university college by the Swedish
Institute) and living expenses to the amount of SEK 10,000
per month. There are no additional grants for family members
Length of Study: The scholarship is intended for full-time
master’s level studies of one or two years, and is only awarded
for programmes starting in the autumn semester. The schol-
arship covers the whole duration of the master’s programme
Country of Study: Any country
Closing Date: 20 February
Funding: Government
Contributor: Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden
Additional Information: www.opportunitiesforafricans.
com/swedish-institute-study-scholarships-siss-2020-2021/

The Swedish Institute Study Scholarships for
South Africa

Purpose: The programme offers a unique opportunity for
future leaders to develop professionally and academically, to
experience Swedish society and culture, and to build a long-
lasting relationship with Sweden and with each other
Type: Scholarship
Value: The scholarship covers both tuition fees (paid directly
to the Swedish university/university college by the Swedish
Institute) and living expenses to the amount of SEK 9,000 per
month. The travel grant is a one-time payment of SEK 15,000
Length of Study: Whole duration of the master’s programme
Country of Study: Sweden
Application Procedure: Online application
Closing Date: 15 January
Contributor: Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden and
administered by the Swedish Institute (SI)
Additional Information: opportunitydesk.org/2019/12/12/
swedish-institute-scholarships-for-south-africa-2020/

Visby Programme Scholarships

Purpose: The aim of the Visby Programme is to support
individual mobility, thereby contributing to increased
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contacts and collaborations between actors in Sweden and
countries in the EU Eastern Partnership and Russia. The goal
is to build an integrated, knowledge-based and research-
intense region, centred on the Baltic Sea while also including
EU Eastern Partnership countries and Russia
Eligibility: 1. PhD student, applying for a part of his/her
ongoing PhD studies to be carried out in Sweden (1 year
maximum). 2. Postdoctoral researcher, with priority given to
holders of a PhD degree. 3. Senior scientist - holders of a PhD
degree obtained before 2012 (6 months maximum)
Level of Study: Doctorate, Postdoctorate
Type: Scholarship
Value: SEK 15,000 per month for PhD students, and SEK
18,000 per month for postdoctoral researchers and senior
scientists. The scholarship cannot be prolonged or extended
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applications are evaluated by the
Swedish Institute (SI) and an academic board. Online appli-
cation form
Closing Date: 14 February
Additional Information: Please contact sischolarships@si.se
www.youthop.com/scholarships/swedish-institute-visby-progr
amme-scholarships

For further information contact:

Email: markus.boman@si.se

Swedish Natural Science Research
Council (NFR)

Box 7142, SE-10387 Stockholm, Sweden.

Tel: (46) 85 464 400
Email: vetenskapsradet@vr.se
Website: www.nfr.se
Contact: Grants Management Officer

NFR FRN Grants for Scientific Equipment

Purpose: To assist researchers
Eligibility: Open to individuals holding a research grant from
any Swedish research council
Level of Study: Research
Type: A variable number of grants
Value: Up to SEK 10,000,000
Length of Study: Dependent on the requirements of the
projects
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Universities

Country of Study: Sweden
Application Procedure: Applicants must contact the organi-
sation for details
Funding: Government

For further information contact:

Tel: (46) 84 544 254
Email: lars@nfr.se

NFR Travel Grants

Purpose: To give financial support to researchers attending
conferences or wishing to undertake short-term research
abroad
Eligibility: Open to Swedish researchers and foreign national
researchers who have completed their PhD at a Swedish uni-
versity and have embarked on postdoctoral studies
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Research
Type: Travel grant
Value: Travelling expenses and subsistence
Length of Study: Up to 2 months
Frequency: Throughout the year
Study Establishment: Universities or academic institutions
abroad
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must complete an appli-
cation form
Closing Date: 15 August
Funding: Government

For further information contact:

Tel: (46) 84 544 229
Email: elisa@nfr.se

Swinburne University of Technology

PO Box 218, Hawthorn, VIC 3122, Australia.

Tel: (61) 3 9214 8000
Email: webmaster@swin.edu.au
Website: www.swinburne.edu
Contact: MBA Admissions Officer

It provides career-orientated education and as a university
with a commitment to research. The University maintains
a strong technology base and important links with industry,
complemented by a number of innovative specialist research
centres which attract a great deal of international interest.

828 Swedish Natural Science Research Council (NFR)
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A feature of many Swinburne undergraduate courses is the
applied vocational emphasis and direct industry application
through Industry Based Learning (IBL) programs. Swin-
burne was a pioneer of IBL program which places students
directly in industry for vocational employment as an integral
part of the course structure. Swinburne is committed to
the transfer of lifelong learning skills. It is heavily involved
in international initiatives and plays a significant part in
the internationalization of Australia’s tertiary education
system.

Chancellor’s Research Scholarship

Purpose: To award students of exceptional research potential
to undertake a higher degree by research (HDR)
Eligibility: Open to a local or an international student under-
taking a higher degree by research (HDR) with Bachelor
Degree with First Class Honours. For further details, please
check the website
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Research scholarship
Value: An annual stipend of US$30,000, an Establishment
Grant of up to US$3,000 and up to US$5,000 for a 6-month
overseas placement
Length of Study: 3 years
Frequency: Annual
Application Procedure: Check website for further details
Additional Information: Please refer website for details:
www.swinburne.edu.au/study/options/scholarships/215/chance
llors-research-scholarship-/

For further information contact:

Building 60Wm, Level 7, 60 William Street, Hawthorn
Campus, VIC 3122, Australia.

Tel: (61) 9214 5547 or 9214 8744
Email: ehill@swin.edu.au

PhD in Mechatronics

Purpose: To provide full time scholarships to undertake the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) at the Faculty of
Engineering and Industrial Sciences of Swinburne University
of Technology
Eligibility: Applicants should have completed an undergrad-
uate course in engineering preferably in mechatronics or
electrical engineering. Candidates with a Masters Degree in
a related area or with previous research experience will be
given priority
Level of Study: Doctorate

Type: Scholarship
Value: AU$19,616 per year
Length of Study: 3 years
Application Procedure: Check website for further details
Closing Date: 20 July

For further information contact:

Swinburne University of Technology, PO Box 218, VIC
3122, Australia.

Tel: (61) 61 3 9214 5659
Email: arad@swin.edu.au

Swinburne University Postgraduate Research
Award (SUPRA)

Purpose: To assist with general living costs
Eligibility: Open to domestic or an international student
undertaking a higher degree by research. Hold a bachelor’s
degree with first-class honours or equivalent. Please check the
website for further details
Level of Study: Doctorate, Research
Type: Research award
Value: A non-taxable indexed stipend of around US$23,728
per year and a tuition fee scholarship (total value around
US$49k per year)
Length of Study: 3 years (Research Doctorate)
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Complete an application for admis-
sion to research higher degree candidature and scholarship
and mail/courier or you can scan your application forms in
and email them
Closing Date: October
Additional Information: www.swinburne.edu.au/study/
options/scholarships/221/swinburne-university-postgraduate-
research-award/

For further information contact:

Tel: (61) 9214 5547 or 9214 8744
Email: ehill@swin.edu.au

Vice Chancellor’s Centenary Research Scholarship
(VCRS)

Purpose: To assist with general living costs
Eligibility: Open to domestic or an international student who
have completed a Bachelor degree with First Class Honours
and are of exceptional research potential undertaking a higher
degree by research (HDR). For further details, please check
the website

Swinburne University of Technology 829
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Level of Study: Research
Type: Research scholarship
Value: The value of the VCRS will be up to US$35,000
(tax-exempt) over a maximum period of up to 3.5 full-time
years, payable at the rate of US$5,000 per year for the 1st year
and US$12,000 per year for the remaining 2.5 years
Length of Study: 3 years
Application Procedure: Check website for further details

For further information contact:

Building 60Wm, Level 7, 60 William Street, Hawthorn
Campus, VIC 3122, Australia.

Tel: (61) 9214 5547 or 9214 8744
Email: ehill@swin.edu.au

Swiss National Science Foundation
(SNSF)

Wildhainweg 20, PO Box CH-3001 Berne, Switzerland.

Tel: (41) 31 308 2222
Website: www.snf.ch
Contact: Dr Benno G Frey, Office for Fellowship

Programmes

The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) supports sci-
entific research at Swiss universities and other scientific insti-
tutions and awards fellowships to Swiss scientists or scientists
living in Switzerland. The SNSF was established in 1952 as
a private foundation entrusted with the promotion of basic non
commercial research. While the SNSF supports research
through grants given to established or promising researchers,
it does not maintain its own research institutions. The main
objectives of the SNSF are to support basic research in all areas
of academic research and to support young scientists and
researchers, with the intent of ensuring the continuing high
quality of teaching and research in Swiss higher education. In
addition to the general research funding, the SNSF is respon-
sible for the National Research Programmes (NRP).

Swiss National Science Foundation Fellowships
for Prospective Researchers

Purpose: To promote holders of MA or PhD degrees, who
have had at least one year’s experience in active research after
the completion of their degree

Eligibility: Open to promising young Scholars under the age
of 33 who are Swiss nationals or permanent residents of
Switzerland, hold an MA or PhD and can demonstrate at
least one year’s experience in active research. An exception
to the age restriction (to a maximum of two years) can be
made for candidates from clinical disciplines, or candidates
who have interrupted their scientific careers due to family
obligations. The main condition for such an exception is
that the candidate has reached a high scientific level and will
in the future pursue an active career in science and research.
A high priority will be given to candidates who plan to return
to Switzerland
Level of Study: Postdoctorate, Predoctorate
Type: A variable number of fellowships
Value: Varies
Length of Study: Varies
Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Universities worldwide
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must complete an
application form, available from the Local Research Com-
mission. Candidates with a degree from a Swiss university
should contact the Research Commission of their institu-
tion. Candidates with Italian as their native language, who
have completed their studies in a foreign country should
contact the Research Commission for the Italian speaking
part of Switzerland. Swiss candidates who are residents of
foreign countries, hold a degree from a foreign university,
but who intend to return to Switzerland should contact the
Swiss scientific academy responsible for their area of
research
Additional Information: For further information please con-
tact Benno Frey or Laurence at the Office for Fellowship
Programmes, or refer to the website www.snf.ch/SiteCollec
tionDocuments/stip_ang_weisungen_mySNF_e.pdf

Syracuse University

900 South Crouse Ave, Syracuse, NY 13244, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 315 443 1870
Email: grad@syr.edu
Website: www.syr.edu

Syracuse University is a non-profit, private student research
university. Its mission is to promote learning through teach-
ing, research, scholarship, creative accomplishment and
service.
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Syracuse University Executive MBA Programme

Length of Study: 2 years
Application Procedure: Applicants must return a completed
‘Independent Study MBA’ application form
Closing Date: 7 May
Additional Information: onlinebusiness.syr.edu/mba/

For further information contact:

School of Management, Suite 100, Crouse-Hinds School of
Management, Syracuse, NY 13244, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 315 443 3006
Fax: (1) 315 443 5389
Email: grad@gwmail.syr.edu

Syracuse University MBA

Purpose: All Syracuse MBA scholarships are awarded based
on merit and the qualifications shown on a student’s admis-
sion application. Applicants are not required to apply sepa-
rately for merit-based scholarships
Eligibility: To be eligible for the MBA admission, listed
below are the requirements. 1. A United States bachelor’s
degree or its equivalent from an accredited college or univer-
sity Completed application. 2. Recommended minimum GPA
is 3.0 on a 4.0 scale. 4. GMAT or GRE exam.
5. Recommended minimum GMAT score is 600. The 2016
entering class average was 623. 6. For those with GRE scores
you can convert them to GMAT through the website www.ets.
org/gre/institutions/about/mba/comparison_tool. 7. Program
code for GMAT is NG0-SB-40. 8. Institution code for GRE
is 2823. 9. English exam (for international students). 10.
Minimum total score for TOEFL is 100, IELTS 7.0, PTE 68.
11. Preferred speaking score for TOEFL is 24, IELTS 7.5,
PTE 65. 12. Institution code for TOEFL is 2823, department
code is 02 if required. 13. PTE Academic program code is
5LD-BQ-15. 14. IELTS: Whitman downloads IELTS scores
that have been transmitted to our e-download account
Length of Study: 1–2 years
Country of Study: Any country
Application Procedure: Applicants must complete the appli-
cation form (including the specified number of photocopies)
with official academic transcripts, two letters of recommen-
dation, personal essays, requested financial documents, Grad-
uate Management Admission Test and TOEFL (if applicable)
scores, and a fee of US$50. Applications may be fully com-
pleted online

Additional Information: whitman.syr.edu/programs-and-
academics/programs/whitman-mba-experience/fulltime-mba-
experience/index.aspx

For further information contact:

Syracuse University, School of Management, Suite
100, Crouse-Hinds School of Management, Syracuse, NY
13244, United States of America.

Tel: (1) 315 443 4492
Fax: (1) 315 443 3423
Email: lescis@syr.edu

System for Analysis Research and
Training (START)

International START Secretariat, 2000 Florida Avenue NW
Suite 200, Washington, DC 20009, United States of
America.

Tel: (1) 202 462 2213
Email: START@agu.org
Website: www.start.org
Contact: Professor Roland Fuchs, Director

The global change SysTem for Analysis, Research and Train-
ing (START), provides an international framework for capac-
ity building. It fosters regional networks of collaborating
scientists and institutions in developing countries to conduct
research on regional aspects of environmental change, assess
impacts and vulnerabilities to such changes and provide
information to policy makers.

Start/Norad Fellowship for Doctoral Research and
Dissertation on Global Environmental Change

Purpose: To financially support outstanding young African
scientists in their research
Eligibility: Open to candidates who are not more than
35 years of age and are currently enrolled in a graduate degree
programme leading to a PhD degree in an African university.
The applicant must have obtained a Master’s degree
Level of Study: Doctorate
Type: Fellowship
Value: Varies
Length of Study: 2 years

System for Analysis Research and Training (START) 831

http://onlinebusiness.syr.edu/mba/
mailto:grad@gwmail.syr.edu
http://www.ets.org/gre/institutions/about/mba/comparison_tool.
http://www.ets.org/gre/institutions/about/mba/comparison_tool.
http://whitman.syr.edu/programs-and-academics/programs/whitman-mba-experience/fulltime-mba-experience/index.aspx
http://whitman.syr.edu/programs-and-academics/programs/whitman-mba-experience/fulltime-mba-experience/index.aspx
http://whitman.syr.edu/programs-and-academics/programs/whitman-mba-experience/fulltime-mba-experience/index.aspx
mailto:lescis@syr.edu
mailto:START@agu.org
http://www.start.org


Frequency: Annual
Study Establishment: Any accredited university
Country of Study: Africa
Application Procedure: Applicants must submit
a completed programme application form, a detailed pro-
posal, a curriculum vitae and a letter of recommendation
Closing Date: 15 August

Additional Information: Application materials can be sent
electronically or faxed scholarship-positions.com/doctoral-
dissertation-research-fellowship-in-the-united-states/2019/12/21/

For further information contact:

Email: cskauffman@agu.org

832 System for Analysis Research and Training (START)

http://scholarship-positions.com/doctoral-dissertation-research-fellowship-in-the-united-states/2019/12/21/
http://scholarship-positions.com/doctoral-dissertation-research-fellowship-in-the-united-states/2019/12/21/
mailto:cskauffman@agu.org
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